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Falling into 
a new high 
-in Friday 
A local band 
of 'Upsetters' 
-in Friday 
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It's official: 
Latta confirms president's visit 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
wire editor 
It's official. President Reagan 
is coming to the University 
Wednesday. 
Philip Mason, executive assis- 
tant to University President 
Paul Olscamp, made the an- 
nouncement yesterday af- 
ternoon after getting 
confirmation from U.S. Rep. 
Delbert Latta (R-Ohio). 
Both Latta and Olscamp said 
yesterday Reagan's visit was 
only a rumor until official word 
was given by the White House. 
Latta was the first to know 
because he is the co-chairman of 
the Reagan/Bush Re-election 
Campaign, Mason said. 
He said Reagan is scheduled 
to land at Toledo Express Air- 
port at 10:30 a.m. and fly to 
Bowling Green by helicopter. He 
is expected to give a 25-minute 
speech at 11 a.m. in Anderson 
Arena and leave immediately 
afterward, Mason said: 
"The details other than that 
are sketchy," he added. 
Reagan's schedule is flexible, 
according to Ron Johnson, di- 
rector of security for Toledo 
Express Airport. 
_,_ ''We've been given two possi- 
/We times for The president's 
arrival," Johnson said. "It could 
be 10:30 or 12 noon depending on 
whether he stops in Akron first. 
"THE SECRET Service ad- 
vance team. . .said one of those 
times would be confirmed within 
the next couple of days." 
Johnson also said a "large 
complement" of military air- 
craft would be landing in Toledo 
with Air Force One, the presi- 
dent's Jet. 
Security for the visit will be 
handled by campus police, city 
police and the Secret Service, 
Bill Bess, director of the Depart- 
ment of Public Safety, said! 
"The whole picture is defined 
with the word 'security,' " Bess 
said. "It's going to be very thor- 
ough." 
The flexible schedule will help 
rird the president, according 
James Goodenough, special 
agent in charge of the Toledo 
branch of the Secret Service. 
"Things are easier to take 
care of if they haven't been 
planned for two months ahead of 
time," he said. 
Originally it was thought Rea- 
gan would meet with a small 
group of students after his 
speech, but that might not hap- 
pen, according to Clifton Bou- 
telle. director of public relations 
for the University. 
"SINCE HE'S only scheduled 
to be here 25 minutes, there 
would be no time for anything 
after the speech." Boutelle said. 
"Reagan's plans for anything 
other than a speech are unclear 
at this time." 
It is also unclear what topics 
Reagan will address in his 
speech, he said. 
"There was speculation after 
it was first announced that he 
might be speaking on foreign 
policy ... but I don't think any- 
one at the University knows 
what he's going to be talking 
about," Boutelle said. 
The president's advance 
team, mostly made up of Secret 
Service agents, will be meeting 
with University officials in the 
next few days to iron out details 
of the president's visit, Goode- 
nough said. 
It is not yet known how stu- 
dents will get to see the presi- 
dent, but seating is an important 
concern of the planners, Mason 
said. 
"The important thing is for 
students to have first priority," 
he said. "It's an important expe- 
rience for the students to be able 
to see and hear the president in 
person." 
23 die in suicide attack 
on CIS embassy in Beirut 
Jump 
Clem YasKov 
BG News/Susan Cross 
shot 
k wltz, senior business administration major, was hoping to find people to play basketball with at 
the courts behind Conklin dormatory yesterday, but nobody else showed up. 
Group registers voters 
Campus GOP to rally 
by Carole Homberger 
staff reporter 
The University's Reagan 
/Bush Republican Party or- 
ganization will hold a rally at 
7:30 Monday in 200 Moseley 
Hall for anyone interested in 
volunteering to help the party 
in its voter registration drive. 
According to Mike Miller, 
campus party chairman, the 
party has registered more 
students to vote than on any 
other campus in the country 
so far and plans to hold on to 
that distinction. 
With the excitement of Rea- 
gan's visit to the University, 
Miller expects a large turnout 
at the rally. But because of 
space limitations and topics 
on the agenda, Miller would 
like to see only those people 
truly interested in helping 
with the campus campaign 
there. 
"Tentatively, we plan to 
talk about what we plan to do 
in the campaign program," 
he said. 
The meeting will also in- 
clude concentration on voter 
registration and showing of a 
film made by the national 
committee, he said. 
"If the president does 
come, we might skip the film 
because we will have much to 
talk about," Miller said. "I 
am very excited about Rea- 
gan's possible visit and I hope 
we, the campus party, can 
step up registration." 
Miller added it is important 
University students fill out a 
change of address card. "If 
they do not change it, they 
will not be able to vote," he 
said. 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A 
van driven by a suicide bomber 
careened past concrete barriers 
and through a fusillade of gun- 
fire yesterday and blew up at the 
doors of the U.S. Embassy an- 
nex. Police said 23 people were 
killed in the blast and the U.S. 
State Department reported two 
of the dead were Americans. 
Lebanese state radio initially 
put the death toll at 10, but later 
said as many as 40 people may 
have perished. 
The blast tore into the lower 
stories of the six-story building 
and ripped a crater 16 feet wide 
nearby. Local radio stations 
quoted police as saying the van 
was laden with as much as 385 
pounds of TNT and that it car- 
ried fake Dutch diplomatic li- 
cense plates. State television 
said the van also was fitted with 
four Soviet-made rockets, add- 
ing to the force of the explosion. 
American guards and Leb- 
anese Christian militia guards 
said they fired at the speeding 
van as it scraped through the 
concrete barriers. British body- 
guards waiting outside the an- 
nex also said they fired at the 
van and hit it several times. 
IN WASHINGTON, Assistant 
Secretary of State for Middle 
East Affairs Richard Murphy 
said he was told a U.S. Marine 
guard shot and killed the suicide 
driver just before the vehicle 
blew up. 
Police and embassy officials 
said they believed the gunfire 
from Lebanese and American 
guards prevented the van from 
driving into a basement parking 
lot and blowing up the entire 
building. 
About 90 minutes after the 
explosion, an anonymous caller 
claimed responsibility for the 
attack on behalf of Islamic Holy 
War, a shadowy terrorist group 
that claimed the bombings that 
killed 299 American and French 
peacekeeping soldiers last Octo- 
ber, and the bombing of the U.S. 
Embassy in west Beirut in April 
1983. Sixty-three people, includ- 
ing 17 Americans, were killed in 
that explosion. 
No member of Islamic Holy 
War has ever been identified. 
Lebanese and American offi- 
cials say the name may actually 
be used by many individual at- 
tackers or small groups. 
THE AMERICAN staff had just moved to the east Beirut 
annex in July for security rea- 
sons. 
The main road leading to the 
annex building - in the Christian 
suburb of Aukar, nine miles 
northeast of central Beirut - is 
partially blocked with large con- 
crete barriers and anti-tank 
traps that force entering vehi- 
cles to move in a zig-zagpattem. 
U.S. Ambassador Reginald 
Bartholomew and British Am- 
bassador David Meirs were in 
conference in Bartholomew's 
top-floor office when the explo- 
sives detonated at 11:45 a.m. 
(4:45 a.m. EDT) and both were 
slightly injured. 
Both ambassadors were taken 
to Abu Jawdeh hospital in east 
Beirut, where they were seen 
conscious and talking. 
In Washington, President 
Reagan reacted with "anger 
and sorrow." However, he said 
the United States would not be 
driven out of the Middle East. 
"We must continue," he said. 
"We can't just withdraw in the 
face of this kind of terrorism." 
The wreckage of the van lay 
about five yards from the build- 
ing's main entrance. 
U.S. Marine guard Cpl. Larry 
Gill of Mobile, Ala., said he was 
on duty at the entrance to the 
embassy annex when the bomb- 
ing occurred. 
New placement policy eliminates all-nighters 
by Larry Harris 
reporter 
On-campus job recruiting be- 
gins Oct. 1, but seniors planning 
to participate in the, program 
this year can leave their sleep- 
ins tags and other all-night gear 
athome. 
There will be no advantage to 
arriving early for interview 
sign-ups, JoAnn Kroll, Univer- 
sity placement director, said. 
Every eligible student will have 
the same chance. 
A new sign-up policy is part of 
Kroll's effort to eliminate over- 
night campouts and long waits 
on sign-up days. 
Students wishing to partici- 
Ste in sign-ups, held the first 
y of each two-week period, 
must complete requirements set 
by the Placement Office. 
A credential form provided by 
the office must be completed 
first and the student should keep 
several copies of it for later use. 
The form must be returned to 
the Placement Office to estab- 
lish a file for the student and Is a 
prerequisite for obtaining an 
Interview card. 
Students can also include let- 
ters of recommendation in this 
file. These letters should be on 
forms provided by the Place- 
ment Office. 
"ITS IMPORTANT that we 
3 
have a credential form so em- 
ployers can pre-screen candi- 
dates," Kroll said. "If students 
have not turned that in, they will 
miss out on interviewing oppor- 
tunities." 
Students must then attend 
each of three different 
workshops sponsored by the 
Placement Office. These include 
"Job Hunting," "Interviewing 
Techniques and "Resume 
Writing?' Attendance cards will 
be issued at each workshop. 
Dates and times of these 
workshops are available from 
the Placement Office. 
Students will then receive a 
first choice interview appoint- 
ment card, allowing them 10 
• 
chances for first-day interview 
sign-ups. 
Second-day sign-ups are open 
to all other eligible seniors. Stu- 
dents with a preferred sign-up 
card who sign up on the second 
day will not have to use one of 
their first choice opportunities. 
Kroll explained that the first 
choice card does not guarantee 
an interview with a specific 
company, but does enable stu- 
dents to exercise preferences. 
"Even though the card enti- 
tles students to 10 first choice 
interviews, they are not limited 
to 10," Kroll said. "I encourage 
students to interview with as 
many employers as they are 
eligible for, and to always check 
the second day for available 
times." 
SHE ALSO suggested May 
and August graduates use their 
cards sparingly in the fall be- 
cause many companies return to 
campus in the spring. 
To sign up, students should 
check the recruiting schedule 
posted in the Placement Office 
and most college offices on cam- 
pus. 
"It's very important that stu- 
dents know beforehand what 
company they want to interview 
with," Kroll said. 
Students should then attend 
sign-ups. The first one is 
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the 
North East Commons. Educa- 
tion majors will sign up the 
same day at 6 p.m. in the Stu- 
dent Services Building Forum. 
Students should bring their first 
choice cards and multiple copies 
of their credential forms to sign- 
ups. 
The doors will open at 4 p.m. 
"Announcements will be made 
concerning changes and addi- 
tions to the schedule." Kroll 
said, "and then I will direct 
students to certain tables based 
on their interests. Once lines are 
formed, sign-ups will begin." 
Students may put their names 
on a waiting list to be notified in 
case of a cancellation. Students 
are asked not to call checking on 
cancellations. 
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Editorial 
Military spending 
needs a close watch 
The military has come under fire recently for 
supply purchasing practices. Last year, $1,762 
was paid tor a transistor part which could have 
been purchased at Radio Shack for $1.98. 
The latest addition to the controversy came 
yesterday when it was reported that the Air Force 
spent $7,622 for a drip coffee maker. 
Suppliers charge such prices in an attempt to 
remain competitive. Each tries to find out what the 
competition will charge. If other suppliers are 
charging outrageous prices, a supplier will charge 
a slightly lower amount to get the contract. 
In the present bidding system, contractors are 
not required to itemize equipment and parts. This 
should be a requirement. If contractors were to 
provide an itemized list of not only major equip- 
ment but parts which make up that equipment, 
government buyers would be able to see the exact 
cost of each piece. 
The process is very similar to buying a car. The 
consumer checks the window sticker to see what 
options, such as air conditioning or cassette tape 
player, are on that particular car. The sticker also 
has an itemized list of the cost of each feature. 
Another possible solution to the pricing problem 
is to appoint a congressional committee to oversee 
the armed services purchasing system. 
The bottom line is that an administration with a 
military budget the size of the United States' should 
be more careful in its purchasing practices. 
Fritz should loosen his tie 
by Art Buchwald 
Respect: a quality 
worthy of any price 
by Shelly Trusty 
I was in a play this summer. 
We were performing Shake- 
speare's "A Comedy of Errors" 
in a park in downtown Reno, 
Nev. 
It was a real neighborhood- 
type production directed by a 
newspaper reporter who had 
once teen a theater major. We 
had a cast of 15 and a fellow that 
ran a tape recorder. We called 
him the "Sound Man" in the 
program. 
Not only were the actors ex- 
pected to act, but we were also 
responsible for setting up the 
set, lights, props and sound 
board and taking donations at 
the end of each production. 
Donations were the only way 
to finance the play, so after the 
curtain call we would all appear 
with coffee cans in hand to ac- 
cept any loose change or dollar 
bills the audience was willing to 
give. 
The play ran for eight nights, 
and every night one of the bums 
who slept in the park came down 
to see the show. His name was 
Paul, and he was tall and tan 
with a gray-brown beard. He 
was dressed in an old pair of 
brown polyester pants and a 
cotton shirt. He always sat on 
the far left-hand side of the 
stage, and when the play was 
over he would come backstage 
and help us put away props and 
pack the set. 
At first we were mistrusting 
of Paul - afraid that he would 
leave with something. We really 
didn't want him to help. But our 
trust and respect for him grew. 
He told us about the Poe, 
Hemingway, and Kipling he had 
read, and he would occasionally 
treat us to a French phrase or 
two. He said he stayed in the 
library during the day and read 
because there was air condition- 
ing there, and at night he lis- 
tened to the bands and theater 
groups performing in the park. 
He ate at St. Vincent's down 
the street, and once in a while he 
would sell a pint of blood to buy a 
Tip O'Neill has criticized 
Fritz Mondale for not running a 
hard-hitting personal campaign 
against President Reagan. 
R's shaken the Mondale advis- 
ers and they had a meeting with 
the Democratic candidate to 
loosen him up. 
"Fritz, you have to take the 
gloves off and show you're damn 
mad about what's going on in 
this country." 
"I want to stick with the is- 
sues." 
"The hell with the issues. To- 
morrow you're going to address 
the steel workers and you have 
to prove you're one of them." 
%ow do I do that?" 
"For one thing you might take 
off your suit coat when you talk 
to them." 
"Gosh, I hate to take off my 
suit coat. I could get my white 
shirt dirty." 
"Forget your shirt. And you 
could loosen your tie and open 
the button on your collar." 
"In front of all the media?" 
"We want you to look like a 
regular guy. Our surveys indi- 
cate that you're coming off 
stuffy and uptight." 
"I don't care how I look. I 
believe this election should be 
decided on the massive budget 
deficits, waste in defense and 
tax breaks that go to the rich." 
"We know what you believe. 
We also know what the voters 
are looking for. They're watch- 
ing your style - and you don't 
have any." 
"Of course I've got a style. I 
may not be as exciting as Ron- 
ald Reagan, but I'm very presi- 
dential, and when the people 
listen to what I have to say 
they'll forget his charisma." 
'That's the problem, Fritz. 
They're not listening. You're 
putting the voters to sleep. Can't 
you get more anger in your voice 
when you're talking about jobs 
and Reagan's foreign policies?" 
"Sure I can. I'm angry right 
now." 
"Then why aren't you 
screaming at us and telling us 
we don't know what we're talk- 
ing about?" 
"I don't like to show my true 
feelings. People from Minnesota 
never do." 
"Fritz, we're way behind in 
the polls. You have to prove 
you'll be a tough president, and 
no one can push you around. 
You're going to have to let the 
sparks fly, and whip up the 
crowds to a frenzy." 
"If I do that they won't listen 
to the issues." 
"You can deal with the issues 
AFTER the campaign. First 
you've got to win the election." 
"Well, if you say so. After I 
take off my suit coat and open 
my tie, what do I do next?" 
Slam your fist against the 
podium for starters." 
"I could hurt my hand." 
"Okay, so if you hurt your 
hand we'll put a bandage on it. It 
will show the voters how angry 
you really are about the state of 
the nation." 
"Reagan never slams his fist 
on the podium." 
"He doesn't have to. He's the 
incumbent. Besides he's a natu- 
ral Mr. Nice Guy. You can't beat 
a nice guy with another nice 
guy. Our only chance of winning 
is tor you to convince the people 
that when you get in the White 
House you're going to be a first 
class S.O.B. Can you do it?" 
"Of course I can do it. Look, 
I'm taking off my coat and I'm 
opening my tie and I'm hitting 
my fist on the table. Now 
what?" 
"Get angry because all the 
steel workers are losing their jobs." 
"How's that?" 
"Is that as angry as you can 
look?" 
"It's the angriest you'll ever 
see me." 
"Okay, it will have to do, until 
we think of something else." 
Art Buchwald is a writer for 
the Los Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
      a/ay. 0      m m > •      > • m W ttfssfv&i President man t plan recovery 
once. "I don't have the money M mw  
for that." 
We talked to him every night, 
trying to find out more about 
him - but he remained very 
secretive. We couldn't ask him 
too much or he would drift off 
and sleep near the river bank. 
We never asked for a dona- 
tion from Paul; when I walked 
up the left side of the stage with 
my coffee can I would pass him 
by. I knew he didn't have the 
money, and I didn't want to 
embarrass him. 
On the last night, however, he 
tapped me on the shoulder as I 
passed by. "Take this," he said 
as he placed a $5 bill in the can. 
I stood looking at him, not 
sure what to say. "I can't take 
this from you," I said. 
"Why not? It's money. I got it 
from the blood bank today, he 
said. 
"But you need this for nec- 
essary things," I said as I placed 
the bill back in his hand. 
He dropped it back into the 
can saying, "Respect is nec- 
essary. 
Shelly Trusty, a columnist 
for the News, is a junior English 
major from Reno, Nevada. 
by John Cunniff 
Americans can be very happy 
that over the past two years 
business people have made their 
own assessments of the future - 
and acted on them -rather than 
listening to their economic ad- 
visers. 
They can be happy, among 
other things, for jobs, which 
were created in such volume 
that no economist would have 
been believed had he projected 
the actual number - 6.8 million 
since December 1982. 
Business went all out over the 
past couple of years. The eco- 
nomic advisers held back. 
Throughout the expansion 
that began in the final month of 
1982 there has been in fact a 
strong dichotomy between those 
who analyze and forecast, and 
those who must make the hard 
money decisions. 
Analysts and forecasters 
viewed the economy through 
abstractions, such as seasonally 
adjusted annual rates, and soft 
estimates, such as what the Fed- 
eral Reserve Board was likely to 
do or not do. 
The hard money decisions 
were very real actions, the kind 
that can earn the chief executive 
a bonus or a firing. They in- 
volved big money for capacity 
expansion, inventory rebuilding, 
hiring. 
Thomas Love of the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce gath- 
ered statistics on the extent of 
hiring over the 20 months since 
December 1982 and came up 
with some remarkable obser- 
vations, to wit: 
"More jobs were created in 
the United States during this 20- 
month period than were created 
in Japan during the last 10 
years. 
"And the 880,000 jobs created 
in America during May alone 
surpassed the number created 
in the entire European Eco- 
nomic Community during the 
last decade." 
If there is an economist who 
foresaw this, he hasn't stepped 
forward to identify himself. Nor 
have many of them been identi- 
fied with some of the other num- 
bers that have been produced: 
-Gross National Product: Up 
more than $500 billion, from an 
annual rate of $3.1 trillion in the 
final quarter of 1984 to $3.65 
trillion in the second quarter of 
1984. 
-Personal Consumption Ex- 
penditures: Up $28 billion, from 
an annual rate of $2.05 trillion in 
the final quarter of 1984 to $2.33 
trillion in the second quarter of 
1984. 
-Disposable Personal In- 
come: Up $32 trillion, from an 
annual rate of $2.24 trillion in the 
final quarter of 1964 to $2.56 
trillion in the second quarter of 
1964. 
The numbers add up to a 
recovery foreseen by nobody - judging at least from the printed 
record - not even the White 
House economists. 
-Housing starts more than 
doubled, from an annual rate of 
less than a million in the reces- 
sion to more than 2 million dur- 
ing the spring and to levels that 
remained above 1.75 million into 
the summer. 
-New-car sales, which dipped 
to annual rates just over 7 mil- 
lion units in 1982. rebounded to 
more than 11 million during the 
recovery and have remained 
between 10 million and 11 mil- 
lion since then. 
Add the return of productivity 
gains, which all but disappeared 
in the previous decade-and-a- 
half, ana the taming of the infla- 
tion. 
Negatives remain: The bud- 
get deficit, the big minus in net 
exports, and by the reckoning of 
some analysts - not all by any 
means - the incredibly hi|jh va- 
lue of the dollar in relation to 
other currencies. 
Those three items should be 
sufficient for people who like to 
dwell on negatives, but those 
wonderfully big plus figures 
shouldn't be forgotten. In them 
is a lesson for the future. 
John Cunniff is a business 
analyst for the Associated 
Press. 
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2nd fire station planned 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Citizen concerns over delays 
by trains have prompted the 
Bowling Green City Council and 
Fire Department to investigate 
possible sites for a fire station on 
the west side of the city. 
Fire crews responding from 
the Thurstin Street station, 
across from the Administration 
Building, may be hampered by 
trains on the Conrail tracks. 
"It's not that great of a prob- 
lem," Fire Chief Jack Gonyer 
said. "The odds of getting 
caught aren't that great. Of 
course any time you're held up, 
it's a problem." 
William Blair, councilman for 
the third ward and chairman of 
the city's Public Lands and 
Buildings Committee, said at 
Monday night's council meeting 
he would ask Gonyer for recom- 
mendations. 
Although Gonyer had not 
made his recommendations to 
Blair as of yesterday morning, 
he has considered available 
sites and will recommend three 
of them. 
Gonyer recommended placing 
a west side station either in the 
triangle between Pearl and West 
Wooster streets, at the intersec- 
tion of Haskins and Conneaut 
streets or on West Wooster 
Street near the Baltimore and 
Ohio railroad tracks. 
THE FORMER main fire sta- 
tion, vacated last April when the 
department moved into the 
Thurstin Street station, was lo- 
cated west of the Conrail tracks. 
The Thurstin Street site was 
recommended by the National 
Loss Control Corp. as a result of 
a 1974 study, said Municipal 
Administrator Wesley Huffman. 
Gonyer said he preferred the 
triangle site because of its ac- 
cessibility to the uptown area. 
He also said he was consid- 
ering combining the west side 
station with the new water tower 
to be built at the south edge of 
Winter-garden Park on Winter- 
garden Road "only as a possibil- 
ity." 
The water tower site "would 
not be my first choice" because 
access routes are unavailable, 
Gonyer said. 
"There haven't actually been 
any recommendations yet," 
Huffman said. "Council has per- 
ceived a need expressed by west 
side residents for a fire station 
and it is responding by taking a 
look at possible sites." 
He said the main problem 
would be funding to staff the new 
station. 
ADDING TOGETHER the 
costs for building, equipping the 
station and paying people to run 
the station, we're looking at an 
investment of a half million, if 
we do it right," Huffman said. 
He said he does not think a fire 
station on the west side is nec- 
essary for response to fires, but 
for response to ambulance calls. 
"There are fewer fires in the 
west side," he said. "Most of the 
homes are fairly new and up to 
code and there are no high-rises. 
More people live on the east 
side, and you have Offenhauer 
Towers on that side (of the 
tracks)." 
However, he said, "We get 
three times as many ambulance 
calls as fire calls and I can 
conceive of a situation where we 
start with just an ambulance 
capability on the west side ... 
and phase in the fire capability 
gradually." 
"Whatever we get on the west 
side will be a help, if we do get a 
train going through," Gonyer 
said. 'It depends on the money 
we get. We ma v just have to take 
it in steps." 
f9- 
IVs never too soon 
Plan for retirement 
by Danielle Fischer 
reporter 
Most college students spend 
their time writing papers, 
planning internships and in- 
terviewing for jobs -not think- 
ing about retirement. 
But attitudes, exercise hab- 
its, investments and now they 
approach   life   in younger 
Sears can greatly affect the 
ansition from the working 
world to retirement, said 
Jane Dayc. an information 
and referral specialist for the 
Wood County Senior Center. 
"We're on the cusp of a new 
generation of retiring people. 
They're enjoying it. Daye 
said. "The amount of trauma 
associated with the change 
will depend on how you pre- 
pare yourself for openness 
and involvement in younger 
years." 
People who develop 
friends, hobbies and interests 
outside of work have an eas- 
ier transition to retirement. 
In recent years, there has 
been an emphasis on prepar- 
ing for retirement financially 
and psychologically, she said. 
According to Dr. John Cav- 
anaugh, associate professor 
of psychology, "Individuals 
reaching retirement age need 
a positive attitude to put it 
(retirement) into proper per- 
spective as just another 
phase of life, Cavanaugh 
said. 
RETIREMENT SHOULD 
be seen as a time to travel, 
increase education and de- 
velop new hobbies, he said. 
"Most people know you 
can't start saving for retire- 
ment six months prior and 
you can't do that psychologi- 
cally, either," he said. "It's 
never too early." 
Financially, workers 
should start saving and in- 
vesting money as early as age 
25, said finance instructor 
Sheila Bieszczad. 
After retirement, most in- 
comes are reduced by half 
and investing allows retired 
people to maintain specific 
standards or levels of com- 
fort. 
"The IRA is a good invest- 
ment because it's a deducta- 
ble and it takes $2,000 off of 
their gross. Their taxable in- 
come is reduced." she said. 
In addition to financial and 
psychological preparation, 
retirement can be more en- joyable if the individual is 
healthy. 
"THE IDEAL exercise pro- 
gram would be established 
early in life and extended 
through the later years," said 
Dr. Richard Bowers, director 
of the Fitness and Sportsphy- 
siology Laboratory. "But for 
those who are just starting, I 
would suggest a gentle, easy 
program that progresses over 
an extended course." 
There are many conditions, 
but it is generally safe for the 
elderly to start an exercise 
program upon retirement, he 
said. 
"Aerobic activities of low 
intensity levels" such as ex- 
tended walks or easy swim- 
ming are the types of exercise 
best suited for the elderly, 
Bowers said. 
BG News/Susan Cross 
Typing lab K *«»/&"■" <*». 
(left) Linda Green, graduate student studying music, makes use of the new typing facilities in Jerome 
Library to type a paper in her research techniques class. The typing lab is located on the first floor of the 
library and has six IBM typewriters available at the cost of 25 cents per half-hour.The lab averages more 
than 1,500 students per month. 
CINIMA  182 
OFME 
Slav* Martin 
]•(■%.       LHy Tomlln 
CHARLES BR0NS0N 
Thursdays Studants With 
Valid 10 Only 12:00 
They've been laughed at, 
picked on and put down.  7.30 
9:1 S 
Evs-Adults »3:50 Kids »2:00 
Wad, Adults $2:00 Kids $1:00 
Sat • Sun MttinMi 12:00 
1k0*tftotMtoPo 
THE WOW'S MOST SJVAOf 
EXKunoraiiJSTMBta 
TOCHMBMMM 
At 7:30 & 9:15 
Panhellenic Council 
Congratulates the 
following sororities 
for 
their scholastic 
accomplishments: 
Highest Total GPA. Delta Zeta 
Highest Active GPA Alpha Delta Pi 
Highest Pledge Class.Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Most Improved Alpha Delta Pi 
Highest Big/Little 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Lisa Mennich 
Melissa Ashenbach 
Delta Zeta 
Pam Anderson 
Carlo Strauman 
GREA T JOB MARIAN MARCHIANO! 
See you at 
THE GREETING EXCHANGE 
518 E. Wooster     352-7444 
t h is  U/eeU 
********************* 
*     (») Smiths     t 
HALLMARK AND 
OFFICE SUPPLY 
COME SEE US!!! 
•25% off Assorted oil & 
water colors 
•Greeting cards & balloons 
for all occassions 
•Ziggy Dolls 
• Hundreds of New gifts 
•fc 170 S. Main (Downtown) c 352-6675 ****J 
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Safer runway planned at Wood County Airport 
by Jim NJeman 
reporter    
The Wood County Airport will 
be expanding in the near future, 
according to an airport official. 
William "Hoot" Gibson, air- 
port manager, said construction 
plans call for a longer, safer 
runway than the present ones. 
The $1.5 million project will be 
funded by the Federal Aviation 
Administration. 
The Wood County Airport, 
East Poe Road, is on land leased 
from the University. It has three 
runways, two of which are 
paved. When it was built in 1939, 
none of the runways were paved. 
The airport was probably 
busier in 1939 than it is now, 
Gibson said. 
Gibson, a 20-year Air Force 
veteran, runs the airport with 
the help of a former University 
student and two full-time stu- 
dents. They are responsible for 
maintenance of the airport's of- 
fices, hangers and grounds. 
"We mow, pump gas, plow 
snow in the winter and do gen- 
eral maintenance," said Gibson. 
The airport was originally op- 
erated by the Civilian Pilots 
Training Program, which 
taught aviation to students and 
civilians in the years just prior 
to World War H. 
Since then, few additions have 
been made, according to Gibson. 
One runway was paved in the 
1950s, another in the early '60s. 
In the mid '70s, the University 
began leasing the airport to the 
Wood County Airport Authority. 
The authority, a committee 
made up of city residents, has 
run the airport ever since. 
Wood County is a class two 
airport and therefore has no 
control tower. There are not 
enough flights to justify one. 
Pilots are not even required to 
request landing privileges, al- 
though most do. 
RUNWAY LENGTH and loca- 
tion dictate the size and type of 
aircraft landing at the airport. 
The 3,000-foot runway can ac- 
commodate an eight-to-10 pas- 
senger twin-engine plane. 
The $250,000 given to Wood 
County Airport by the FAA thus 
far has been used to purchase 
land required for the new run-, 
way. A 4,200-foot east-to-west 
runway will be built on the land 
farther north of town. This run- 
way will allow planes to take off 
and land without going over the 
city. 
In May 1962, a plane crashed 
into apartments on Frazee Ave- 
nue, killing four passengers in 
the plane. 
ATTENTION INTERESTED SENIORS 
Homecoming King and Queen Applications 
are now available in the UAO office located on the 
3rd Floor of Union. Applications are due by 5:00 
p.m., Friday, Sept. 28. 
For more information, call 372-2343. 
William "Hoot" Gibson 
[BUD LIGHT] 
1892. HOWARD HANSELBERGERDORFER INVENTS 
THEHEADUGHT 
And, boyoh-boy was old 
Howard beaming when he 
came up with that. 
You 'U be beaming, 
' too, after you taste 
Bud Light. It's the 
less-Ming light beer 
with the first name m 
taste. (Good thing its 
first name isn't 
Hanselbergerdorfer) 
So, like Howard, bring 
out your best. Beam 
yourself to your favonte 
tavern and ask for the great 
light of today. Bud Light. 
EVERYTHING 
ELSEISJUST 
AUGHT. 
C  AATXU—f-8utJ> mc     Si Loo*. Mo 
Photo/Joe Phelan 
-Dateline— 
Friday, Sept. 21 
Campus Democrats - Faculty, 
staff and students are invited to 
a meeting of the Campus Demo- 
crats at 7:30 p.m. at Democratic 
Headquarters, 186 S. Main St. 
Art Exhibition - An exhibition of 
art works by first-year students 
at 25 colleges and universities 
around the country opens at 7 
p.m. in the Fine Arts Gallery of 
the University School of Art. 
Free and open to all. 
Public Skating - There will be 
Sublic skating 8 to 10 p.m. at the 
ce Arena. Cost for students is 
$1.25 with a valid University ID. 
Skate rental is 50 cents. 
Saturday, Sept. 22 
Fingerprinting - The children of 
University employees may get 
fingerprinted by Department of 
Public Safety representatives in 
the Student Services Building 
Forum 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Cross Country - The men's team 
will run against Miami Univer- 
sity at Forrest Creason Golf 
Course starting at 11 a.m. 
Rugby - The University's A, B 
and C teams will play Miami 
University at College Park be- 
ginning at 1 p.m. 
Football - The University will 
play at Miami University in 
Oxford. The game begins at 1:30 
p.m. 
Sunday, Sept. 23 
UAO Trip - Departure time for 
the Browns-Steelers game in 
Cleveland is 10 a.m. Students 
must have pre-registered in the 
UAO office. 
Recital - John Bentley, profes- 
sor of oboe, and his wife, Judith, 
associate professor of flute, will 
give a recital at 8 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall of Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
i 
"HAPPY HOURS" 
FRI. 3-9 
< SAT. 3-9 
J  DAILY 6-9 |_ OPEN SUN. 7 p.m. 
BJ s Food Emporium 
143 E. Woosler 
352-7603 
26 Sandwiches, 
Pizza, Tacos, 
Nachos, Subs & 
Ribs 
M gft/ygfr 
Think you're 
pregnant? 
Calalnand 
at PlannaO Parenthood 
354-3540 
AM Mathoda of Birth Control 
Pregnancy laata • Pap lean 
Annual Exama • Vaaactomias 
VD Diagmala • Mar t*ty Counaating 
F— ant b—d on your mean* 
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General Motors strike leading to Ohio layoffs 
by The Associated Press 
Layoffs continued yesterday 
at some General Motors plants 
in Ohio, and other plants re- 
ported that they expect to idle 
workers soon if the United Auto 
Workers' strike against GM con- 
tinues. 
In Lordstown, meanwhile, two 
UAW locals refused to work 
overtime until local and national 
contracts are settled. 
GM spokesman Jerry Robbins 
in Dayton said 24 more Inland 
Division workers were laid off 
beginning yesterday, making a 
total of 335 workers laid off from 
Inland at Vandalia and Dayton 
plants. 
The GM Fisher Guide division 
plant near Mansfield sent home 
106 more workers Wednesday, 
bringing to 212 the number of 
employees laid off because of 
the strike. Personnel Manager 
Dale Romine said the strike has 
caused a backlog of parts be- 
cause the stamping plant sup- 
Slies seven of the 17 plants 
irgeted by the strike. 
IN COLUMBUS, at least 400 
workers at the GM Fisher Guide 
Division plant were told not to 
report to work today, but per- 
sonnel manager Donald C. 
Schostek said the layoff was for 
one day only. He said more 
layoffs could occur next week if 
the strike continues. The plant 
Ereduces door and seat assem- 
Lies for GM vehicles. 
"It all depends on what hap- 
pens with the strike at other GM 
plants," he said. "We had to stop 
shipment of parts to the GM 
plants that are being struck." 
Workers haven't been idled 
yet at three large GM plants in 
northeast Ohio, but officials say 
that situation could change de- 
pending on the length or extent 
of the strike. 
The Chevrolet Parma plant in 
suburban Cleveland has been 
spared so far, said Personnel 
Director Richard Brown. Some 
workers were sent home yester- 
day but for a problem unrelated 
to the UAW strike, he said. 
BROWN SAID officials had 
thought layoffs would begin this 
week. 
"It looks like all of our opera- 
tions are OK this week, that we 
won't have to send anyone home 
because of the dispute," said 
Brown. 
About 3,500 work at the Parma 
complex producing sheet metal 
parts, transmissions and drive 
shafts. 
Operations at the GM Packard 
Electric Division in Warren 
have notvet been affected by the 
strike. The division makes elec- 
trical wiring harnesses. 
I*H**!S 
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Spread the good word. For good grades and more good times in college, come to one 
of the free One Hour Evelyn Wood Seminars. It will cost you nothing except your time. 
In return, we'll show you how you can triple your reading effectiveness. So that you 
will then be able to cut your study time in half, cut all-night cramming out altogether, 
and cut yourself in for better grades and more free time. 
Now's the time to make your move. Come to our free seminar. Bring your friends, 
too. Ifs only an hour. Ifs free. And ifs a smart move on your part 
Free Seminar Schedule LOCATION: BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA USO E. WOOSTER ST 
.... -::::,.»- * " 
f* &** ,&& EvdynWbod O College Programs 
Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations not necessary. For more information call 1(800) 447-READ. 
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Brodt likes harriers* chances against the Redskins 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
sports reporter 
Even though the men's cross 
country team hasn't defeated 
defending Mid-American Con- 
ference champion Miami in 
three years, head coach Mel 
Brodt said yesterday the losing 
streak might be snapped tomor- 
row. 
For the 22nd year in a row, the 
Redskins will run against the 
Falcon harriers with Oils year's 
dual meet beginning at ll:W 
a.m. on tomorrow morning at 
Forrest Creason Golf Course. 
WHILE THE Redskins own a 
decicive advantage in this se- 
ries, Brodt thinks his teams' 
have had some of the best suc- 
cess against Miami. Looking to 
tomorrow's meet, he expects a 
very close race between two 
teams who are similarly 
coached, philosophically speak- 
mentor Chuck Zode's Miami 
style resembles Brodt in that the 
most important part of the sea- 
son is the end, pushing for their 
squads to peak In that five to six 
week period. The early dual 
meets are used to steadily pre- 
pare the runners for the final 
weeks. 
"They'll probably be in the 
similar condition individually as 
we are but our depth in the past 
few years has not been of the 
same quality," Brodt said. 
"They've been an exceptionally 
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H Where were you on Sat. 22nd? 
KA Kampout. . . KA Kampout. . 
Loraine & Randy 
Mary Ann & Steve 
Lisa & Keith Edwin 
Leslie & "Big I" 
Holly & Jim 
Kari & Tim 
Lisa Kay & Chris 
Janet & Feesh 
Michelle & Ronald 
Tracey & Dan 
Dana & Brian 
Angela & Bob 
Julie & Shannon 
Theresa & Ron 
Vicki & Tim 
Patti & Jimmy 
Anne & Mark 
Tammy & Steve 
Blonde & John 
Marie & Michael 
Renee & Gordon 
Herbie & Gertie 
Cheri & Ricky 
Diane & Tim 
Rachel & Tony 
Tina & Pete 
Sue & Tim 
Bee Dee & the 
Highway Patrolman 
Patty & Tony 
Lisa & Brent 
Denice & Rick 
The Orphan & 
Mystery Man 
Chris & Jim 
Sue & Steve 
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Alpha Xi Delta 
TIP-A-CANOE and 
A FUZZY TOO 1984 Date Party 
wishes the XT s and their dates 
a "splashin' good time!" 
Cheeseburger and Paradise Susan and Jeff 
Jenni and Ric Karen and Steve 
Carrie and Jeff Sue and Jeff 
Marsha and Todd Kimmy and Greg 
Jean and Brad Kelli and Tony 
Nicole and Tim Nancy and Pat 
Marilee and Nick TJ and Bear 
Theresa and Mike Laurie and Greg 
Tracey and John Tracy and Tony 
Kathi and Richy Jayne and Blake 
Kim and Mike Laurie and Pat 
Michelle and Bill Betsy and Lito 
Pam and Jeff Michelle and John 
Crab and Pooper Denise and Steve 
Jules and Huff Kirsten and Brad 
Brigette and Garen Kelli and Jim 
Dawn and Mike Michelle and Steve 
Pam and Steve                 ©^ Karen and Bob 
Erin and Paul           \j/*ififeL_ j*            Libbey and Matt 
Kathy and Todd       %jSES tg.A^..          Patty and Bill 
Annette and Roger   ^^Sij 3U£y\~      _ Cathy and Chris 
Pam and Mike                 ^^! 5-ig                Laura and Rodd 
CJ
—     Peggy and Tom Judi and Dean 
Kim and Jim Stacey Ann and Troy 
Nancy and Pat Paula and Shan-Nooni 
Carolyn and Kevin Sara and Dave 
Tracey and The Streaker Tracy and Sean 
"Deetch" Pam and Craig 
Karen and John Pam and Rockin 
Mave and Tony Deb and Uh huh 
Tami and Jim Pam and Tony 
Teenie and Fuzzy Evette and Grant 
Wendy and Rob Stacy and Matt 
Kimi and Patrick Susan and Jim 
Theresa and Steve Janice and Dave 
Julie and Mark Korey and Jaime 
Goober & Mingo Jami and Scott 
Keri and Steve Tracey and Bobby 
Mary Cay and Ray Missy and Dan 
Patty and Mike 
. 
good team in the past few years, 
but it goes in cycles, based upon 
the personnel you have." 
THE REDSKINS will be lead 
by Doug Lewandowski who fin- 
ished sixth in the MAC last year 
and returnees Gil Pierce, Dave 
Foltz, and Roosevelt Jackson. 
Despite the strong leadership 
from these runners. Brodt said 
the Redskins won't be as strong 
as last year when graduated 
runners Brian Carlton and Dave 
Halabrin   finished   third   and 
fourth respectively. 
This dual meet will be the 
first 10,000 meter run for the 
Falcons but Brodt doesn't think 
it will effect the performance of 
his team. He said that although 
the longer distances may favor 
the more experienced runners, 
anything can happen. 
AFTER TOMORROW'S 
meet, Brodt will also decide on 
his traveling squad for the next 
two weeks, Judging on the pre- 
vious outings as well as this one. 
"Our competitive team is 
made up of 10 or 11 individuals, 
nine of which will be on our 
traveling squad next week and 
their times this weekend could 
determine who those nine run- 
ners are,"Brodt said. 
"We're looking for a good 
close meet from Miami," Brodt 
said,"Hopefully, the home team 
will win but our runners will 
have to run tough to do that." 
Football game on TV 
Tomorrow's football game be- 
tween Bowling Green and Mi- 
ami will be televised, on Sports 
Time Cable Network, a St. Louis 
based network. Kickoff time is 
12:40. Fans not making the trip 
to Oxford will have to travel to 
Toledo if they want to watch the 
game. 
It will be the second of nine 
Mid-American American Con- 
ference games televised on 
Sports Time. BG will appear on 
Sports Time on two other occa- 
sions. Toledo and BG make the 
most appearances with three. 
Unfortunately for BG fans the 
game will not air in BG. 
EACH MAC school has at least 
one game televised, but that 
might not be the best system. If 
Falcon head coach Denny Stolz 
had his way he said he would 
cover the MU-BG, Central ver- 
sus Western Michigan, and BG 
versus UT games, "regardless 
of the team's records". 
Even if Sports Time wanted to 
carry the three games Stolz 
listed, it wouldn't work this year 
because WMU and CMU also 
play tommorow. But when BG 
and UT play Sports Time elected 
to televise the Eastern Michigan 
at Northern Illinois game, giv- 
ing EMU the only appearnance. 
It seems obvious that cable 
networks are interested in MAC 
football as Pro-Am Sports Sys- 
tems (PASS) of Troy, MI, will 
carry two MAC games. The 
games include Ohio University 
at CMU on Oct. 13, and EMU at 
UT on Oct. 20. 
"We are very pleased that 
PASS will be carrying two MAC 
football games thies year, 
"MAC Commisioner Jim Lessig 
said. "As we continue to try to 
increase the visibility of our 
conference." The MAC is still 
negotiating for other possible 
televised football games. 
Bayleia released 
The St. Louis Cardinals re- 
leased former BG free safety 
Martin Bayless Wednesday to 
make room for first round draft 
choice Clyde Duncan. 
Bayless had seen time on spe- 
cialty teams, and was used a 
nickel back in the three weeks 
be was with the Cardinals. He 
was a fourth round draft choice 
last May. 
DURING HIS stint at BG, 
Bayless earned all-Mid-Ameri- 
can Confernece honors all four 
years, second team in his fresh- 
man year, and first team in his 
final three years. In his final 
year he earned all-America hon- 
ors. 
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■SKI CLUBi 
ATTENTION SKIERS 
B.G.S.U. SKI CLUB IS 
BACK FOR ANOTHER 
FUN SEASON! 
First Meeting Sept. 26 
070 Overman Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Ski Ya There! 
■SEX CLUBi 
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HEY DUDE, 
fflECH tooiA 
[BUPUQHf] 
(SUITCASE) 
STATE 
MINIMUM 
IMICHEL0B 
lActoter 
COLD KING KEGS 
• ptc »ap»i 16 ox. raturnoblas 
$2.09   dapotlt 
]|fe 
Heineken 
4%%ss$fr 
8-12:45 MS 
8-12:00 Sunday 
LET'S PARTY!!! 
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Falcons to begin MAC season in Oxford 
by Marc Delph 
spoils editor 
Before this season, whenever 
Bowling Green ventured down to 
Oxford to take on Miami, it was 
like taking a step into the past. 
Last year MU finally replaced 
one of the oldest stadiums in the 
nation with the new, 25,000 ca- 
pacity Yager Stadium. 
The old stadium featured an 
antique rotery clock that was 
impossible to read, and which 
was probably donated to the 
Football Hall of Fame. Another 
facet of the old arena was the 
stands were so close to the play- 
ers on the sidelines, it wasn't 
unusual to find fans talking to 
them. 
"It was one of the most diffi- 
cult stadiums in the nation for a 
visiting team to play on," BG 
coach Denny Stolz said. "For a 
fan to be standing there talking 
to you was not unusual. It gave 
them (MU) one of the greatest 
home field advantages then any- 
one. And their record shows it." 
THE FALCONS haven't won 
in Oxford since 1972, and the 
Redskins own a dominating 28- 
10-3 advantage over BG in the 
series dating back to 1941. The 
Falcons took last year's meet- 
ing, 17-14, in Doyt Perry Sta- 
dium. 
When BG takes to the field 
tomorrow at 12:40p.m., not only 
will the surroundings be unfa- 
miliar, but the traditional 
Redskin team has a bit of a new 
look. 
"This is a better Miami team 
than what we faced last year," 
Stolz said. "This is a good foot- 
ball team. It has good balance. 
The receivers are in the top ten 
in the MAC, and that's unusual. 
They have always been a tail- 
back-oriented team." 
THE UNUSUAL part is that a 
Miami team has a quarterback 
who can throw the ball. Redskin 
QB Todd Rollins has completed 
33-of-55 passes for 382 yards and 
one touchdown and no intercep- 
tions. 
"He (Rollins) is somewhat of 
an option quarterback," Stolz 
said. "He's quick, but not very 
mobile. He is a good compliment 
to their offense. He spreads out 
the defense and makes room for 
the tailback." 
Tight end Glen Hirschfeld is 
MU's leading receiver with nine 
catches for 94 yards. Split end 
Tom Murphy has eight recep- 
tions for 110 yards. 
Of course, the Redskins do 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
Bowling Green tailback Bernard White eludes opponents in the season opener against Richmond. Blocking 
for White are Dave Bittner (64). and Greg King (68). Going into this weekend's game, White leads the Mid- 
American Conference in scoring with 30 points. 
have the fleet-footed tailback 
they are known for. His name is 
George Swarn, and he has 
rushed for 307 yards in MU's 
first two games (a season-open- 
ing loss to Western Michigan 
and last week's loss at Houston). 
SWARN WAS the nation's 
leading rusher after the first 
week, running for 239 yards. 
What is unusual is the sopho- 
more's size - six-foot - for a 
MAC tailback. 
"The difference between us 
(BG) and them (MU) is they 
have a big tailback," Stolz said. 
"We are a conference of smaller 
type tailbacks." 
Defense is another traditon in 
Oxford. 
"I've never seen a bad Miami 
defense, ever." Stolz said. 
"They live and breath defense 
down there. It's one of their 
number one traditions." 
The Falcons, currently 1-1 
after last weekend's 31-14 loss to 
Oklahoma State, take a fairly 
healthy team with only cor- 
nerback Raymond Redd not 
making the trip due to a 
sprained knee. Sophomore 
Brian Munson will fill the void. 
Freshman Leslie Harris Will 
also see some time at cor- 
nerback. 
s. 
CHI OMEGA PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 
THEIR NEW PLEDGES! 
Kelley Armstrong 
Denise Aver 
Amy Billing 
Nicole Bollin 
Becky Brown 
Beth Carberry 
Amber Chalfin 
Christina Evans 
Kim Ficher 
Pamela Ferance 
Ginger Halterman 
Kristen Hecht 
Jenny Heinl 
Mary Hockwalt 
Tammy Keener 
Margaret Kelley 
Denise Kirschnick 
Karen Koch 
Susan Loeb 
Lauren Loewe 
Stacey Longacre 
Diane Louderback 
Linda Madison 
Michelle Martorello 
Jana Mellen 
Yvette Mendler 
Sara Ousley 
Rebecca Pauly 
Dee Phillabaum 
Jana Ray 
Kathy Richards 
Sheri Rosselot 
Betsy Stuwart 
Cindy Tartz 
Denise Tooman 
Laura Yellen 
Lori Welsh 
Nancy Wright 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW 
ACTIVES! 
Michele Bower 
Michelle Carl 
Kathy Madigan 
Beth Main 
Laura Peebles 
Jill Weaver (Outstanding Pledge) 
103 STRONG! 
Julie Rerucha 
Judi Schuchart 
Kelley Sizer 
Sharon Till 
Susy Walters 
xnxHXHXHXOXOXOXDXDXDXDXOXOXoxi)x»xnxi;xny»YnYfiYMynYiix;tYiixiixi3XOX0XDX0l 
the 
KAPPA SIO's 
Are PROUD To Announce their Fall '84 Pledges 
I. Matt Kimmel 
3. Chris Round 
5. Paul Dobos 
7. Rich Woodruff 
9. Hick Schiavo 
II. Bill Hinds 
13. Mark Angle 
15. Skip Eberly 
17. Andey Yockey 
19. Todd Hardy 
21. Mark Jerman 
23. Paul Roginski 
25. Gregg Wangler 
27. Brook Ramsey 
29. Tom Biggenbotham 
31. Chip Thompson 
33. Rich Powers 
35. Carl Wanamaker 
2. Larry Cameron 
4. Scott Hirth 
5. Thorn Ruhe 
8. Kevin Kauss 
10. Timm Collins 
12. Jim Elios 
14. Steve Ludwig 
IB. Randy Maggard 
18. Mark Shade 
20. Mike Pierce 
22. Ron Monark 
24. Paul Durrant 
26. Pete Stiberth 
28. Ban Ulmer 
30. Mike Bixon 
32. Benny Brooks 
34. Monte Sargent 
36. Bave Hayden 
37. Mark Evans 
And Special Congratulations To Our New Active Brothers 
Kevin Flynn 
Tim Fenton 
Jim Jones 
Bave Warner 
Bave Pointer 
Bave Mh 
Bave Eomzak 
Brendan Coakley 
Bave Marcus 
Stew West 
Tom Stiberth- 
Chris Moore 
Todd Vrcan 
This is OUR year, Bowling Green! 
.... 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION: Anyone who became e local 
American Marketing Association member aet 
spring, today la the last day 10 pay your national 
duaa Anyona osw who wants lo bacoma an 
AMA member ia aMo watcoma and mual elgn up 
today n the BA BuMng Lobby.  
Attention Comnal Juabca Majora: CJO meet- 
ing. 7 30 p m Monday. September 24. 1984 
In the Campus Room. 3rd floor of the student 
union. Dacuaaion ol East Lansaig field trip and 
guest speakers wrl be covered   Your aften 
dance would be flraeHy appradared  
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ANO 
SPECAIl EDUCATION MAJOM Finel day to 
apply lor a UEP Spring 1985 September 21 
Application lorma are ■ saatill In Room 528 
Education Busang OON'T FOWOETTII 
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION a 
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS!! MEP Regis- 
tration Mowing. Wednesday. Sept 28, 6 30 
8 00 pm. 515 Lao Science BHg BE THERE'! 
THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVER- 
SITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE 
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAIL- 
ABLE 426 STUOENT SERVICES BLDG AP- 
PLICATION    DEADLINE    SEPTEMBER    24. 
TWELVE NOON  
STUOENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION 
First meeting Mon , Sept 24th 7 30 pm 117 
BA Boo Guest speaker Chuck Geaegher from 
The Andersons Into a slgn-ups. __ 
THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNTVER 
SITY SCHOLARSH»> PAGEANT EXECUTIVE 
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAIL- 
ABLE 425 STUOENT SERVICES BLDG AP- 
PLICATION DEADLINE SEPT   24.  TWELVE 
NOON  
The Finance Club wi be having a meeting on 
Sept 25th et 7 30 pm in room 105 Hayes Or 
Muster wS apeak on opportunities In finance. 
There's stal time to loin Just sign up at the next 
mealing. 7$/sem . $13/yr.  
THIS IS mi American Marketing Association. 
Final day to lom a today!1 Tomorrow la Fee 
Jty Student Prolesaional Chapter PICNIC at 
Cay Park. Rides leave Union 11 45-12:16. 
Food, drink, fun provided from 12 noon to 6pm 
Since we are the International CoHeoiale Chep- 
tar of the Year with presently over 200 mem- 
bers you wi be joining the bast and biggest 
tjuetnoas Aaaocaation 
YARD SALE 
nwerruRE, CLOTHES, OOOS AND ENDS 
SAT. SEPT 22 10:00 am • 5:00 pm 
 2M 8. Mom SO  
The Jewiari Students Group conducts Shebbat 
Services every Friday evening at 6.30 pm In 
the Faculty Lounge of the Student Union Al 
interested students a Iscutty are invited to 
attend For further Information on Jewish activ- 
ities on campus, contact Prof. David Wembarg. 
211 Warns. 372 2940.  
SIGN UP NOW FOR THE 2ND ANNUAL 
SOFTBALL CHALLENGE OPEN TO ALL SMO. 
PEP CLUB. HEO. 1 REC MAJORS SUNDAY 
SEPT 30. 2 00-5:00 CALL 354-7690 OR 
00 TO YOUR OFFICE FOR DETAILS 
PERSONALS 
"A company ful of vttaaty   energy,  motion. 
That effect waa devaluing. Leaving the mind 
raafng   with   ooMng   memories   04   coax. 
movement, grace and sensually." 
ALL STUOENTS MIXER, SEPT. 21 (FM.) NE 
C0ISM0NS,fa«X)N«Olla»SYNtCOIaM0*IS: 
ALPHA DELI'S 1 ATO"S 
Lei's go to the hop tonight' Gat psyched' 
The Takes 
Alpha Phi Neophytes Cynthia. Liea. Mary. 
Lasts. 1 Jackie: What a special week to share 
our bond of love with you. Looking forward to 
your kUnhg us aa active eaters of Alpha Phil 
UTB, The Actives 
del ready tor e 
Sig-o-manla ie running wild. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found- Qlsasea without case in parking 
lot 16. East of VVBGU TV See A. GuHHord. 
Journassm Dspt 
LOST  smef. white heart-shaped pin. says 'I 
love Bar.  between Mac East t South Had 
9 19. 10 am Great Sentimental value1 Reward' 
Contact ma at COMB # 6304  
Lost: One black waast on Thura .  Sept   6 
outside ol Union If found please eel 372-2601 
and ask lor Pans.  
Found. Mans Iannis shoes el mtermural lootbaa 
field. Caa to descrtbe 2-6278  
Arms P. Daring 
Tne gang wanta to thank you for a bang of a 
weekend. It was a ball Come on back some- 
time we're up for doing it again (and again and 
again.) Love. The cunning Unguats 
of Offenhauer 3rd West  
ANNETTE 
CCNGRATULATIONS ON YOUR KD INITIA- 
TION WERE VERY PRCUDOF YOU. 
LOVE, V.V I P S JAMEAN 8 TTNA.  
ATTENTION ALL THIRSTY COLLEGE STU- 
DENTS. MAKE YOUR WAY OVER TO THE 
NORTH EAST COMMONS SAT 22nd FOR A 
HUGE SEER BLAST WITH THE SIGMA CW'S. 
ALL STUOENTS ARE WELCOME. AND WE'LL 
HAVE CHEAP DRINKS, LOW PRICED GOOD 
FOOD AND DANCING ALL NIGHT LONG. 
LET'S GET NUTS.  
Attention si money hungry people. Purchase 
your Sigma Chi Derby Day raffle tickets, and 
win 1500 00 at the Union today or Coasgs 
Park tomorrow. A better chance of warning this 
raffle then the Lotto ■ 
ATTENTION ALL YELLOW TAILS THAT CALL 
THEMSELVES Del GEES: LET'S GET 
TANKED TONIGHT AND TAKE A VISIT TO 
WALLY WORLD. WHAT DO YOU SAY WE 
GET THE ROOF ROCKM AGAIN? ALL RIGHT 
LET'S PARTY! 
THE SKIS 
Beta's Brent. Tony. Pete. & Jim: 
What could be better on a Saturday mght then a 
KD Kampout under the rnoonsght? Fun win be 
Ned by al who attend cause with the KD a the 
party never ends. 
 Love. Lisa. Rachel. Tins, S Ctlrta. 
Betas 
Hey. Thanks lor a wonderful tea ant Friday 
What a way lo start oft a great yssrll 
Love. The KD's 
BRENOA 
I WISH YOU THE BEST OF LUCK THROUGH 
INITIATION I LOVE MY LITTLE KD LOVE AND 
MINE. BIG JAMEAN  
Congrats to the new PI Kap Actlveel Thanks 
tor mating me leal so special. Alpha Chi In 
8 lens, your eerssthiert  
Congratulations Christy KJrchotf tor being 
selected to Orientation Board" 
Ths Gamma Ptas 
Connie 1 Use Congrats. I knew you would 
make R. never a doubt In my mind, now let's go 
party with thoes DsNs because there are some 
man ws must Hndt Lovs Heidi  
Sigma Chi'e- 
Tha Dee Gsss love our Darby Days ooacheal 
You guys are great and we're reely excited lor 
tha weekend. Thanks! Love, The Dee Gees 
Drop oil your submissions to Prairie Margins, 
SOSU's undergraduate literary magazine, al 
the mailbox In room 201 University Hall by 
November 20. Submit early lor prompt con- 
Gamma Phi Cruah Date Party 
Gemma Phi Cruel. Dale Party 
Gamma Phi Cruah Dale Party 
MIXER SEPT. 21 NE COMMONS 
RIDES 
Ride desperately needed to Mem Unrv   this 
weekend W» help with gss 354-7658 
Good Luck Laura Badef aa our SAE Dream 
Queen Candtdste' We love you. 
Your D2 Saters 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Fouts Typing 
exoeeent quslty 
UDssVSt 
SOVpg OS 
On-Carnpua pick-up 
S1/pg. 
 Mrs   Fouts. 669 2579  
Typing. Pepere. cSeeertettona. etc  372-2261 
or 3520636  
RUTHSS SEWING > ALTERATIONS 
Hemming, new skirts and dresses Letters 
sewn on Garments must be clean 
352-7268  
Typing and Word Processing 
papers, rssumss, letters 
 Nancy 362-0809  
Abortion, pregnancy teats, student rates Can- 
tar lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-266- 
7769 . 
Happy Strthday to L.T. Aimers end the picky 
Vending Machine Queen. You made HI We 
ana youl Donna, Csnie, « Dee Dee.  
Happy 21at Pam t Pall flen'l this better than 
a cats? ha.hal) rises a greet dayl We all love 
yosl The X-country tana.  
HAPPY 20th BSTTHDAY 
CAROLYN PRENTICE 
QOOO LUCK ON TOUR' 
LOVE, YOUR ROOMIES  
HEY KD'S! 
WHERE WILL YOU BE THE NIGHT 
OF SEPT 22. 19847 
KD KAMPOUT' 
KD KAMPOUT! 
KOKAMPOUTI  
HEY TEKES 1 ADPI'S. ARE YOU READY FOR 
T0NK1HT7 THE ATO'S ARE WELL ALL ROCK 
THE CAMPUS GET CRAZY 8 WILD. 
ALPHA TAUS 
Hey #1 Shack Queen at Bowing Green 
Happy 21st Birthday'! We love ya! 
Your Roomies. OR * ML 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Kdtled by Tmdf Michel J«fft 
ACROSS 
1 Vacation spot 
5 Plumber stool 
10 Trwl 
14 Medley 
15 Bafflingques 
Won 
16 Great Barrier 
island 
17 indicate ot 
trends 
19 Algerian port 
20 Nofma" com- 
pos*)* 
21 Have 
23 Tarminate 
24 Gaiety 
26 Family member 
28 Put on 
29 Bridge posi- 
tions 
33 The Name of 
the Rose 
author 
34 Desire 
35 A Message to 
36 Where Giants 
play 
40  Army 
41 Concealed 
42 Marvin o* 
Maiors 
43 Smallest 
44 Baba 
45 Bottomless pit 
47 Bill o*    I Spy 
49 Past 
50 Cuclet lor the 
need 
53 Hot wind of S 
Europe 
57 Unique person 
56 Turf 
accountants. 
US style 
00 Frozen 
61 Singer Ctooney. 
to friends 
62 Andotners Lat 
abb* 
63 G men 
64 improve 
65 Tape record-ng. 
sometimes 
DOWN 
1 UeorTy 
2 Toward shelter 
3 Factory 
4 Canvassed 
5 Use up 
6 "His .ever 
or now"; Wyhe 
7 Bat wood 
0 line 
9 Mistake 
10 Overly clever 
11 Ralsond"  
12 Red and Black 
13 Browns 
18 Like claret 
22 Porterhouse. 
eg 
24 Certain 
periodical 
25 Transfer of a 
sort 
26 Have  
27 Italian title 
,28  Moines 
30 Like many fish 
31 Grows weary 
32 Causes 
34 Favorable reply 
35 Math abb' 
37 Conflicts 
36 Pretend 
39 Number on a 
sundial 
44 In (lower 
45 Tourist's stop 
in India 
46 Engaged 
48 Native-born 
Israeli 
49 Pointed 
50 Hair style 
51 A single time 
53 Symbol of 
siimneas 
53 Remove rind 
54 Whale 
55 Study hard 
56 Northern 
capital 
59 Chemical 
ending 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
MEETS EVERY TUESDAY AT 7:90 117 LIFE 
SCIENCE COME VOICE YOUR OPINION ALL 
ARE WELCOME.  
HEY SAE Wet Hash you our UGLY shirts II you 
•sen ua yours ftrsti See you Friday al the ugly 
start lee! Love. The Alpha Ptas.  
Mope your airthday waa greetll We all ens 
BSSLSSHLMS^  
Jet-Happy Anniversary' Thanks lor the Itrst ol 
many great years of our ate together You're Ml 
I love you. Ksran.  
.. jos- • 
Happy Mad BktMayll 
I Lore You. Goo.  
Jos, 
. Traa past year and a hen have been the BEST ol 
my He'Lets end It with a GREAT Bme Saturday 
night II otweya love you dearly 
Lovs. Leate 
John Skozak. 
Are you ready lo party down and light off the 
cokf? One way or another  KD camp out here 
we come. The Bkwdo.  
KAPPA DELTA 
SUE. ARE YOU READY TO PARTY SATUR- 
DAY    NIGHT?    WU.    ONE    BOTTLE    OF 
SCHNAPS BE ENOUGH? ATO TaVI.  
Keith Edwin. 
Are you reedy lor some wining A dining under 
the stars wati your one 4 only? Just be were of 
"the mole out vi the wilderness, you never 
know whan he might strike! I Ipve you eboobl 
AML. your KD sweetheart 
Thats Ctes- The Gamma PNa are looking 
forward lo an outstanding tea with an outstand- 
<vj fraternity' See you tonight'  
I »asaf» CHI ALPHA 
DEMY DAYS TEAM: 
YEAZELl, PALMEA, SAS. 
MEMKEL, KOTH, DCMUEST. 
"THi TflAOmOW COtaTMIIW" 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
"I OMNK, THEREFORE I AM" 
LESLIE JAMES-WAITING IS A HARD GAME 
TO PLAY AS PLANNED. 21 MONTHS TO GO. 
BUT PLANS CAN (ANO HOPEFULLY WILL) 
CHANGE. HAPPY 3 RO. I LOVE YOU FOR- 
EVER AND ALWAYS-OOUQ  
UT Chris: 
Congratutetons on your initiation. I'm so proud 
of youl Get reedy tor a wonderful weekend. KD 
love A oepooiaey mine. Big Tins  
LI" Sue. 
Congrats on  your KD Initiation!  You're the 
greatest' Lovs In APT Big Rachel  
Urm Hormel 
Thanks so much for a super Activation! Without 
you things wouldn't havs been ss greet as they 
were. Ws lovs ys! 
Ksthy. Mfchsis. Susy. Laura. Juae. 
Miches*. Ji. Judy, Kseey. A Bath.  
Gamma Phi Cruah DateParty 
Gamma Phi Crush Dele Party 
 Gamma Phi Crush Dais Party  
Lookout Darby Days! The Phi Mu'e and the Phi 
PsTa are tsamsd up lor victory We re psyched 
lor a great Urns. Lovs, The Phi Mus.  
Marten M - Great pb on the nrat Panheesnlc 
IFC Scholsrehip Desserts' Whet a Gemma phi 
aaehaal Kemp 
I am looking forward to a fantastic weekend with 
youl Let's party cause GM a strung!! 
Lovs, Joanne 
Mora than s dub. we're a fraternity: more than s 
fraternity we're Deka Sigma PI - the proles 
eioneJ hiainses fraternity Find out more about 
ua - Wed Sept 26. 7 00 pm. McFel Center 
Assembly Room   Doss Sigma Pi Info   Night 
Open to si busmen mayors  
• • • ■»» BELTS • • • 
HAVE FUN ON YOUR MOE TO aaAMtll 
REMEMSEH MARK LOVED A GOOD TIME SO 
DRsNK  ONE  FOR MARK-  FOR  ALL THE 
QOOO TIMES. YOU GUYS HAVE BEEN 
GREAT. THANKS FOR EVERYTHING! 
JUOY tTAHL a FAMILY 
PhiTsu-e 
Were psyched and wa hope you are loo Get 
ready for e fantastic tea 
Love. The KOs 
UflOERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
MEETS EVERY TUESDAY AT 7:30 In 112 
LIFE SCIENCE COME VOICE YOUR OPIN- 
ION ALL ARE WELCOME  
HEY ALPHA PHI PLEDGES - 
YOU HAVE SHOWN THE ACTIVES WHAT 
YOU'VE GOT. AND BELIEVE US ALPHA PHI 
PLEDGES HAVE GOT A LOTI LOVE. 
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS  
LAMaYoA CHI ALPHA 
CONGRATULATES 
GLEN STEVEN PALMER 
AS BROTHER OP THE WfJBf, 
RKhandvsj 
I know ties a at* but I had lo work on the 
sarcasm     Corigratutattone    anyhow'    Best 
wahea Oalar.  
MIXER SETT, tl NE COMMON! 
Seerig and Saras Management Club Mem- 
bership Drive in BA Lobby 
Join Now   ^_ 
THI 
GREEKBUSTERS 
ARE COMNIO 
Happy BaMM 21st Bklhday' 
I rve m Wlnthrop Terrece Apt*, 
on Palmer SI #21 Call mel 
Fiend 
Sigma em's 
The Dee Gaas an so psyched tor our Darby 
Oeys tee wKfi you Fri ' See you then' 
Lova. The DssQaea 
Smse Alpha Chi Kris Reddy cause Big Camy 
Lashana luvs ysl Thanks for your concern and 
Congrats on being ths PI Kap house woman! 
Smse Alpha CH Houaebuddy Hssthsrl You ere 
etaraya welcome In room 204. Alpha ON love 
Susie 
SMI looking at bare wets? Then come lo the 
Laser Art Sals In ths Student Service BHg 
Forum. Sept 17-21 from 10:00-4:00 and 
cover those wefts with great prints Sponsored 
by AAS.  
Wmaim  has a  special  surprise coming 
sooal Watch lor oatese.  
Student Council tor Excsptionsl Children 
watoomee el educators to our 1st meeting 
Sunday. Sept. 23, 8:00 p.m In 110 BA Guest 
speaker a Or  Black Adaptive physical educe- 
■on  
SulyVrMor. 
Congrats on your engagement' Ws wish you 
the beet of kick always 
Lava In APT The Store ol Kappa DeHa 
THI BROTHER* OF PM DELTA THETA 
WOULD LIKE TO THANK DEBRA HOS- 
CHOVER FOR SUPPORTING THE "MARK 
STAHL ROE TO MIAMI." WE APPRECIATE 
YOURHELPI  
THE OREEKIUSTEM ARE COMMQ 
THE OREEKBUSTERS ARE COMMQ 
THE OREEKBUSTERS ARE COMING 
The KD's would Mis Ml greet  their leteet 
eetllen: Welcome to Ksppe 0*Kai 
LMda esehl, Anne Coburn, Merle Ferronl. 
Use Fktehour, Susan Reach, Leslie Schlpper. 
 Lasa. your KD Slsteret 
BjH 
I'm sure he evening wl be Met right at the KD 
Kampout tNe Saturday night What a better 
combination could there be then the moon, the 
atari, and you and me Karl  
Tina 
Get psyched lor s «*] KD Kampout! We'l show 
those Beta's how KD's reefy party" 
Lovs ysl Rachel 
To our PN Psl Coschee. Brian, Scott, and 
Sapper: Thanks for your support and snoour- 
egement et the Bathtub Races, not to mention 
the donuts and wake up cat We had a great 
lime. 
Love, The KD'e 
VCTO 
Visual Communication Technology Organl- 
ratton.   Chicago!   AV EXPO Sept.   2*1   Save 
your  piece-   Deposit  due  (VCTO  MsNbox- 
Teoh. Bktg) Fri. Sept. 21.  
Woy to tjo Carrara PHBan^Rac* Team! »11 
WELCOME TO THE HOUSE FALL AGO 
PLEDGES WE HOPE YOU FIND AS MUCH 
WARMTH. LOVE. ANO FPJENOSHIP AS WE 
010 LOVE. THE SPPJNQ PLEDGES.  
WIZARD GRAPHICS AND PURCELL'S BIKE 
SHOP SUPPORT THE PHI BELTS ANO THE 
"MARK STAHL RIDE TO MIAMI'' QOOO 
LUCK. 
MLXER, MPT. 21 NE COMMON* 
ATTENTION RESIOENCE HALL t GREEK 
UNIT COUNCILS 1 MEMBERS: Get psyched 
tor goad times 1 great Mass at Resident 
Student Aesoclstkm's Leadership Retreat. 
Saturday. 8 em- 4 pm, In Founders' OeM 
Lounge, si registration fee. Call 372-0118 
B.O.'S ORIGINAL 
Morning Donut Delivery 
Quslty donuts A roil. 4 
Years in busmsss. Delicious 
hand-dipped icecream. 
The Getaway 362-4162 
Room available tor lease 
Buckeye Budget Motor ton 
Call Rick at 352-1520 after 5 p.m. Fan 1241. 
WANTED 
3 femara vocsaata looking for muacano to form 
lop 40 band  Keybords. bass, toad guaar. Cal 
before Tuee 354-8»00.  
Wanted:   Mala   Roomats   Immedietly. 
S112.50*10. water paid, vary tow gesVatoc. 
CM. onebdrm. 2 person apt. 214 rlepoieon rd 
apt«4B. 354-6226 or I 891 6247 toledo 
One male roommate to take over 
apt payments on 542 Fraree #16 
 et S95/month 354-8026  
Female Roommsts needed to move In anmsov 
ateiy   Spacious, ctoan house locatod near 
campus and town. $125 par month, else 
phone, completely lumiehed. Cal 352-87B2. 
i to lease in nice house Irnmedi- 
atefy' Cal 352-8442. House et 319 E. Evers 
so you'd bo very dose to campus.  
flKA UKA UKA UKAIIKAITKA IIKA nKA TTKA ITKA nKA nKA ITKAITKAIIKA IIKA-a| 
PI KAPPA ALPHA PROUDLY INTRODUCES 
THEIR FALL '84 PLEDGE CLASS 
Allen Carpenter 
Bill Cobb 
Joe Domabyl 
Jim Dudziak 
Bob Faber 
Pat Fitzgerald 
Al Franco 
Arron Holly 
Jim Kacic 
Jeff Kent 
Eric Krause 
Bob Rogers 
Ken Thompson 
Jeff Westbrock 
Todd Will Eric Hillfinger 
WELCOME TO THE REALM OF nKA 
FROM YOUR ALUMNI AND BROTHERS 
CONGRATULATIONS!! 
E'ttA IIKA UKA UKA ITKA nKA UKA ITKA TTKA nKA TTKA nKA UKA nKA nKAJTKJ 
HELP WANTED 
EARN J400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
P..OVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME, NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY7 NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPEO ENVELOPE TO: LAGUNA'S P.O. 
BOX 25791. CHCAOO, IL 60626 0791. 
Now occeofng appacaYaum, t Wring tor bar- 
landers, waiters, and wsArsssss  Must be 21 
Apply m parson at Buttons after 8 pm.  
Break Dance teacher wanted    Cal VMennes 
Dance Studs) Cuater OH. |16 mess from BO) 
669-3723.  
Part 1 Ful Urns, maaitenence ekas. A auto 
denratae, but not noceooary Cal 352-5335 
FOR SALE 
77 MUSTANG I. 4 SPEEO PS. PB 
RUNS GOOO. GOOD BOOY, EXC  INTERIOR 
    $2150 PHONE 669-2579. 
Meal coupon book for a 
5368 
l$75.CelKely372 
FOR SALE: 1973 Plymouth SeteRte Sebrlng 
Looks A Runs greet! MUST SELL $1500 or 
oHor Cal Joy 372-124S  
MWion - Dollar Tournament Soccer Table. 
Like new. $97$ or beet offer. 
 Osry SS4-S$0S.  
DORM REFRIGERATOR 
BEER LIGHTS. NEONS. 1 SIGNS 
 CALL 364-7472  
1982 HONOA 750 CUSTOM WINDJAMMER. 
LOW MILES 384-3071  
AUOI 100LS new tranamisslon. battery, reer 
Dree, starter WS give to Nghsst offer Andy 
352-7043. 
1973 VW Bug 
$880 
352-8802 
80 Lecar dekua. am/fm atereo. aun roof, nice 
$2000/beot oner. 362-4236 after 4 p m 
Exoaesnt Student Cer 
73 Plymouth duster,  low mesa,  runs wal. 
mckidee snow arse.  $350   Cal 352-2g92 
after 5 30 pm  
FOR RENT 
F. roommate needed to subset opt Field manor 
epts $112 50 mo  S eieclrtc end phone CM 
354-8579  
Rent 3-bedroom house fumaned  Hurry, tne 
a a good one' $330 paje ute»ea 354-7642. 
or 372-4493  
Video Cassette end Video Owe rental 
3 days. 3 movies. $29 95 
Ptwkps Video Ctr   1028 N Main 
364-3513  
DalyRenlslaridLeeslng$14 00perday Auto 
Outlet 352-2227 1010 S Mem St 
$2 OFF 
The regular price of 
ANY DINNER 
with this ad 
Good thru 9/27/84 
0 FALL FEST 
in conjunction with 
Theta Chi Ox Roast 
Sigma Chi Derby Days 
at College Park 
v° & 
Behind Offenhauer Towers 
FIVE LIVE BANDS 
12 noon -THE WET SHAVERS 
1:30 - THE BOWLERS 
3:00 - THE URGE 
4:30 -SPELLBOUND 
6:00 - FAYREWETHER 
Must have picture ID to purchase beer. Rain location: Grand Ballroom. 
For more Information, call the Fall Fett Hotline, 372-0-UAO. 
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Wind ensemble concert 
The Harmony Wind Ensemble, 
comprised of some of New York's finest 
wind players, will open the 1984-85 
Festival Series at 8 p.m. Wednesday (Oct. 
3) in Kooacker Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Organizers of this year's series are 
heralding the season as a "banner" year 
featuring a very diverse roster of 
distinguished artists. The nine-member 
Harmony Wind Ensemble includes 
members ol the New York Philharmonic, 
Metropolitan Opera, American Symphony 
and the New York City Opera and Ballet 
Orchestra. 
in addition to playing classical and 
modem works, the group performs 
arrangements of symphonic and operatic 
works by contemporaries of the original 
composers. These pieces and lighter 
works by Gershwin and Sousa add a 
unique dimension to the group's diverse 
programs. 
Guitarist Julian Bream, one of the most 
sought-after artists on the concert circuit, 
will perform in the series Oct. 22. Bream 
has made more than 30 recordings and has 
received many of the industry's highest 
recording honors. 
The third concert in the series, to be 
presented Nov. 19, will feature the 
Romanian National Choir and the next 
perfromance, on Feb. 24, will present the 
Munich Chamber Orchestra in concert with 
violinist Young Uck Kim. 
Concluding the series will be a 
performance by Concert Royal and the 
New York Baroque Dance Company on 
March 27. This joint performance by the 
two groups is in celebration of the 300th 
anniversary of the birth of three giants of 
Baroque composition: Bach, Scarlatti and 
Handel 
All series concerts scheduled on 
weekdays begin at 8 p.m. and those on 
Sunday begin at 3 p.m. in Kooacker Hail of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Prices for individual concert tickets vary 
depending on seat location, but series 
subscriptions are available and offer 
University students as much as a 25 
percent savings over single admission 
costs. 
Additional information about the 
concerts and ticket prices can be obtained 
by calling the College of Musical Art's 24- 
hour ticket hotline (372-0171). 
Reagan to speak Wednesday 
President Ronald Reagan will speak 
at Bowling Green State University 
Wednesday (Sept. 26). 
Expected to give a major foreign 
policy address the President will speak 
at 11 am  in Memorial Hall. 
Reagan's visit to the campus will be the 
first in a three-stop political tour of the 
midwest 
At Green Sheet's deadline, details of 
the President's visit had not been 
finalized, but Reagan was expected to 
speak for 30 to 45 minutes and then 
meet in smaller group sessions with 
students and faculty. 
Reagan's Bowling Green address will 
be the first speaking opportunity the 
President will have following an 
anticipated speech by Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko to the United 
Nations on Tuesday (Sept. 25). 
Gromyko is expected to discuss U.S.- 
Soviet relations and the President is 
expected to respond to Gromyko during 
his Bowling Green speech. 
Final plans, including how the public 
can attend Reagan's speech, are 
expected to be announced early next 
week 
Les Ballet Jazz de Montreal opens Artist 
The Kooacker Hall stage will be alive with imagery, energy, and movement Wednesday 
(Sept. 26) when Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal opens the '84'85 Artist Series. The series 
is sponsored by the University Cultural Events Committee. 
Tickets are $7, $5, and S3, with half-price for senior citizens and children 13 and 
under. They may be purchased at the Kobacker Han Box Office or reserved by calling 
372-0171. Students with a valid University ID may pick up their free tickets at the box 
office. 
An informal reception with members of the company will be held in Bryan Recital Hall 
following the 8 p.m. performance. It Is open to anyone attending the performance. 
Odette Lalonde, a ten-year member of Ballets Jazz, will conduct a master class for up 
to 25 experienced ballet dancers at 10 a.m. Thursday (Sept. 27) in 105 Eppler North. 
Space may be reserved by contacting Deborah Tell, assistant professor of HPER 
Participants should dress for dance, and spectators are welcome and encourage to 
attend. 
The 25 dancers In the company have more than 25 dances in their repertory. Their 
performances have brought international acclaim and critics have caHed them "ballet jazz 
at Its best." 
■ 
1 ' 
Friday 
S*tN*W» 
I l.m. - Extern Experience 
Applications available Open to al sophomores. 
juniors and seniors. Sponsored by Undergrad- 
uate Akimi Association. Deadline Monday. Oct. 
16. MUeti Alumni Center. 
• a.m. - Prevenl-A-Crime 
The "Operation Identification" program wi be 
held In residence hats until Oct 1S at noon. It Is 
designed to discourage thett by engraving social 
security numbers on valuables. The residence 
ha> with the most participation will be treated to 
pizza and Pepsi. Winners will be announced at 
the BGSU vs. Northern Hmois footbal game. 
Details concerning the party will be announced 
alter Oct 20 
8 a.m.-S p.m. - Was Bowling Green State 
University Pageant 
Applications available lor managing positions (or 
the pageant. No pageant experience required, 
but recommended. Open to any ful-ttme under- 
graduate student. 425 Student Services. 
9 s.m. - Morals and Markets Conference 
Presentations wll be given concerning moral 
coneideratlons in market economies PhUo 
aophers Alexander Rosenberg of Syracuse 
University, Jules Coleman of the University of 
Arizona and Amartya Sen of AD Souls College at 
Oxford University In England will be presenting 
papers. Free and open to ad. MUeti Alumni 
Center. 
9 e.m.-3 p.m. - American Marketing Associa- 
tion 
Last day for membership drive. Recruiting in 
Business Administration and Math Science 
6 p.m. - Fantasy and Role Playing Society 
Games of al types are played. Free and open to 
all Honors Center, Kreischer. 
7-10 p.m. - Art Exhibition Reception 
"Foundations," an exhibition of first year student 
work, wi open. Free and open to all. Sponsored 
by the School of Art and the Foundation In Art, 
Theory and Education organization. Fine Arts 
Gallery, Fine Arts. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Students $1 25 with valid ID Skate rental 50 
cents toe Arena. 
Saturday 
SuftemlMf 22 
Noon-7 p.m. - Fall Feet 
Sponsored by UAO in conjunction with Theta Chi 
Ox Roast and the Sigma CM Derby Days. Music 
by live bands wi be presented. Free and open 
to al. Coeege Park 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Bible Fellowship Meeting 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by University 
Bible Felowship. Canal Room. Union. 
•-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frt.. Sept. 21 listing 
Sunday 
$«tte*lx)r 23 
3:30-3:30 - PuMic Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Sept. 21 Isting. 
• p.m. - Vespers 
United Christian Fetowship, 313 Truman. 
7-9 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Sept. 21 listing. 
I p.m. - Okas and Flute Recital 
John Bentley, a profeeaor of oboe, and his wife, 
Judith Bentley. associate professor of Mute, 
together with the* daughter, Juea Bentley. a 
senior music major at Indiana University, will 
perform. Free and open to all Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Monday 
34WevlMfr **/ 
3:30 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibition 
"Foundations," an exhibition of first year student 
work. w« be on display untM Frl., Oct. 5. Free 
and open to al. Sponsored by the School of Art 
and the Foundations In Art, Theory, and Educa- 
tion organization Fine Arts Gallery, Fine Arts. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - UAO Print Sale 
A variety of prints, including reproductions of 
master's and movie posters wil be on sale 
through Friday, Sept 28 Grand Batroom, Union. 
Neon - Miss Bowling Omen State University 
Pageant 
Deadane tor appkeationa for managing positions. 
425 Student Services. 
7 p.m. - Association for Childhood Education 
Meeting. Free and open to al education majors. 
140 Overman 
7:30 p.m. - Poetry Reeding 
Carl Thayer. first year student in the Creative 
Writing Program, will reed from her works. 
Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program. 
Free and open to al. Off-Campus Student 
Center, basement of Mosetey 
7:30 - Student Personnel Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al. 117 Business 
Administration. 
7:30 pjn. - Criminal Justice Organization 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Campus Room, 
Union. 
10 s.m.-Noon - Fencing Club 
Meeting Dues are $ 10 Open to all Combative- 
Dance Room, Student Rec Center. 
Tuesday 
September 25 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - tarry Mannew Concert Trial 
Signups begin. $20 per person. Open to al. 
Sponsored by UAO UAO Office. Union. 
Noon-2   p.m.  -  Peer  Nutrition  Counseling 
Service 
Consultants  wil  meet  with  students  on  an 
appointment or walk-in  basis.  Information on 
management, menu planning and health food are 
available. Free and open to al. The Student 
Wetness Center. 220 Health Center 
1:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al. Sponcered by the World 
Student Association. 17 wWams. 
3 p.m. -German Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al. 142 Shatzel. 
3-7 p.m. - Library Seminar 
"Citation Indexes in Humanities. Social Sciences 
and Physical Sciences" wil be discussed. Free 
and open to al. 128 Jerome Library. 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting 
Spnsored by Active Christians Today. Alumni 
Room, Union. 
7 p.m.- Volleyball 
BGSU at University of Michigan (Ann Arbor). 
7:30 p.m. - "Lootng Good and Feeling Fit" 
Program 
Harstytng program will be featured. Free and 
open to al. Second floor west Lounge, Rodgers. 
7 JO p.m. - Bowling Green Peace Coalition 
Meeting. Free and open to al. 203 Hayes. 
I p.m. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting. Open to al. Fort Room, Union. 
( p.m. - Students for Animals 
Meeting. Free and open to al. 208 Harma 
9 p.m. - BGSU Flying Club 
Meeting to prepare for the NIFA Air Meet. Free 
and open to al  109 Business Administration 
9-10 p.m. Skating Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Main Ice, toe 
Arena 
Wednesday 
S4?»iat«26 
3:304) p.m. - Methods Experience Project 
A ore-registration meeting tor spring semester 
MEP project candidates. (Those unable to at- 
tend should contact Or  Sheila Wrieman. MEP 
coordinator. 344 Education.) 518 Lea Sciences 
9:30 a.m. - Mesa 
SI Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstn 
9:30 a.m.-12:30 pjn. - Non-TradHlonal Stu- 
dent Series 
'Test and Math Anxiety" « the topic of this 
session ovected by Dr. Barbara Kafmen, a 
counseling psychologist at the Counseling and 
Career Development Center. Free and open to 
non-traditional students. Capital Room, Union. 
11:30 e.m.-2 p.m. -Graduate School Seminar 
Or. Herbert Greenberg. acting chair of the 
Communlcstlon Dtaorder Program and director 
of the Speech and Hearing Clinic, wi speak. 
Sponaerd by the National Student Speech, 
Language and Hearing Aaaoclaaon. Free and 
open to al. 205 South Hal. 
•-7 pjn. - Library Seminar 
''Computer Search  Service  tor Science and 
Health" wi be discussed. Free and open to al 
112 Ufa Sciences 
7 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting. Alumni Room, Union. 
7 p.m. - "Looking Good and Feeling Fit" 
Program 
Best legs contest. Free and open to al. Rodgers 
Courtyard. 
7 p.m. - Delta Slgm. Pi 
This business fraternity wi be hosting an infor- 
mation night Free and open to second semester 
freshmen, sophomores, or Junior business ma- 
jors. Assembly Room, McFall Center. 
7-tO p.m. - University Theater Auditions 
Auditions for Tennessee WIBiam's play "Summer 
and Smoke." Scripts available In 322 South Han. 
Free and open to ail 405 University Hal 
7:30 p.m. - Campus Democrats 
Meeting   Free and open  to  al.  Democratic 
Headquarters, 188 S. Main. 
7:30 pjn. - Space Program 
LI Colonel Landon. chair of the aerospace 
studies department, wil discuss the future of 
space exploration. Sponsored by Conklin Hal 
Free and open to al Main lounge, Conklin 
I pjn. - Artist Series Event 
The intemationaly known Le Baleta Jszz de 
Montreal wi perform. Tickets are free to stu- 
dents presenting a valid I.D. card. Reservations 
can be made by caMng the Moore Musical Arts 
Center box office at 372-0171. Sponsored by 
the University Cultural Events Committee. Ko- 
backer Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
940 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 21, listing. 
9 pjn. - Alphl Phi Omega 
Coeducational  service  organization  meeting 
Free and open to al. Assembly Room, McFall 
Center. 
9:30 pjn. - Public Stargazing 
Free and open to al. Wait by elevator on the 
ground Door after entering the building using the 
west door. Groups wi be escorted to the root. 
Physical Sciences Laboratory. 
10:30 pjn. - Public Stargazing 
See 9:30 p.m. Wed.. Sept. 28, Isting 
Thursday 
S*fte*»«f 27 
10 s.m. - Ballet Master Class 
Odette Lanlonde of the Le Baleta Jazz de 
Montreal company wi conduct a ctaaa em- 
phasizing jazz ballet. Open to 25 dancers with 
batet experience. Observers welcome. Contact 
Deborah Tel. assistant professor In the School 
of Hearth, Physical Education and Recreation at 
372 2395 for information and reservations 105 
Eppier North. 
11 a.m.-4 pjn. - Pee, Nutrition  Counseling 
Consultants wi meet with students on an 
appointment or walk-In basis Information on 
weight management, menu planning and hearth 
food are available. Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center. 220 Health Center. 
1:30-4 pjn. - Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by the World 
Student Association. 17 Williams 
3-4 p.m. - SRC "Th** Tint" 
Sessions are designed to obtain Ideas from 
students to help make the Rec Center a better 
place Open to al. Conference Room. Student 
Use Center. 
3:30-8:30 pjn. - Psychology "CeHoqula" 
Or. Ed Donnerstem from the University of Wis- 
consin st Maotaon wi diecuaa violence against 
women ss depicted In the media and Its effects 
on behaviors and attitudes. Sponsored by the 
psychology department. Free and open to al. 
112 Life Science. 
740 pjn. - University Theater Auditions 
Auditions for Tennessee Wstam's play "Summer 
and Smoke." Scripts avalabie In 322 South Hal. 
Free and open to al. 405 University Hal. 
7:304:30 p.m. - PI Sigma Alpha 
The national poetical science honor society wi 
hold an organizational meeting. Free and open to 
al pottlcal science majors and minors.  101 
Business Administration. 
I p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film Series 
The original version of "King Kong" wi be 
presented   Free and open to al.  Gish  Film 
Theater, Henna 
8:30 pjn. - Bible Study 
Discussion of "The Passion of Christ." Open to 
al. United Christen Fellowship, 313 Thursttn 
9:30,10:30 pjn. - Public Stargazing 
See 9:30 p.m. Wed., Sept. 28. Hating. 
Friday 
SaftaiwW 28 
2:30 p.m. - Master Class 
vTotnlatMlnam Fried, who has appeared with the 
New York Priaharrnolc and the Boston. Vienna 
and London symphonies, wi teach a master 
class. Free and open to the pubic. Kobacker 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4-8 p.m. - Annual Sigma Alpha Epsiton Bed 
Race 
Observers   welcome.    On    Ridge,    between 
Thurstln and N. College 
5 pjn. - Homecoming King end Queen 
Deadane for applications  See 8 a.m., Men . 
Sept. 17. Isting. 
6 p.m. - Fantasy and Role Playing Society 
Games ol al types are played. Free and open to 
al. Honors Center, Kriescher 
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to al. Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge, Union 
7-9 p.m. - Dunamls Outreech 
Meeting  Free and open to al. Capital Room. 
Union. 
7-10 pjn. - University Theater Auditions 
Caebacka for Tennessee Wtasm's play "Summer 
and Smoke." Scripts available m 322 South Hal. 
Open to al. 405 University Hal. 
I pjn. - Saxophone Recital 
Aa part of Alumni Faculty Day. Christopher Ford, 
who received a master's degree In music in 
1979, wi perform. Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
9-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Sept. 21, Hating. 
Saturday 
otVftRMf *r 
11s.m.-1 p.m.-Clink for Handicapped Youth 
Free and open to students assigned to the clinic 
Observers welcome. Sponsored by the School 
of Health, Physical Educstlon and Recreation 
201 Hayes 
1 p.m. - Football 
BGSU vs. Eastern Michigan University. Doyt L 
Perry Field. 
2-5 pjn. - Educational Ma abWa Center 
Various articles wi be on display. Free and open 
to al. Little Red Schoothouse, west of Com- 
mons. 
2:3O-»:30 - Bible FeHowatttp Meeting 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by University 
Bible Fellowship Faculty Lounge, Union 
7 p.m. - Voneyban 
BGSU vs Bal State University Anderson Arena. 
9-10 pjn 
See 8 p.m. Frl, Sept. 21, Using. 
Sunday 
Saptrakr 30 
10 ajn. - Vo»unt**r Services 
Departure lime lof visiting the Maumee Youth 
CenlBf, a correctional boys fecity Sponaored 
by St. Thomas More Pariah Open to ad. St 
Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurson. 
10:10 a.m. - Worship Service 
Active Christiana Today. Alumni Room, Union. 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various Nelorical articles wi be on display. Free 
and open to al Little Red Schodhouae, west of 
Commons. 
3 p.m. -Concert 
The Bowling Green Brass Quintet, comprised ol 
faculty of the Cceege of Musical Arts, will 
perform. Free and open to all Kobacker Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
1:304:30 - PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m. FA, Sept. 21. listing. 
6 p.m. - Vesper. 
United    Chrtettan    Feeowship   Center.    313 
Thurson. 
6:30 p.m. - Delta Sigma PI 
Professional  business  fraternity wi  meet.  A 
speaker from the Better Business Bureau w* 
talk Free and open to al. 112 Life Science. 
74 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Sept. 21, listing. 
» p.m. - Recital 
Vioknrst Bone Brant and pianist Virginia Marks, 
both faculty members of the College of Musical 
Arts. wi perform. Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
f p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting. Free and open to al Fireside Lounge. 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thuratln 
7:104:10  pjn. - Career  Awareness  Week 
Event 
Retting night. Free and open to al. Sponaored 
by the Marketing Club. Tad Room, Union. 
t p.m. - Christian Science Organisation 
Meeting. Open to al. Fort Room, Union 
8-10 p.m. - Skating Club 
Meeting   Free and open to al. Main tee. Ice 
Arena. 
9 p.m. - BQSU Flying Club 
Meeting to prepare for the NIFA Air Meet. Free 
and open to al  108 Bualneaa Administration. 
Monday 
October. 
11:30 a.m.-Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstln. 
7:10 pjn. - •'Looking Good and Feeling FH" 
Program 
Nutrition aemlner. Free and open to all  Third 
floor west Lounge, Rodgere. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Career Awarnaaa Week Event 
Advertising night Free and open to al. Spon- 
aored by the Marketing Club CampuaRoom, 
Union. 
Tuesday 
(khktfi 
11:30 a.m.-Mass 
St Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thuratln. 
Noon-2 p-m. - Peer Nutriatton Counaellng 
Santo* 
ConauNanta wi meet with students on an 
appointment or walk-in basis Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are avaasble Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center. 
0:30 p.m. - toe Cream Soeltl 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by the Under- 
graduate Alumni Association. MiletJ Alumni Cen- 
ter. 
7 p.m. - VoheybeH 
BQSU at Notre Dame (South Bend, kid.). 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting 
Sponaored by Active Cbrtettans Today. Alumni 
Room, Union. 
7 |MB. - "Looking Good and Faming FH" 
Wednesday 
Oetioer i 
11:30 a.m. - Mais 
SI Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurson. 
11:10 s.m.-12:30 p.m. - Non-Tradltlonal Stu- 
dent Series 
"Faculty and Non-Traditional Student Relations" 
Is the topic of this session directed by Dr Elmer 
Sprertzer. chair and professor ol the sociology 
department. Free and open to al rwn-traditional 
students. Capital Room. Union. 
7 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Indiana State University (Terra Haute). 
7:304:30 p.m. - Career Awareness Week 
Event 
Sates night. Free and open to al. Sponsore by 
the Marketing Club. Town Room, Union 
I p.m. - Feettvsl Series Concert 
The Harmony Wind Ensemble, with some of New 
York's finest wild players, wil perform classical 
and modem works. Tickets are $3, $5, $7. $9 
and $11, and are available by casing Moore 
Musical Arts Center Box Office for reservations 
at 372-0171. See 10 a.m Mon . Sept. 17. 
•sting. Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
3-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Sept. 21, Hating 
8:30 p.m. - "Looking Good and Feeling Ft!" 
Program 
Stress management aemlner. Free and open to 
al. Ground floor east lounge. Rodgere. 
0:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Rev. Janice Meatman wi lead the study on 
natelHiiii    United  Chnatlan   Fellowship,   313 
Thuratki. 
9 p.m. - Alphl Phi Omega 
Coeducational  service  organization  meeting 
Free and open to al  Assembly Room, McFal 
Center 
9:30 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooater 
1:10,10:10 p.m. - PubHc Stargazing 
See 9 30 p.m. Wed., Sept. 28, Hating 
Physical Okie** rjrogram. Free and open to si. 
First floor lounge, Rodgere. 
7:18 p.m. - Women Exploited by Abortion 
Meeting. Sponaored by the Bowing Green Right 
to Life group and BQSU Students for Life. Free 
end open to el. Glah Fan Theater, Henna. 
Thursday 
OettfcM 
AM Mi 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 ThuretJn. 
7:304:30  p.m. - Career  Awareness  Week 
Event 
Marketing research night. Free and open to al. 
Sponaored by the Marketing Club Town Room, 
Union. 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
"She Stoops to Conquer" wi open the Univer- 
sity Theater season. Tickets are 12 for students 
and $4 for atothera. and are available in the 
University hel box office or can be reeerved by 
casing 372- 2719 from 9-5 p.m weekdays after 
Sept. 27. Theater paaaee are also available for 
the 1984-85 season al the price of $20 for 
adults and $10 for atudenta at 322 South Hal. 
Mam Auditorium, University Hal. 
$ p.m. - Jazz Concert 
The new age Jazz group Duos wi perform. 
Members have played professionaly with euch 
artists aa the Alman Brothers Band and The 
Greg Alman Band. $1. Open to al. Sponsored 
by UAO. Grand BaaYoom, Union. 
8:10 p.m. - Bible Study 
Discussion ol "The Paaakxi of Christ" Open to 
al. United Christian Feeowship, 313 Thurebn 
9:30, 10:30 p.m. - Public Stargazing 
See 9:30 p.m. Wed., Soot 28 listing. 
Saturday 
la.m.-aoH 
Women's team at Indiana State University Invita- 
tional (Terre Haute). 
11 *jn.-4 pjn. - Peer Nutrition Counaellng 
Service 
Consultants  wi  meet  with  atudenta  on  an 
appointment or walk-in  basis   Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are available   Free end open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center 220 Health Center 
3-4 p.m. - SRC "Tim* Tank" 
Sessions ere designed to obtain ideas from 
students to help make the Rec Center a better 
place. Open to al. Conference Room. Student 
Rec Center 
3:10-4:10 - French Conversation Hour 
Free end open lo al La Maleon Franca* (French 
House). 
«:30 p.m. - BG Chess Club 
Free end open lo al. Bring aet, board, and dock 
II you have on*. Off Campus Student Center, 
basement ol Moeetoy. 
Friday 
Octal* 6 
Octobers 
8:10 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibition 
"Foundations.'' sn exhibition of first year studenl 
work, wi doe* today Sponsored by the Schod 
of Art and the Founoakona in Art, Theory and 
Education organization. Fine Arts Gaiety, Fine 
Arts. 
• sjn.-Gotf 
Woman's team al Indiana Stale University Invita- 
tional (Terre Haute). 
12:30 p.m.-Maaa 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 ThureBn. 
2 p.m. - Cross Country 
Men's team at Notre Dame Invitational. (South 
Bend, Ind ) 
5:104 p.m. - BG Classic Race Event 
Spaghetti dinner end presentation by Jeff Gate- 
way. Olympic runner and author. $4 meal cost 
Advance regtetratlon required Applications 
avaasble at Union and Student Rec Center. 
Open lo al. First Methodist Church, 1506 E 
Wooater 
8 pjn. - Fantasy and Roto Playing Society 
Games ol at types are played. Free and open to 
at. Honors Center. Krefacher 
3:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to al.  Sponaored by Jewish Students 
Group Faculty Lounge, Union. 
74 pjn. - Dunamls Outreach 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Capital Room, 
Union. 
7:10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"FootJooee" wi be shown  Bring a blanket and 
pilow. $1 50 with studenl ID Grand Ballroom. 
Union. 
8 pjn. - Worship Meeting 
Fetowaiap ol Chnatlan Student*.  128 S. Col- 
tog*. 
8 p.m. - Untverefty Theater Production 
"She Stoops to Conquer" wi open the Unlver- 
slty Theater season See 8 p m , Thurs.. Oct 4, 
tskng. 
8-18 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frt , Oct. 5, listing 
848 p.m., Mahlaht - UAO Camp-as Film 
See 7:30 p.m. I»rk»zy. Oct. 5. sating 
8 a.m. - eih Annual BG Claaais Race 
5- and »-K distances $8 entry fee In advance. 
$6.50 race day. Open to al Entry forms 
available In Union and Student Race Center 
Race starts and finishes at tee Arena. 
9 a.m.-7 p.m. - Alpha Chi Open Tennis 
Tournament 
Free. Spectators are welcome. Sponaored by 
the Alpha Chi Omega Sorority. Robert Keefe 
Tennla Courts. 
11 a-m.-1 pjn. - CUnte tor Handicapped Youth 
Free and open lo students assigned lo the clinic 
Observers welcome. Sponsored by the Schod 
of Health. Physical Education and Recreation 
201 Hayes 
2-6 pjn. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various articles wi be on display   Free and 
open to al. Little Red Schodhouae. west of 
Common*. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Metal Sculpture Exhibit 
The National Metals Invitational opens. It wi 
Include more than 50 exhibits In metal created 
by 27 artists from around the country. The 
exhibit wi be open from 10 a.m -5 p.m Tues- 
Frt. and 2-5 p.m. on Sundays through Oct. 28 
Free and open to al. Sponaored by the Schod 
ol Art. the Medici Circle and the Ohio Arts 
Counci McFal Oakery. 
7:10 p.m. - Football 
BGSU al the University of Toledo. 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
"She Sloops lo Conquer" wi open the Univer- 
sity Theater season See 8p.m., Thurs., Oct 4, 
listing. 
8-10 pjn. - PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m Fri., Sept. 21, listing. 
9 pjn. - "Looking Good and Feeling FH" 
Program 
"Let* Gel Physical" party. Free and open to at. 
Commons 
Sunday 
October 7 
10 a.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time lor visiting the Maumee Youth 
Center, a ccrrectlonel boys facility. Sponsored 
by St. Thome* More Parish. Open to at   St. 
Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thuratln. 
10 ajn. - UAO Golf Tournament 
Refreshments and prize* from local merchant*. 
Club* and carts can be rented Barbeque alter 
tournament $13 per parson or $52 per lour- 
some. Open to al Forrest Creason Gdf Course 
10,11:18 a.m., 1:18 pjn. - Mass 
St.   Thome*   More   University   Parish.   425 
Thurson 
10:10 u. - Worehto ftorvte* 
Active Chnatlan Today. Alumni Room, Union. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Santo* 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooater 
2-5 pjn. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various hietorical articles wi be on display Free 
and open to all Little Red Schoohouse, west of 
Commons. 
1 p.m. - Concert 
Th* Bowling Green Ph*harmonie wi perlorm 
Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Canter. 
1:104:10 p.m. PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl.. Sept. 21, listing 
S p.m. - Vespers 
United    Christian    Fellowship    Center,    313 
ThureBn. 
• p.m. - Social Juettoe Committee 
Meeting. Free and open to al. FkeakJe Lounge, 
St. Thomae More Pariah, 425 ThureBn 
8 p.m. - Trombone Recital 
Paul Hunt, aaalatanl professor m the Cotege ol 
Musical Art*, wi perform. Free and open to at. 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
8-18 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 pm  Fn . Sept  2 Mating 
UAO Presents: 
Theater season opens 
with classic comedy 
How far will a young independent 
mistress go to woo a handsome young city 
man to many her? She shouldn't have to go 
too tar when the marriage is already 
arranged by parents, but that's not the 
case in "She Stoops to Conquer." 
The 1984-85 University Theater 
Season opens with this classic comedy 
Oct. 4-6 and Oct. 10-13 in the Main 
Auditorium o< University Hall. The action 
revolves around Mr. MaMow (Junior Paul 
Sandberg) and the funny situations that 
arise when he mistakes his intended wife 
(Senior Tracey Garver as Kate HardcastJe) 
and her father (Senior Tim Smith as Mr 
Hardcastle) and their house in the country 
for an Inn. More farcical complications 
involve the meddling Mrs. HardcastJe 
(Sophomore Lisa Buscani) who tries to 
dominate the love life ol her son and niece 
as well 
Tickets go on sale Thursday (Sept. 27) 
at the University Hall Box Office. The cost 
is $2 for students and senior citizens and 
$4 for all others. 
Operation ID 
offers contest 
"Prevention is the best medicine,'' as 
the old saying goes, and Campus Police 
endorses it! Beginning Sept. 10th 
"Operation Identification" began making 
the rounds of residence halls on campus. 
Designed to discourage theft, the Prevent- 
A-Crtme technique of engraving owners' 
social security numbers on valuables also 
aids police in returning recovered items to 
their rightful owners. 
As an incentive to increase participation 
in the program, which ends Oct. 15 the 
residence area with the highest percentage 
of involved students will be declared the 
winner and treated to pizza and Pepsi. The 
winner win be announced Oct. 20 at the 
home football game against Northern 
Illinois. 
Additional information can be obtained 
by contacting Campus Police, Commons. 
Jewish holiday 
transportation set 
The Jewish high holidays of Rosh 
Hashanah and Yom Kippur will be held 
Sept. 27-28 and Oct. 6, respectively. 
Because no services will be held on the 
'•campus, transportation arrangements to 
Toledo are being made. 
Persons wishing additional information 
should contact Sam Beloff, 352-0316, or 
KeHey Harbaugh, 352-5926. 
Food, Fun and five bands 
Fayrewether. a Cleveland-based theatrical rock band now touring the Midwest, will 
highlight a day of music by area bands as the second annual Fall Fest will be held from 
noon to 7 p.m. Saturday (Sept. 22) at College Park. 
Free and open to all, the day is being sponsored by the University Activities 
Organization in conjunction with the Theta Chi Ox Roast and the Sigma Chi Derby Days 
Beer, soft drinks and food will be served 
Fayrewether. who win record their first album next month, will conclude the day's 
music with an hour-long performance beginning at 6 p.m. 
Other bands performing that day are the Wet Shavers (noon to 1 p.m.), The Bowlers 
(1:30-2:30 p.m.), The Urge (3-4 p.m.), and Spellbound (4:30-5:30 p.m.). 
In the event of rain, all activities will be moved to the Grand Ballroom of the Union. 
Homecoming royalty applications 
Royalty is being reintroduced to the University this fall in the form of a Homecoming 
King and Queen. Applications are now available to any University senior (graduation date. 
Aug. 1985) in the UAO office, third floor, Union. The deadline to return an application is 5 
p.m. Friday (Sept. 28). 
Five queen finalists and five king finalists will be chosen from the applicants and 
campus-wide voting will take place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Oct 12 in the foyer of the Union 
Coronation of the winners will be held during pre-game ceremonies Oct.i 13 at Doyt L. 
Perry Field. 
Golf tourney with barbeque 
A golf tournament, featuring prizes from local merchants and a post-tourney barbeque, 
will be held at 10 a.m. Sunday (Oct. 7) at the Forrest Creason Golf Course. 
The tournament, sponsored by UAO, is open to all. A team of four may register for $52 
or a single admission fee of $ 13 will be charged. Those registering alone will be placed in 
teams. All lees include green fees, refreshments during the day, prizes and the barbeque. 
Clubs and carts may be rented irom the course clubhouse 
For more information and registration materials, contact the UAO office, third floor. 
Union. 
The sound of 'party' music 
Making waves is the University Activities Organization's business. Sound waves that is. 
For $50, UAO will supply a party with three hours of music; complete with disc jockey, 
two turntables, mixer, power amp. equalizer, speakers and microphones. Each additional 
hour costs $5. The service is available to all 
The sound system will be delivered to any party within Bowling Green's city limits for 
tree and outside the city for a small charge. 
For additional information contact the UAO office, third floor, Union or call 372-2343. 
Barry Manilow concert 
A chance to see Barry Manilow in concert is being offered by the University Activities 
Organization at 8 p.m. October 18 at the University of Toledo's Centennial Hall. 
The trip, which Is open to all. costs $20 per person. This fee includes tickets and 
transportation to and from the concert. 
For additional information and registration materials, contact the UAO office, third floor, 
Union. 
Decorative print sale 
More than 1,200 different prints will be available Monday through Friday (Sept. 24-28) 
at the UAO Fine Art Print Sale. The sale wU be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Union. 
Prints by such well known artists as Van Gogh, Rembrandt, Picasso and Rockwell will 
be featured at bargain prices. The sale will also offer old movie posters, M.C. Escher 
prints, oriental designs and matting for Individual prints. 
Because of an increase in campus 
programming and a decrease in the size 
of Green Sheet this academic year (The 
publication was reduced from 18 to 14 
vertical inches), Green Sheet wiH no 
longer be able to list off-campus events 
sponsored by off-campus 
organizations 
Mostly, this affects churches in the 
Bowling Green area which have had 
their worship services listed. To 
minimize the impact of this decision, 
following are the religious services 
which are held weekly in the area 
7 p.m. - St. Aloyslus Church 
Mass. 150 S. Enterprise. 
Tuueey 
7:30 p.m. - St. Aloysius Church 
Mass  150 S. Enterprise. 
HMMtfcf 
9:15 a.m. - St. Aloytlui Church 
Mass  150 S. Enterprise. 
7 p.m. - Bowling Green Alliance Church 
Prayer Meeting. 1161 Napoleon Road. 
ftMfcj 
»:15 a.m. - St. Aloyelue Church 
Mass  1 SO S Enterprise. 
Fries, 
7:30 a.m. - St. Aloyslui Church 
Mass  150 S. Enterprise. 
SMh 
5:30 p.m. - SI. Aloyslui Church 
Mass  150S Enterprise. 
1,10 and 12 noon - St Aloyslus Church 
Mass  150 S. Enterprise. 
8:45,11 a.m. - St. Mark's Lutheran Church 
Worship services. 315 S. Cotege 
9:30 a.m. - Grace Brethren Church 
Worship service. 121 S Enterprise 
9:30, 11  a.m. - First  United  Methodist 
Church 
Worship services  1506 E Wooster 
10 a-m. - First Presbyterian Church 
Worship service  126 S. Church 
10 a.m. - Agape Church of Prayer 
Worship service United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 313Thurstln 
10 a.m.-12 noon - Day spring Assembly of 
God 
Worship service. 4-D's Building. 700 High. 
10:30  a.m.   -   Bowling   Green   Alliance 
Church 
Worship service. Sunday school at 9:30 am. 
1161 Napoleon 
6 p.m. - Bowling Green Alliance Church 
Worship service  1161 Napoleon 
7:30 p.m - Bowling Green Alliance Church 
Discipleship  1161 Napoleon 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. It Is produced in 
cooperation with The BG News. 
The next Issue of Green Sheet will 
be published Oct. S and will cover 
events occurring Oct. 8-21. The 
deadline to submit information for 
that issue is noon Wednesday, Oct. 3. 
All events mutt be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. In the event 
of space limitations, those events 
submitted at the earliest date will be 
given preference. There Is no charge 
to hive an Hem listed. 
Senior Steve Cotten it serving at 
editor thlt semester; Junior Dina 
Horwedei It calendar editor. 
--.--•% >  - 
Tie BG lews 
Magazine 
"Suicide sport" of parachuting 
gives the thrill of survival. 
.^.Inside: 'Neids'JJoptanes/Ihe stars. 
I 
•TM Bfl IMS MlllZlM- 
Little Otis and the Upsetters 
They're not just a barroom band, but a theatrical group as well. 
.3 
Where have all the concerts gone? 
Long time pasiln' since the Poe Ditch Rock Festival of 75. 
It's in the Stars Astrologers say so, but astronomers protest. 
,6 
Skydiving Before the string Is pulled, It's kamikaze time 
.8 
Cow Phot* Relief: After a five-second free-fen, a skyrJver'e parachute opens. See 
story, page 8. 
Frictoy photo by Phi Masturzo 
Marcelkj Grande 
FrMlf/TM M MM MUZlM ——— 
BrilllCS EMIT Mil. BruUCI ElltK 
Jim Youll Andrea Schlndler 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BQ News, 106 University Hal. Bowling 
Green State University, Bowling Green. Ohio 43403. 
-OPCN- 
MON. THRU TWJRS. 5-9:30 p.m. 
FBI. 4 SAT. 5-10:30 p.m. 
8UNOAV 3:30-S:30 p.m. 
RESERVATIONS A VAIL ABLE 
6206 RENWYCK. TOLEDO, OHIO 536-1636 
WOOCMBBBBDOaBOOPaDOOBBllOO 
Myles Pizza Pub! 
FREE 6 Pack of 
Pepsi with any 16" Pizza 
|  Delivery Only Expires 9/28/84 
i 516 E. Wooster 352-1504 i 
LU........—..........———i 
■•■ 
W-B Leather Co. 
...... ___., 186 S. Main 
NOW OPEN Mini Mall 
352-5476 
Top Grain Leather & Suede 
Leather Crafters Welcome! 
KITS • TOOLS • DYES • HARDWARE • SUPPUES 
featuring Leather factory & Tandy 
ALSO: Handcrafted Iteme 
PURSES • WALLETS • BELTS • BUCKLES 
• VEST • BOOKS AND MUCH MORE. 
Hours Mon-Thura 10-S 
Fri & Sat 10-6 
BMM 
mtmt OF mm 
OPEN 
SEVEN 
DAYS 
• COCKTAILS • 
OTHil LOCATION 
MAM PI OBM GATI 
MOMOf. MIOL 
HAIRWAYS 
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
PRESENTS BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS! 
REGULAR 
$40.00 PERMS Mitiunw 
MsjatsHMil 
HAIRCUTS: 
LADIES $12.00 
MENS $10.00 
RELAXERS $45.00 
LUSTERSILKS OR TCB $50.00 
All other hair care services 15% off with valid ID card 
For these .special prices ask for Debbie at 352-2107. 
SPECIAL 
$30.00 
$10.00 
$8.00 
$35.00 
$40.00 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ ♦ 
We Serve. 
• MANDARIN 
• CONTONESE 
• SZECHUAN 
SUMO AY lUfFIT 
12 TO 4 
MAM Pi (MM* G»TI 
iIUi IU-teM 
MMCM. Mick. MT> 
12* CWSTCKFIELD lANI, MAUMff. If J-f4*S 
TibwARirr 
cv^H 
. . COME IN & CHECK OUT 
WapP>  Vr 
Daily 'til 8:00 
Now Open At 
Noon AAon-Sat 
& At 2:00 Sundays 
♦ ♦ 
♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
% ♦ ♦ ♦ 
X  OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 2:30% 
♦ NO COVER ♦ 
I LIVE ENTERTAINMENT J 
t 210 N MAIN        t 
wmm 
(From left)Saxophonist Phil Berg, lead singer Luis Chaluisan, congo drummer Norm Jones and harmonica player Tim Seewer take center stage during a performance. 
There's no Floyd in Pink Floyd, 
No twins in the Thompson Twins, 
And no Otis in Little Otis and the Upsetters 
But that never stopped 'em 
by Eric Rozso 
The audience members stir their 
drinks while listening to Little Otis 
and the Upsetters. Halfway through a 
song, the harmonica player drops his 
instrument and pulls a pretty lady 
onto the dance floor. Few bands ignite 
a crowd by interacting with the audi- 
ence, but this one does. 
Members of Little Otis claim to be 
just as much of a theater act as a 
band, and rightfully so. They origi- 
nated out of Bowling Green last sum- 
mer and play at Milton's, 104 S. Main 
St. every Tuesday evening at 9:30. 
This Sunday, Little Otis wifl perform 
at Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main. 
The group has come a long way 
since its first gigs. 
Norm Jones, one of the two Univer- 
sity students who play in the band, 
watched fellow members warm up as 
he flipped through the schedule of 
songs tor Tuesday night's perfor- 
mance. 
"This is just a start. We hope to 
play in other cities soon," he said as 
his dreadlocks dangled in Bob Marley 
style. 
"We like to play different types of 
music and move with the times, said 
Tim Seewer, a University art major. 
"Why stay stagnant?" 
They already have made two vi- 
deos, ''People Are You Ready Now?," 
a song about people moving and grow- 
ing spiritually and mentally. The 
other video was written by Phil Berg, 
the band's saxaphone player who has 
seven years of music education be- 
hmd,MnUtuscalled;GetitWhile|^ 
Hot" and it's the band's first original 
tune performed in video. 
Each member contributes his own 
influence to the group. Talent is ap- 
parent in Little Otis as the band plays 
a variety of music from reggae, 
rhythm & blues and jazz to popular 
tunes. 
Although they only practice once a 
week, they learn three new songs 
each time. 
"We play music because we like 
it," Jones said, adding that he doesn't 
have a problem balancing school with 
the band. "I try to budget my time. 
That way I get the best of both 
worlds." 
The seven-member band consists 
of Jones (congo drums), Seewer (har- 
monica), University alumnus Grant 
Fredick (drums), Billy Hanway (gui- 
tars), Berg (sax), Ron Wagner (bass) 
and Luis Chaluisan (lead singer and 
producer). Female singer Karima 
Blue, who was just added, will soon 
perform on a regular basis. 
Ciialuisan, founder of the band, 
said, "We all have a loyal feeling in 
the band and we are devoted to mak- 
ing it big." 
Chaluisan, 27, grew up in the 
Bronx, N.Y., and vowed never to 
return there. After leaving the Bronx, 
he attended Amherst College in Mas- 
sachusetts on a scholarship. He then 
worked for CBS before coming to 
Bowling Green and gaining experi- 
ence at WBGU-TV. 
Chaluisan is committed to seeing 
the band go on to bigger cities with 
him as producer but not singer. 
"Right now I'm looking for a singer 
to take my place^I, would rather.be m 
-Urni-S- 
FKIDAY Jim Youll 
Guitarist Billy Hanway and bassman Ron Wagner work their way through a song. 
Little Otis and the Upsetters has found a niche in Bowling Green bars. 
the back pushing the band." 
Playing in local bars is the first 
step on the long journey to the top, but 
evidently, the members of Little Otis 
believe they're on the right track. 
Samlrah Evans, a former vocalist 
for the band, comes to watch her old 
buddies perform. 
"Luis is dedicated to making the 
band big. They have so much talent," 
she said. 
In the future, Little Otis plans to 1
   '.:' ' ."mi-MiHUf   •••'■'••••-• 
filay The Big Apple and gain their 
ame as accomplished musicians. 
The music world is one of hit songs 
and dreams - songs that are soon 
forgotten and dreams often broken. 
But a band such as Little Otis & the 
Upsetters has the potential and desire 
to make their dreams come true. 
Eric Rozsa is a sophomore criminal 
justice mgqr.iroin Pittsburgh. Pa.. 
4£ ' ii. 11 
Where have all the concerts gone? 
byJill Jusko  
"This is Anderson Arena," a tour 
guide tells prospective new students. %Many of the athletic events are held 
here. This is also where the concerts 
are held that we have at the Univer- 
sity. Among the performers that have 
played here are Kenny hoggins and 
the Michael Stanley Band.,r^ 
The tour continues, but not before 
many of the visitors are impressed by 
the big-name stars that nave per- 
formed on campus. This information 
may even shape their opinions about 
the University.     . 
However, a concert hasn't been 
staged on campus for over 18 months, 
not since the Stray Cats performed 
here on March 20,1983. The freshmen 
and sophomores on campus have yet 
to see a concert at the University. 
Why? 
Money is the problem, said Jim 
Kruger, performing arts director of 
the University Activities Organiza- 
tion. UAO was responsible for plan- 
ning many of the University's 
previous concerts. 
Kruger said Anderson Arena is too 
small to make a big-draw performer 
affordable. 
"It can only hold about 5,000 peo- 
ple," he said, and when a band costs 
$25,000, it makes a ticket very expen- 
sive. How many people are willing to 
pay $15 a ticket tor even a big name 
volved in bringing a concert to cam- 
pus. 
"We were looking at The Cars as a 
possible concert, Kruger said. 
'"They charge about $40,000 a perfor- 
™ People use that as an excuse. Maybe 
the acoustics aren't that good. Anderson Arena 
Is a box. But so Is Cleveland Coliseum, and 
people go there. Centennial Hall Is a box and 
people go there. The people that blame the lack 
of bands on the acoustics are mostly those 
people that don't go to concerts anyway. Jk 
-Jim Krueger 
UAO Performing Arts Director 
like Kenny Loggins or James Tay- 
lor?" 
None of the three big names (Stray 
Cats, Kenny Loggins and James Tay- 
lor) sold out at the University. 
Kruger explained the risks in- 
mance plus a percentage of the i 
after expenses have been dedud 
"Our expenses include sound and 
;hts, which can run anywhere from 
,500 to $10,000. Advertising is an- 
couple of thousand. We also 
have the expenses of a stage crew, the 
rental of the chairs, a tarp to cover 
the floor, spot (light) operators, and 
catering, among other things," 
Kruger said. 
If tickets don't sell, or if the ex- 
penses are higher than estimated, or 
if one of a million other unforeseen 
problems occur, UAO could lose a 
fortune on the concert. 
"If there weren't a lot of risks, we'd 
be doing concerts all the tune," 
Kruger said, "but there are." 
Working with a promoter, such as 
Belkin Productions, reduces the risks 
somewhat, Kruger said. The pro- 
moter provides the up-front money 
needed to meet concert expenses. If a 
concert doesn't make money, the pro- 
moter absorbs half the loss, but when 
a concert does make money, the pro- 
moter wants half the profit. 
However, promoters go where the 
money is, Kruger said. A promoter 
can make more money at the 10,000- 
seat University of Toledo's Centennial 
Hall than be can at Anderson Arena, 
which seats half that amount. 
The rumor also exists that big 
bands wont play at Anderson Arena 
because the acoustics are bad. Not so, 
said Kruger. 
TfT TO's Campus Corner 
"^ 902 East Wooster 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
(across from Kohl Hall) 
Garnet Ohm 
°™~   Free BGSU design of your choice 
352-3365 r 
w/ purchase of any garment. 
Design Specialist I 
r. .    . John Konecny Coupon Offer good thru 10-31-84 Nancy Behnfeldt  I 
I'd Rather Be Bicycling... 
CYCLE WERKS 
Come ride with us on 
Tuesday evenings! 
5:30 pm 
904 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH        352-8578 
COPT SHOr 
• Resumes 
• Posters 
• Table Tents 
• Flyers 
• Trophies 
and 
Plaques 
117 E. Court      352-4068 
Bowling Green 
B ARRY A/fANILOW M 
= 
at 
Centennial Hall, Toledo 
Oct. 18 
Sign-ups begin 
Monday, Sept. 24 
in UAO office 
3rd floor, Union 
$20/person for ticket 
and transportation 
For more information, call 372-2343 
mtn/M 
Inadequate facilities, lack of money 
and bad memories are keeping major 
concerts away from the University 
' 11. 1M4 |0\ 
"People use that as an excuse," 
Kruger said- "Maybe the acoustics 
aren t that good. Anderson Arena is a 
box. But so is Cleveland Coliseum, 
and people go there. Centennial Hall 
is a box and people go there. 
"The people that blame the lack of 
bands on the acoustics are mostly 
those people that don't go to concerts 
anyway." 
Tom Misuraca, director of UAO, 
also denies acoustics as a problem in 
drawing big-name bands. 
"Arenas weren't built for music; 
they were built for athletic events," 
Misuraca said. "Good sound men can 
fix that problem. If that were the 
case, Centennial Hall is worse than 
Anderson. The ceilings are higher, the 
walls are wider, and therefore the 
sound bounces more." 
Both Kruger and Misuraca agree 
that a larger facility is needed if more 
concerts are to come to the Univer- 
sity.  Kruger believes a   10,000 to 
12,000-seat arena would entice more 
big names to the University. 
At least we could then compete 
with Centennial Hall," Kruger said. 
Another possibility that has been 
suggested is a rock concert in the 
football stadium. 
It has been done. On June 1, 1975, 
the Poe Ditch Music Festival at Doyt 
L. Perry Field drew an estimated 33,- 
000 to 40,000 people to hear eight 
bands perform. Only 3,633 of those 
attending were University students. 
The result: a disaster, according to 
University police. 
Traffic, drugs, liquor, rain and too 
many people were said to have been 
the culprits. Even the Whittaker track 
pressbox was burned down at the 
hands of a concert-goer who threw a 
molotov cocktail. 
Following the concert, the late Uni- 
versity President Hollis Moore, Jr. 
Staging concerts presents problems 
So you want to stage an outdoor rock concert at Doyt L. Perry field (or at 
any stadium for that matter). Sound easy? Probably not, but here are some 
of the problems that may never have occurred to you. 
• A stage for an outdoor concert is at least five times more expensive 
than one for an indoor concert. 
• Five or six times more security is needed for an outdoor concert than 
for an indoor concert. 
• Tickets are extremely expensive to produce. When 30,000 tickets need 
to be printed, "it becomes a counterfeiter's dream," said Tom Misuraca, 
UAO director. "Counterfeiters live off outdoor concerts." To combat that, 
tickets for outdoor concerts are made with special dyes, expensive foils and 
special die cuts - all to make them harder to counterfeit, but it also adds to 
their cost. 
• Doyt L. Perry field has no lighting. Portable lights would have to be 
rented. 
• Bathroom facilities. 
• Dressing rooms for the band. 
• Electricity, phone lines, and outdoor cooking facilities for the band. 
• Protection for the field. 
• Bands charge more to do an outdoor concert. 
FRIOAY/JIm Youll 
University Activities Organization Director Tom Misuraca displays some of the 
tickets and passes that he has collected while helping other universities stage 
rock concerts. Misuraca has also done consulting for the Toledo Speedway 
iV Jflrn and the World Series of Rock in Cleveland. r~rr n    i IIIIIIIIIIIIIHIHIIII i «——■—mi— 
announced that the Poe Ditch Music 
Festival was "the first and last con- 
cert of such perspective" at the Uni- 
versity, and "the large scale rock 
concert will not be repeated." 
Misuraca believes the problems 
that plagued the Poe Ditch Music 
Festival have been solved because 
"promoters have gotten it down to a 
science." 
"I think it could be done without 
what I consider problems - with a 
reputable promoter," he said. 
Misuraca said he has broached the 
subject to Jack Gregory, the athletic 
director, but it has always been 
turned down. The athletic department 
must okay use of the football field for 
a rock concert. 
Gregory says that Misuraca has 
never given him a definite proposal to 
consider, but the athletic department 
would look at one with "a very conser- 
vative and possibly a negative atti- 
tude." 
Among the concerns Gregory cited 
were facility damage, traffic prob- 
lems, community feelings, the effect 
on the University and the concern that 
a rock concert would draw too many 
people and the wrong type of crowd to 
the stadium. 
Gregory suggested that rock bands 
might draw a more unruly following 
than middle-of-the-road music mak- 
ers. 
"We'd be more interested in a 
summer concert with a Barbra Strei- 
sand or a Frank Sinatra," Gregory 
said, "although I'm sure they charge 
much more than we could afford." 
Gregory admits that the 1975 Poe 
Ditch Music Festival catastrophe 
would influence his consideration of a 
rock concert proposal. 
"It would have to influence my 
thoughts," Gregory said. "It's always 
wise to refer back to history. Con- 
fronted with a concert proposal, we 
would investigate every aspect of it. 
from the student concerns to the com- 
munity concerns to the concerns of 
the University." 
Even if the athletic department 
granted use of the stadium for a rock 
concert, hundreds of other equally 
important problems would remain, 
Misuraca said. 
"The economy is not good for out- 
door concerts," he said. "The Jack- 
sons aren't even selling out 
anymore." 
''We don't have the money to risk," 
he repeated. "It costs hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, literally, to put 
on a concert that size." 
And working with a promoter pre- 
sents problems of its own: 
"In Ohio, the best months for a 
concert are June, July and August. A 
promoter won't want to do one in May 
because of the weather," Misuraca 
said. 
"A promoter wouldn't allow re- 
stricted ticket sales," he continued. 
"Inherent destruction is possible 
when all those people come in who 
don't have a stake in the University. 
"It also presents a philosophical 
*We ' d be 
more Interested In a 
summer concert with 
a Barbra Streisand or 
a Frank Sinatra, al- 
though I'm sure they 
charge much more 
than we could af- 
ford, p 
-Jack Gregory 
Athletic Director 
>-.-...-....-.-. 
problem. The University is here for 
the students. Promoters do this for a 
living." 
Misuraca's knowledge about the 
concerns and problems in staging an 
outdoor rock concert is based on expe- 
rience. During the summer, he does 
consulting for other colleges in stag- 
ing concerts. He has also done consul- 
ting work with the Toledo Speedway 
Jam and the World Series of Rock in 
Cleveland. 
"I'm not negative (about a concert 
at the stadium), but there are realis- 
tic problems," he said. 
So what is the future of large scale 
rock concerts at the University? It 
sounds gloomy, but Kruger said UAO 
is still working within its limitations 
to try to bring some big-name groups 
to campus. 
Jill Jusko is a senior magazine jour- 
nalism major from North Royalton, 
.-.Ohio-    -   - V 
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Leave the bars, watch the stars 
by Ron Coulter 
Tonight as you are finding your 
way home from your favorite water- 
ing bole, take a minute to look in the 
southern sky. Weather permitting, a 
few constellations will be visible. 
Pisces will be directly to the south. 
Higher and toward the east will be 
Aries. More to the west will be Aquar- 
ius, the water bearer. 
Although there will not be any 
magnificent displays to herald the 
event, at 1:42 a.m. (that's 18 minutes 
before last call). a theoretical point in 
the sky called the first point of Aries 
will be crossing the exact intersection 
of the sun's path and the Equator. 
Meanwhile, on the other side of the 
Earth, the sun will be crossing the 
equator and entering the Southern 
Hemisphere. 
What do all these celestial 
movements signify? They mark the 
Autumnal Equinox. 
To an astronomer or a layperson, 
the Autumnal equinox means 12 hours 
of sunlight ana 12 hours of night, 
followed by progressively shorter 
days and longer nights. But for an 
astrologer, who looks for a meaning in 
the postions and movements of the 
Elanets and stars, the event may be 
iden with implications. 
Former University instructor 
Betty Palmer, who has been an astrol- 
oger for 20 years, said someone whose 
birthday falls on or around today may 
expect a change in career, lifestyle or 
academics. She said you might notice 
spiritual growth; "a feeling of self- 
development." 
Astrology and astronomy are such 
similar words that people often use 
them interchangeably. But Ron 
Stoner, a University professor of as- 
tronomy and physics, stresses that 
while astronomy relies on scientific 
method to track the progress of plan- 
ets and stars, "astrology only bears 
the trappings of a science in that it 
cannot stand up to scientific verifica- 
tion." 
Stoner said there was no difference 
between the two fields 2,000 years 
ago, and that, indeed, astronomy 
owes a debt to astrology. "Early 
astronomers received financial sup- 
port by charging for astrological serv- 
ices." 
Today, astrological forecasts are 
I I 
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published in magazines and newspa- 
pers in the form of horoscopes. A 
person's zodiac sign is based on a 
system established some 2,500 years 
ago. For instance, if a person's birth- 
day falls between March 21 and April 
21, then that person is an Aries be- 
cause 2,500 years ago the sun passed 
through the constellation of Aries 
between those dates. 
However, says Stoner, an activity 
called precession has changed the 
relation of the sun, Earth and stars in 
the past 2,500 years so that the sun is 
now in the constellation of Pisces, 
(the sign before Aries) between 
March 21 and April 21. 
"The astrological charts of today 
are actually off by about a month/' 
Stoner said. 
But astrologers contend that they 
indeed make reliable predictions 
based on the position of the stars and 
planets at the time of a person's birth. 
Toledo astrologer Sue Lovett in- 
sists on knowing more than just a 
person's zodiac sign in order to give a 
reliable astrological forecast. 
"To make an astrological chart for 
a person, I must know the exact time 
FRIDAY/Jtm YouH 
Former University Instructor Betty 
Palmer, pictured in front of a draw- 
ing depicting her astrological sign, has 
been an astrologer for 20 years. 
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and place of birth," Lovett said. "No 
two astrological charts are exactly 
alike - not even for twins." 
Why do people consult astrologers? 
"Love, money and health are the 
maior concerns of my clients," Lovett 
said, adding that many people ask her 
the right time to date, marry or look 
for Jobs. 
However, Palmer is more inter- 
ested in counseling individuals to help 
them understand themselves. 
"When someone comes to me for 
advice on a relationship," Palmer 
said, "I try to help them realize what 
he or she needs for personal happi- 
ness and self-confidence." 
Both Lovett and Palmer mentioned 
a relationship between psychology 
and astrology. Lovett said the planets 
affect a person's psychology. 
"We (astrologers) can do in 10 
minutes what a psychologist would 
take a year to do,,r Lovett said. (It 
would probably be cheaper, too). 
Palmer has worked in coordination 
with psychologists in the past She 
also enjoys counseling parents on the 
& 
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special neeas of their children, which 
can be predicted through the use of 
astrology. 
As for how accurate the forecasts 
are, Palmer and Lovett each claim an 
accuracy rate of 80 to 85 percent. 
They also say that many of their 
clients come ba^k again for consulta- 
tions. - 
However, accuracy is more ques- 
tionable in newspaper horoscopes. 
Many people have found that no mat- 
ter what birth sign they consult, 
something in the predictions they 
read will have come true for them by 
the end of the day. 
Palmer said daily newspaper horo- 
scopes tend to associate with a 6 a.m. 
time element, so they may only be 
accurate if a person was born around 
that time. 
Also, Palmer stressed that even a 
four-minute difference in a person's 
time of birth is crucial to the outcome 
of that person's astrological chart. 
Ron Coulter Is a sophomore news/edi- 
torial major from Rocky River, Ohio. 
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Groundbound: 
2,600 feet down 
is a jump for "kicks" 
by Corolyn Von Schoik  
With each of us weighted down by about 40 pounds of 
equipment, we lifted off the runway in a Cessna 182. We had 
trained and retrained and were mentally preparing 
ourselves to step off an airplane ■ before it landed. 
Ascending to about 10,000 feet, we dropped a free fall 
skydiver out the door. Finally descending to 2.600 feet, the 
jump master opened the door of the tiny aircraft and began 
shouting commands. 
"Feet out." he called above the engines. 
"Get out." he instructed. 
I remained hanging on the edge of the plane supported by 
one foot until the final command. 
"Go." 
I went. 
A sudden wave of terror - like the panic felt during a 
falling dream - engulfed me. But I did everything I was 
taught and within seconds, the panic was gone. 
Everything was quiet, so quiet. And peaceful. I was 
floating. 
Those few seconds of terror were well worth the beauty, 
peace and solitude felt while drifting, by parachute, safely 
to the ground. 
XI. 1 
FRIDAY /Harold Ling* 
Waiting for his chute to open, BG News photographer Phil Masturzo is nearly one-half mile in the air after diving from 
the Cessna 182 airplane. 
He said it's the most exciting thing 
you can do with your clothes on. 
He was right. 
At Tecumseh Parachuting Serv- 
ices, Inc., Al Meyers Airport, Tecum- 
seh, Michigan Harold Lange, co- 
owner and operator, teaches hun- 
dreds of people to skydive every year. 
He and his wife, Jiidie, have owned 
and operarted the parachuting serv- 
ice for 21 years. 
"It's a dangerous sport. It's a 
rugged sport," he said. 
Judie, a ground coordinator, has 
never taken a jump from a plane. She 
has coached thousands of students to 
the landing target via radio but never 
has Jumped, claiming, "I don't have 
that desire in my system." 
But interested students flock to the 
Michigan jumpsite. 
"It takes your breath away. It 
really does," one enthusiastic jumper 
said after his third jump. "You real- 
ize there's nothing between the plane 
and the ground but you." 
"I'm on an adrenalin high," a first- 
time jumper commented after a safe 
Eric Fenz of Sarasota, Fla., celebrates a safe landing. 
9 This isn »| kid's stuff. This Is the real thing 
You either live or you don't. ■ 
-Gar Benson 
Parachuting instructor 
Equipment for jumps is provided by 
the service. The equipment rests 
heavily on one's shoulders, yet re- 
mains virtually undetected once you 
leave the plane. 
Many ot the first-time jumpers pre- 
sent admitted they did not tell family 
members they were going to skydive. 
Students said they did not want to 
worry their parents. 
"My parents think I'm at Cedar 
Point," Jim, a University of Toledo 
junior, said. 
Most first-time skydivers static line jump. In static line jumping, a stu- 
dent leaves the plane and nis par- 
achute opens automatically. 
Jumpers must be 18 years old to 
skydive with the parachuting service. 
Terri Waltz of Saline, Mich., contem- 
plates jumping from 2,600 feet. 
For $55 (a college student rate), 
group instruction is provided and 
students make their first jump. 
First-time accelerated free-fall jumping from 11,000 feet costs $160. 
Free-fall divers release their own 
achutes after falling freely from 
Prices decrease significantly for 
future free fall and static line jumps. 
First-time jumpers participate in 
classroom and field instruction before jumping. Learning to take off, steer 
and land properly are essential to a 
safe jump, instructors say. 
Parachuting instructors take their job seriously. Many of them maneu- 
ver their classes as a drill sergeant 
would - calling the class members 
troopers and shouting at them if they 
make a mistake. 
"This isn't kid's stuff. This is the 
real thing. You either live or you 
don't," said Gar Benson, instructor. 
Another instructor teaches the class 
how to properly board and jump out of 
the aircraft. Students become iTi- 
tated by his harsh, stern instruction. 
But the instructor says he takes the 
training seriously and wants people to 
know skydiving is dangerous S not 
done properly. 
"Every time you get in the plane 
and jump out, you're commiting sui- 
cide until you do something about it," 
he tells the class. 
Hours of training - jumping off a 
platform and rolling to avoid injury - 
precede the first jump. Lange says 
not getting hurt constitutes a success- 
ful jump. 
"Any landing you make and get up 
and walk away from is a good one, 
he said. 
Carolyn Van Schaik is a senior news- 
/editorial journalism major from 
Dayton. 
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[he Charts: Billboard's Top Tons 
The following are Billboard's hot record hits as they appear in next week's 
issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1984, Billboard Publications, Inc. 
HOTSINGLES 
1."Let's Go Crazy" Prince & The Revolution (Warner Bros.) 
2."Missing You" John Watte (EMI-Americal 
3."Drtve'TTne Care (Elektra) 
4."Sbe Bop" Cyndl Uoper (Portrait) 
5."I Just Called to Say f Love You" Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
6."Whafs Love Got To Do With It" Tina Turner (Capitol)-Gold (More than 1 
million singles sold) 
7. "The Warrior" Scandal featuring Patty Smyth (Columbia) 
b Hairways 
8."The Glamorous Life" Sheila E. (Warner Bros.) 
9."Cruel Summer" Bananarama (London) 
10."Cover Me" Bruce Springsteen (Columbia) 
TOPLPs 
l."Purple Rain" Prince * The Revolution (Warner Bros.)-Platinum (More 
than 1 million units sold) 
2."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce Springsteen (Columbia(-Platinum 
3."Private Dancer" Tina Turner (Capitol(-Platinum 
4."Sporte" Huey Lewis * The News ft*rysalis)-Platinum 
5"Heartbeat City" The Cars (Elektra)-Platinum 
6."1100 Bel Air Place" Julio IglesUs (Columbia) 
7."Can't Stow Down" Lionel Richie (Motown)-Platinum 
8."Out of the Cellar" Ratt (Atlantic(-Platinum 
9."Break Out" The Pointer Sisters (Planet(-Gold (More than 500,000 sold.) 
10."No Brakes" John Waite (EMI-America)-Gold 
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Congratulations to 
the newly selected 
members off the 
Orientation Board 
Kay Wilson 
Mary Montforten 
Jeff Johnston 
Aimee Felder 
Tim Foley 
Fran Storm 
Mary Ellen Rhodes 
Kelly McQough 
Christy Kirchoff 
Terri Troyvbridge 
Lynn Mordarski 
David Jackson 
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(4:00 pm at the Union - 
Be there - Aloha!) 
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Plot, humor too predictable in 'Nerds' 
ffl 
by David Schaewe 
Nerds are defined as the largest 
group of social outcasts on any cam- 
pus. Insulted because of their appear- 
ance and awkward mannerisms, they 
have never been known to fight back - 
until now. 
The movie/Revenge Of The 
Nerds" tells the story of a group of 
nerds at Adams College who unite 
after being thrown out of their dorm 
by the Alpha Beta fraternity. 
The nerds include a violin player, a 
12-year-old genius and a black homo- 
sexual. They are led by Gilbert and 
Lewis, played by Anthony Edwards 
and Robert Carradine. Gilbert's and 
Lewis's thick glasses, protruding 
pens, dangling calculators and gen- 
eral naivete about life provides for 
some funny situations in the movie. 
When the Alpha Beta fraternity 
house burns down because of a drink- 
ing accident, the brothers take over 
the nerds' dorm and force the nerds to 
set up housekeeping in the school 
gymnasium. 
The Alpha Betas, the jock frater- 
nity at Adams, continue to harass the 
nerds by tarring and feathering them, 
vandalizing thenouse which the nerds 
renovated and denying them justice 
when the nerds seek help from the 
Greek Council, a group headed by the 
Alpha Betas. 
The last straw is when the Alpha 
Betas burn a cross that says "nerds" 
on the front lawn of the house. 
The nerds decide to apply for mem- 
bership in a fraternity and fight back 
against the Alpha Betas. 
Humor is at its peak when the nerd 
fraternity. Lambda Lambda 
Lambda, wins the annual Greek 
Games competition. Their prize is to 
select toe president of the Greek 
Council. 
Revenge begins! 
Through the use of "nerdish" skills 
like aerodynamics and electronic sur- 
veillance, the Tri-Lambs rise to glory. 
If it weren't for Edwards and Car- 
radine, the humor would be non-exis- 
tent. They are the only actors who 
display acting ability in the movie 
since their characters are the only 
ones that are fully developed in 
'Nerds.' The rest of the cast is forced 
to play one of three roles: Nerds, 
Jocks - where looks seemed to be the 
only major criterion in casting - or 
Sorority Girls - all assorted beautiful 
blonde blue-eyed women. 
An overabundance of stereotypes 
in 'Nerds' makes most of the action 
and humor very predictable. A funny 
concept and a promising opening turn 
into a long ninety-minute movie. The 
premise and crude humor in 'Nerds' 
will appeal to some people, but by the 
time Nerds' comes to its quick and 
contrived ending, most of the audi- 
ence will not be laughing. 
"Revenge of the Nerds" is playing 
at The Stadium Cinema and should be 
there for at least one more week. 
David Schaewe is a senior radio-TV- film major from Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Landon a fallen angel in "Highway to Heaven" 
NEW YORK (AP) -. 
Michael Landon's "Highway to 
Heaven," which begins tonight on 
NBC, is the exception. The former 
star of "Little House on the Prairie" 
plays an angel trying to save people 
from themselves with displays of 
kindness and charity. 
Tonight's two-hour pilot - written, 
produced and directed by Landon - 
stars Helen Hayes as a resident of a 
retirement home, which is being sold 
for profit by a bottom-line business- 
man. Smith and his cohort, a con- 
verted cynic played by Victor French, 
scheme to protect the residents and 
save their home. 
In some ways, this show is like a 
walk in the park, with the walker 
developing a case of heatstroke. 
There's too much heavenly sunshine. 
There's certainly warmth and caring 
here, but there's also ample oversim- 
plification and preachiness. 
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II. II 
Action 
across the 
Northwest: 
Friday, Sept 21 
Foundations - an exhibition of 
first-year student work. Opening 
reception is Friday from 7 to 10 p.m. 
in the Fine Arts Gallery of the 
School of Art. Exhibit continues 
through Saturday, Oct 5. 
Midnight Cla-zel Flick: "The Evil 
That Men Do." 
Midnight 
Secret."^ 
Stadium Flick:   "Top 
Sunday, Sept. 23 
The Limaland Doll Show and 
Sale: Antique dolls, modern dolls 
and reproductions will be on sale 
from 10 a.m. to S p.m. Admission is 
$1.50. Toys and books will be sold 
alone with the dolls at the UAW 
Building, 1440 Bellefontaine Ave. (I- 
75 Exits 125 A & B.) 
Sunday, Sept. 30 
The Toledo Symphony opens the 
Performing Arts Series at Tiffin's 
historic Rife Theater at 7 p.m. Tick- 
ets are on sale at the Ritz box office 
or can be obtained by calling 1-448- 
8544. Student tickets are $5. 
Thursdays, Oct. 2 and $ 
Bread baking Workshop spon- 
sored by OSU's Cooperative Exten- 
sion Service. Techniques in 
kneading sweet dough and herb 
breads to making croissant rolls and 
batter breads. The 84 registration 
fee must be paid in advance. Call 
3524531. Class size limit is 20. 
Thursday, Oct 4 
Good Life Concerts present gospel 
artist and Grammy Award winner 
Amy Grant at 8:30 p.m. in Toledo's 
Centennial Hall. Special guest star 
is keyboard player Leon Patillo. 
Reserved tickets are $10.50 and are 
on sale at Christian bookstores in 
Toledo, Maumee, Sandusky and 
Findlay or at the Centennial Hall 
Box Office. Tickets can also be 
charged with Visa or Mastercard by 
calling 1-637-4231. 
Saturday, Oct ( 
German Night at St. Thomas 
More Auditorium, 7 p.m. dining, 8 
pjn. dancing with music by '"The 
Trailers." Cost is $7.50 per person 
which includes sausage platter, 
beer, pop and snacks. Tickets are on 
sale daily at the parish office from 
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Thursday, Oct 18 
Belkin Productions presents 
Barry Manilow at 8:30 p.m. in Tole- 
do's Centennial Hall. Reserved tick- 
ets are $15 and $13.50 and are on sale 
at Centennial Hall and Finders Re- 
cords. Tickets can be charged by 
I   calling 1-537-423L  
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MOVBKTUB. "Ill 
MASTERPIECE     TMB- 
ATRC IMONI 
« NOVA (WED) 
EVENING     AT    POPS 
(THUI 
ana MOVK iwioi 
I ISO 
■ ■    AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
iOICK VAN DYKE (TUEI 
ANTIOUERY IFRII 
GREAT CHEFS OF BAN 
FRANCISCO IMONI 
■ MICROWAVE COOKERY 
(TUB) 
I QUILTING IWIOI 
JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
SSANA COOKIN   (THUI 
(TMO MOVK (TUB) 
MM 
■ WOK WITH VAN (THU. 
PRO 
• MARY   TYLER   MOORE 
(TUll 
I ANOTHER WORLD 
ON€ LIFE TO LIVE 
MATINEE      AT     TH1 
SUOU(FRI) 
i MOVK (MON-THU) 
MVSTfRYl IMON) 
OREEN BAY PACKERS 
Mill 
TNB QRANDSTAND 
PRANCMBB IWIOI 
■ THE ARRANOER SES- 
SIONS WITH BBJ.Y TAY- 
LOR (THUI 
•SFNI   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
mm 
tTHO MOVK (FRI) 
2:S0 
«■ CAPITOL IMON-THUI 
CORONATION   STREET 
IMON. TUB. THU. PRII 
• SNEAK PREVIEWS 
(TUfl 
KSFM BOWLING IMON) 
IESFNI     AUTO     RACING 
(WID) 
BSPKI   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
(THUI 
MM 
• MOVK MUSEUM (FRI) 
MM 
■ ■ GUICHNG LIGHT 
IMON-THUI 
■ CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS (MON. TUB. THU. 
FRS 
I SANTA BARBARA 
I GENERAL HOSPrTAL 
BSBUCTOR    GADGET 
(TUE-PRI) 
■ THE GET ALONG GANG 
MOM 
XCOLORSOUNOS (FRI) 
DINNER    AT    JULIA'S 
IMONI 
■ SQUARE FOOT GAR 
DSNBWKTUBI 
SJ) KATHY'S KITCHEN 
(WID) 
• COMPUTER CHRONI- 
CLES (THUI 
■SPM TOP RANK BOXING 
(FRI) 
■SPM INSIDE BASEBALL 
(RlfTUEl 
(TMO MOVK IMON. THUI 
1:10 
• TO BE ANNOUNCED 
IFRI) 
SBUOS BUNNY 
READING     RAINBOW 
MS) 
■ VOYAGE OF THE MIMI 
(MON-THU) 
BSPM COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
(MON, TUB) 
(TMO MOVK (TUEI 
MM 
f RITUALS (MON-THU) 
DO IT FOR   YOURSELF 
■SON. TUB. THU. FRO 
JLOVt BOAT (MON-THU) 
THB WALTONS 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL IFRII 
«G.I. JOE IMON-THUI 
■ SESAME STREET (R) 
• THE FLINTSTONES 
MFM     TRAP    SHOOTING 
(WEDI 
(TMO MOVK IFRII 
MM 
• DIVORCE COURT IMON- 
THUI 
■ KOS OF OCGRASSI 
STREET (FRI) 
■ SPREAD YOUR WINGS 
IMON) 
STHB PAPAL VBBT (TUB) 
CAROL BURNETT ANO 
FRKNOBIWEO) ■ coMsia   UP   Rossi 
(THUI 
■ FANTASTIC FUN FBBTI- 
VAL (MON. TUEI 
•J TRANSFORMERS (WED 
THU) 
• MUSIC VIDEOS 
BSPM   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WED) 
(TWO MOVK (MON. WIO. 
THUI 
MM 
(WKRPINCINCINNATI 
COURTSIBP OP BOOSTS 
FATHER (MON. WIO-PRII 
flT TAKES TWO (FRI) 
WKRF   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THU) 
I HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
HB-MAH    AND    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
«m MISTER ROGERS (R) 
SOLO GOLD HITS 
CSFW PKA KARATE (THUI 
MM 
THE JEFFIRBONS 
NEWS 
S COURT IFRII 
THREE'S    COMPANY 
IMON-THUI 
BBM-A-S-H 
• READING RAINBOW 
■ WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 
■ THE HPPA AWAROS 
TV NF.WB PHOTOORAPHY 
OF TNI YEAR IFRI) 
• OHIO BUSINESSES 
IMONI 
ION THE UNI (TUE) 
ART SCAT (WEOI 
UNIVERSITY     VIEW 
(THUI 
(SPM COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
PRBVBrvV IFRI) 
BSPM   POOXIT   BaUlAROS 
(WED) 
PMDAV 
II. ISM 
I 
(AFXJ i 
% NEW SI 
MM 
I NEWS 
i~1 00,000 NAME 
THATTUNf 
■ MACNF.ll / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
! HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
EDUCATIONAL    COM 
PUTl NO PROFS.E 
MM 
IMCBS NEWS 
MOVIE **> "TIM 
OaOYadi l»Wy (1S74) Frao 
MacMuray. KaiNaa* MMW A 
(am*, hjcaa a oruahmg amottonal 
BBS) 
■ NBC NEWS 
■9 ABC NEWS Q 
O SANFORO AND SON 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
CTMCI MOVK **» Tha 
Bugs Sunnv / Road Ruraur Mov- 
■T IISTSI Ananawd- Naw, lool 
aga m cmiftaiad with daanc car- 
loon ahorta K> piaaaw ¥anoua 
'XoonayTwnaa" aam 'G' 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faanaad an asar- 
Maw aiah lacotjng artajia Dan* 
Hal aodjryw. OaMa 
(WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
FRAIRK 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M'A-S-H 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■SFNI SPORTSCSNTIR 
P  
1 
7:10 
■ P.M. MAGAZINE An attar 
MM Mtft "Hour MipMjini" hot! 
Gary Cc*na: Miand tfw 13th 
annual Orum Corp. lry*fjna«Bonal 
World ChMrpnnttfv 
IFAMIV HUD 
PEOPLE-E COUP.T 
W1.D. WILD WOPA.0 OF 
ANHMALS 
0HOGANS HEROES 
«*•♦«) apEEoween: mi 
MO 
O m THE DUKES OP HAZ- 
ZAf.0 (Saaaon Pram-are) Bo and 
LI*. racal iww Stay r«bu« aha 
Gana< al IK from ■ ■week, (todgjM 
gunf<r* from tha oroaki *WK> hod 
toad it at ■ gnm*mi cat. and 
aavad Unoht Jaaaa'i (arm *> a 
load rac* Sura Ton* Wooai and 
John Schna-dar 
O TH* ADVENTURES OP 
SHERLOCK HOLMES HC*TMM 
and Walton*, bafflad by a mur- 
dar waapon thav hava found 
whoia traca « undawctabta 
• DFAN MARTIN CELEB 
RITV ROAST A canal of catabn- 
!••• arKtudtrM) Bob Hopa. Gaorga 
Pappard and Hal Cartar pay* 
Iraxrta to M. T M tha MGM 
Grand Hofal LaaVagaa Nav IR) 
OS iENSON (SMaon Prarnsara) 
Banaon goal ur>0avcovar 10 find 
out ft tha iMwtanan. aovornor 1 
tiding txatoa Irom a co.iaf uctson 
co>r>kp«nv Stara Roban GiMlaurna 
and jVamaa Nobat Q 
S (S WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
0 MOVIE ** Oat«. To 
Tanor (1980) Oj Stmpaon 
Ana Johnaon Duna bugo> hood 
■uma hi >aox a boa on ita way 10 
LaaVagaa 
fttPN) NfL GAME OP THE 
WEEK 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * DracUa 
119791 rtanh Lanaaaa Lauranca 
OVM. M a IBIS Erigfcah coaaial 
town, an agad proNaaor aaata 
■angaanoa agamat tha cantur.aa 
Ok) vampra arno murdarad hn 
daughaar   1 
MO 
0 WEBSTER rSaaaon Pram 
•anri Whao Wabatar bakwnda tha 
woga Undo Phdkp ngMa tha 
'apadapoaa godparania to <MI 
agal CLMIOOV o» iha boy Star* 
Emrnanual Laana and Suaan ciar* 
(*arl2o!3)Q 
OJ B WALL STREET WEEK 
"Hoar Jan Rogara Cad rt" Guaat 
Jan Xogara Rogara liohtng 
attPHI TOP RANK BOKING 
Harold Patty va Grag IWMVdaon 
for tha NABF Bantamava»ght 
CharnrManaha). acraMulad tor 12 
rounda (Irom laa Vagaa. raav I 
N 
ORM 
O OJ MOVIE * Burrang Raga 
(Pfamaara) Barbara Uandral. Tom 
Wopat A govornmant gaotootat 
•nvaairajBtirig urtdarground coal 
nroa Bndi a Tamaaaaa t own 
gnppad by Nar and laama har 
onty a*y <a tha county agant 
« IN CONCERT 
MOVIE ##H Tha Bar- 
dar" IIHH Jac* N-^hc«aon 
Val«M Parrtna A TaaaM bordar 
guard-a ya*«a coma at contact 
anlh thoaa of hat oorrupt co-work - 
an and ha matantAMc w#a tR) 
OJ   HAWAHAN   HEAT Oaaac- 
aaaignad to go undarccn-ai aa vot- 
Mybaa proa and hnd tha « alar of a 
tocwata-3 playar 
OJ VIETNAM: A TOLEDO 
H*STORV 
m MOVIE ***V| Scon Of 
Tha Antarctic (19411 John Mala 
Oarak Bond. On* of Mat moat 
haroK aapkata m Brrhah hMtory. 
tha -i-lBtad aapaomon to tha 
South Pota m undartatian by a 
dynflfFac Oapsorar 
MO 
OJ MIRIAM FRIED: A PRO- 
PILE Vnhmtt Maiatn Fnad 
appears anlh tha foiaoo Syrnpho- 
*»y 
10:00 
OJ THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL Q 
OJ MATT HOUSTON (Saaaon 
Ptajmajral rramad lor two rnur- 
dara Matt aaata hatp horn taa 
Uncla Roy 10 prowa toa moocanca 
Stir* Laa Horata, and Boddy 
Ebaan Q 
OJ SOUNDSTAOl Tha rock 
n rol Grag KAn Band pattorma 
Ma ajchidng Axvanfy." "Tha 
Braakitp Song." Cant Slop 
rhatatg MyaaP and Eaary Lo-a 
Song 
0NEWS 
(TMC) MOVIE **'. Good 
ftya Pork Pal" (198 II Katy John 
aon Tony Barry. A young punfe 
ataala a rantal car and dr-vaa M 
acroaa Naa. Zaaland anth iha 
poaca ai puraurt and ancctuntara a 
hoai of characaara along tha arpy 
ft 
10:30 
0JBO8NEWHART 
10: SO 
• MOVIE MUSEUM 
11:00 
J0 0(2 NEWS 
MONTY PYTHON'S FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
{TWILIGHT ZONE 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
KSPNI NPL GAME OF   THE 
WEEK <R) 
11:OS 
©NEWS 
11:28 
OJ BACKSTAOC PASS 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOVIE •••■> 'ThaLagand 
Of WaBa Far Woman 119791 
haewa. Walch. Bfaaflord DBman. 
A Blaokfoot woman at tha Mon- 
tana iarrrto.aa of 1B74 MaaAhar 
uaba atatf CBJitrtMfBng mur dar to 
aaanga har lajaband'a dapth (HI 
OJ TONIGHT Moat Johnny 
Carton. Schaduatd: amgar Cyndt 
Laupar. Chartaa Naaton Fta#y 
IAOC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
OJ LATENrOHT AMERI- 
CA SchacMad Adm No* GMa 
IVjrmar daaetor of Ota Nauonal 
Saturity Agancy. on hat avork with 
an wganuatjon tor raducing tha 
thraet of tvaolapr war; format 
pokoa oMactrva Bob Lawol. aha 
raaMNa 'Prtnoa of aha Cry     on 
fj TWLIOHT ZONE 
BJPHI 8PORTSCENTER 
11:4B 
(TMO   MOVIE   **    N Ca*na 
From HeAYwood 119921 John 
Candy. Dan Aykroyd. Tha woiai 
acanaa ham old B mc*»»ta. mchid- 
•ng ancarpta from   tha fama of 
Edward D Wood A . daactor of 
"Plan B Ffom Owttr Spaca" and 
GtanOr Gaanda PO' 
12:00 
OJ MOVIE *** "KAar 
Sporaa (19771 Pa*** Oufty. 
Baanda Mcaitgornary 
IBJ/LOeO 
THREE STOOGES 
tUPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
not 
O MOVIE * * • Tha. MagK 
Chnahan |I»;0I Patar SaBara. 
Rmgo Start 
12:30 
OJ FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Faatwad Pnvaaa Baal aagmant 
anlh Tina Tutnar and hpr vtdao 
"Sanar Ba Good To Mo" othar 
wdaoa by Tha F« i Aro Wa Our- 
aapvaa I Coray Han ("It A*n i 
Enough I. Randy HaM and Ray 
Parkar >   li va Baan Watcfang 
VOM   I 
KSPN) PKA KARATE Sana 
McComb va Obwar MAar tar thai 
US Ught Miatawntighi Champr 
onaha? achadukid tor rana rounda 
I horn I Ma Chartaa  La )   (R) 
SATURDAY 
BEPTEMBCR21. 1BS4 
ii 
10:00 
Q TO BE ANNOUNCED 
■ DRAGON S LAIR 
• VICTORY GARDEN 
• MOVK »•• Oual M ina 
Sun" 119471 Jannrar Jooaa Gta- 
BMa 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(TMC) MOV* ■• R™» 
ComaoV (19831 Oudkfv Moora 
Marv Slaanbtfgan 
10:30 
I POLE POSITION 
I GOING GREAT 
GREAT SPACE COAST- 
ER 
01 ALVIN ANO THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
■ WOLF ROCK TV 
• AMERICA WORKS 
■ PET ACTION UNB 
(ESPN) SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '706 Marwl Hagta- va 
Vilo    Anluotafmo    (Novamoar 
1 •?• HI Laa Vagaa  Nav.l. IR I 
11«) 
O   St    DUNGEONS    AND 
DRAGONS 
i CORONATION STREET 
KIOO VIDEO 
THE NEW SCOOBY-OOO 
MYSTERIES 
IMOTORWEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
11:S0 
9J    ■    FRVOR'S    PLACE 
I CORONATION STREET 
• THE LITTLES Q 
ft     MATINEE    AT     THE 
BUOU 
0 MAGIC OP WATERCOL- 
ORS 
■SPM SPECDWEEK 
119691 Lloyd Br-dgaa. AngM Oc 
(WRESTLING 
BUGS   SUNNY  /   ROAD 
RUNNER 
* GOING BANANAS 
ABC WEEKEND Th. 
Amanng Bun sat Vant^a To 
BunaM a amaaamant. ha accidan 
laiy n avata back to tha 20th oarv 
tury with Karan and Andy - but 
only attar ha hnda a pair of bunpa 
agga tobnng anttt han (Pan 2 of 
2) nig 
OJ   MOVK   * ••>     Tha   ion 
Huntara      11961]   Johnny   Shaf 
land   Morn Ar*rum 
OJ OP OU*.TING 
EaTW St*OI*TTSCENTER 
ITMCI   MOVIE ***    Traoang 
Ptaoaa"   (1BB3)   Edoka   Murphy. 
OonAyk/oyd 
12:30 
OJ SPtOER-MAN ANO HIS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
S)      AMERICAN       BAND 
STANO    faaturad      Gary    U.S 
Bands I' Standing In Tha Una Of 
Fra Snaakog Aaaay I; Par 
!: 
ItlOO 
I MOVIE ** »    lova War 
chadaltc Fwra I Maavan ' 
Whamla v-aao Vfaha Ma Up 
ftatora You Gc-Go 
0 VICTORY GARDEN Gara- 
ratan aaad rypaa ara waiad eXntg 
a vaM to a moav aaact gi owa. and 
hybrrrluar m tha Mtdwaatt 
CSPN) NPL GAME OP THE 
WEEK IR) 
1:00 
IPAA27 
KIDSWORLD 
SQUARE     FOOT     GAR- 
DENING 
0 JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN' Praparauon 
of   crawfrah   cocktarf    agg aaktd 
and cruahad crackara. and Caaar- 
uad oraontat port chopa Q 
IESPNI AUTO RACING SCCA 
Buda—ar Pro Sparta 2000 .from 
laamgton. Ohio I   IR) 
1:30 
O ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
HEROES   Boa ton va Chaeago" 
I WILD KINGDOM 
HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ 
Maumaa Vaflay Country Oby 
School va Nape-son 
0 MOVIE *** Tha Uta 
And Tanaa Of Judga Roy Baan * 
M972I Paul Nawman A,a 
Oardnar. 
(UNDER SAIL 
MOVIE *# 'ThaOpyTinya 
Endad    M9B0I Dorothy Matona. 
Jrnuava 
0 NEW TECH TIMES Faa- 
turad: tha naa of compuktr enma: 
thauaaof naw tachnotogy at pro- 
Itttaonal aporta (Hi 
MO 
0 MOVIE ** H Tha Oaaah 
Of Ma Yot' (19711 Doug 
McCtora. Darran McGava. 
! STAR TREK 
BASEBALL 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
A took at houaahold -nrmg. IB) 
0   AUSTIN   CITY   LIMITS 
Pavtormanca* by Hoaanna Caah 
and Stava Wamar. 
EtSPMI   SUPER   BOUTS   OP 
THE   '70S M-Aamrnad AI va 
Kan Norton (Sapkarnbar 1B7B at 
Naw York)  OU 
(TMCI MOVIE **** 
Thpaaa Uka Ua" (1S74I Kaiah 
Canackna. Shtiay OtnaML 
ii 
E FIRST EDITION HAtn DoaiOMM arruoio 
EXPIRT HAIR STYLING 
FOR MEN A WOMEN 
NCP* 354-1477 
434 E. WOOSTER      ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN 
DiBendetto's 
SUB-ME-QUICK 
wants to talk Turkey 
$"| Buys you a Reg. 
I   turkey Sub 
when you purchase any 
Sub at Regular Price 
Eat In 
or Carry 
Oat ONLY 
(No Delivery 
this Special) 
352-46*3 
%.••«•/, 
*' 
COUDOB 
Expires 
9/26 
A     Delivery SUrU 
'"♦f-^     m\*Mm Daily 
ITMIMill 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS' 
' B€Cr MSolB 12 
'   yyine Sunday 8 II 
' Tobaao 
' Munchies 
* Pop, milk, cereal, etc. 
■    ssa-aasi 780 S. Collsoa 
n Miaf/totfMtor 21.1M4 
2:SO 
O WILD WOULD    The Chn- 
ksa" 
IB VICTORV GARDEN A weri 
to Haisnda Ksukenhof a mam- 
moth Moral rjtaplay. tha proojsss 
o* fal crgpa rs cheeked. 
3:00 
O 8PORT8WEEKEND 
Scheduled: ChaHanham (Ontario) 
Horaa Show; Saagram Cup Sukss 
(hva from VVoodbav. Race Courss 
*i Toronto). Jackta Stawart Pro 
Cilabnry Skset Shoot dram Lon- 
don. England) St lag* Stakaa 
(from London. Englsnd) 
0) FOOTSALL FOLLIES 
Goofa mada by Nil ptsysra are 
MI to tha muaa: of Tchsrkovaky * 
Nutcracker Surte 
(D VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY Tha war anda 
with South V«tnam'« autrandar 
whs.. North Vmnsmsss tanka 
anlar Ssrgon on April 30. 1975 
IHIQ 
• MOVIE *# 40 Pound! 01 
Trout*' (19631 lorn- Curt.. 
Sujanne PTeehaMa 
09 SOUND FESTIVAL Tha 
renowned gvtar and vocal afvt- 
mye ol Jose fskosno and tha 
•lung vetuosrtv of tha ran group 
F ranter a ara fastursd 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Formu 
ia I (taken Grand Pni Ihom Mon 
n) ci 
3:30 
O     COLLEGE      FOOTSALL 
Iowa at Ohro State 
O     COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
Iowa at Otw> Stata or Nabraaka ai 
UCLA 
4:0O 
9 DRAG RACING US 
Natranaki' 
9 Oft. KINGDOMS Kmga 
And Pvaiee" look* at tha tfcacov- 
srv of cd m ths Parawn Gull and 
"imnM tha rukng farn*aa tha 
tiada 'outaa batwaan Eaai and 
Waal, tha paarkng mduetry and 
tha gold trad*. Q 
O JUNIOR HtOH A bahmd- 
tha-aoanaa look at a lladywoed 
achool wrhoaa student body « 
ethnrcssy and latiaky drvsrss 
4:06 
(TMC)    MOVIE    ***      The 
Three   Fact*   Of   Eva"   H9S7I 
Joanna Woodward. DsvwJ Wayne 
6 0O 
\ THE WALTON8 
WIDE WOULD OF 
SPORTS Schsduktd Donald Cur 
•y vs Nmo LaRocca for tha WBA 
Welte.we.ont Champtonahrp lilka. 
achadulad for IB round*. Una from 
Mania Carlo). World Road Cyckng 
Champtonahrp (horn 8aroakjna. 
Spam) 
ffl TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL Varonrca AI. ths wrls of 
Muhammad Ak. lafca about hsr 
paraonal m tar set ■ and ambrtiona 
aa wal aa tha rumors aunoundmg 
har husband'» haallh and 
hnanost (R) 
©FAME 
O CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
ESPN) PGA GOLF Panaaoruc 
Las Vagaa invitational tb»d round 
<kvs from Laa Vagaa. Nav.l 
MO 
OS  MAGIC  OF   WATERCOL- 
ORS 
m   CONGRESS:    WE   THE 
1 
PEOPLE 
6:46 
(TfcsCI   MOVIE   **H      Supsr 
man    ■'      0963)    Chnitophar 
Reeve. RrchardPryor 
EVENING 
6O0 
O CBC NEWS 
09 NEWS 
© HISPANUS Eiammaa tha 
art of maak making featuring Ari- 
zona artiat El Zarco Guanaro 
whoaa maaka tntarprat anoaatraf 
lymbofci and Maarcan mythology 
ffi STAR TREK 
CD LOVC TALK WITH LEO 
Or Buatagka tab* with North 
Carokna taan agara about daakng 
with adoktacanca. tha* Nat loving 
ralainnaNp. trust totsranca and 
comprormaa 
6:30 
SFOLKLOHAMA 
13 REPORTS 
9 AT THE MOVIES 
CO MAKING Of MANKIND 
Anth<opoK>gitt    Rrchard   laafcay 
tracaa tha amarganoa of modarn 
man. eaptormg tha aarfcaat art and 
aaarrunrng   tha   >aaaons lor   tha 
trantition horn a nomadrc to a 
aaitiad pattam of Ma CJ 
7:0O 
O NEWS 
Q    TOM    JONES      Brooke 
Sfaaros 
0) HEE HAW 
® DIVORCE  COURT 
SJffi) SOLIO GOLD 
0 CASTLE Antmetron and i«v* 
action  ahow  Iha ptsnrung   burtd 
ing   habitation and stags of a '*- 
irons! I3th-caniury Watah castka 
with sddrtronal on-tocetrori wans 
to caatlaa throughout Wafcaa (R) 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7 30 
Q THE  MUPPETS 
O    FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
S WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
JACKIE GLEASON 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
North Carolina at Boston Coasgs 
8:00 
O m ArRWOLF (Ssason 
Prartuars) "lying with Sanm to 
Tsaas. Hawks piana to rapay a 
dsbt lo a buddy who aavsd hra afa 
m Vtttrujm Stara JarvMchasl 
V meant and E'naat 6orgrana 
O OVERDRAWN AT THE 
MEMORY BANK in tha ctatani 
future a borsd data procsaaor 
bacomaa trapped mirda a mastsr 
computar whara ha avsa out hra 
opsmatic drssms with a co-work - 
sr  Stara Raul Juka and Imda Gnf- 
fJJ   PARTNERS   IN   CRIME 
(Prerneersr Two woman private 
datsclivss saauma owner aha? of a 
San Frencisco-bseed sgsncy 
<v4ad thsm by tha man to whom 
both had boon mamad at drfferen; 
tense Carola and Syd ara heed to 
protect a famoua rock amgsr 
(Vaneeaa Wsaama) Stara Lynda 
Cartsr and Lor* Andsraon 
09 LOVE BOAT ISaason Prsm- 
rarel Gusst etars Patty Duks 
Asbn Bart Convy. Lytaa Corns* 
and Engalart HumparrAnok aat 
tar) with a nsw crurss dasctor and 
ahrp'a   phoiographor   on an   at- 
womsn cruraa Stara Gsv*n Mac 
Laod and Bsrnra Kopaft. Q 
Q MOVIE   ***    Fahrsnhsrt 
461 (1967) OskarWamar Juks 
Chrraba. Saaad on tha atory by 
Bay Bradbury m a futurs socraty. 
an off oat ban it piacsd on rsaomg 
and faamsn ara assrgnsd to burn 
si books 
09 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Michigan Slat* at llhnora 
Q MOV* *# Gang. Inc 
(1941) Alan Ladd. Joan Wood- 
bury A maaarvs natwbrk of gang 
Hart aitsmpta to astfs control of 
aerty 
(TMCI MOVIE *#* Tradatg 
Piacsa 11983) Eddra Murphy 
Dan Ayhroyd A wsa-to-do sascu- 
tivs a ghatto-brsd con man and a 
proatnuta davits a pkM of tsvsnga 
agawtl  two conmvmg  fmancrara 
R g 
90O 
O 09 COVER UP (Pramraral 
Mac Harpsr and Osrasfta ' Dam ' 
rtaynolda undarcovsr agsnti lor a 
tscrat govsrnmsnt sgancy. peso 
sa a mala modal and a hrgh-fash- 
>on photographsr to dracovsr why 
Oai.it huaband wss murdarad 
Stara Jon-Er* Ma.um and Jart- 
nrfsrONaal 
09 HOT PURSUIT (Prsmraral 
An auiomotiva sngmssr who has 
bssn hamao lor murdsr <t rsscuad 
from pokes custody by har hua- 
band. thsy has to Nsw Oriaana 
bsgrnnrng a aoaa-country ooya- 
tsy lo avord th« law and tha rssl 
k«ara Siara Ksrrw Ussns and Inc 
P»jrpotnt 
9:30 
STWORONNiES 
FINDER OF LOST LOVES 
IPrsmrara) Csry Maaws* a man 
dsdicatad to hncfcng lovsra aapa- 
•atsd by lima and cacurmiancss 
hasp* a wastthy raiancaar who kMt 
track of hra trus lovs ihrss 
dscsdaa ago MaawsHa aaraatant. 
Dswy itovd toeatas a mining 
hancs abassssd wrth gambkng 
Stara Tony Francross and Oaborah 
Adas 
09 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Jsr 
ry laa law.t partorma Grsat 
Bass 0* Fas and 'Whokt lotta 
Shskm Oem On. and OsaMrt 
McCknton psrforma Onkng It Up 
For Your lovs and "Ths JaakauS 
Kavd." 
lOtOO 
O CFL FOOTSALL 
Ssskatchswsn n^ughfrdara at 
B'Hiah ONumbta Lrona fThsi 
Nahonsl wat a> at haPtrms I 
0 MOVIE *** Tha Incracfc 
bis Shrmkmg Man (1967) Grant 
Waaama. Randy Stuart A man 
dracowjrs hs si ahradung attar 
bsmgsnvslopsdm a atrsnga "og 
(TMCI MOVIE ** "rWnantrc 
Comadv (1883) Owtsy Moors. 
Mary SlianBurgan Two luccssia 
fui Broadway writing partnars and 
a pssarortsts rskitronahrp that kstl- 
sdransyasra   PG 
10:30 
m     COLUiaE     FOOTBALL 
kowa at Ohro Staia 
llaOO 
O O 09 09 NEWS 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:16 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
09 ABC NEWS O 
11:30 
O MOVIE **# v, Ths Long 
Goodbya 11873) Earott Goukd. 
Nma Vsn PUsnrJt Dstsctrva Phrl- 
>p Marlows sneountsra s host of 
oflbsst charactsra whsa kxaimg 
for hra cksnt a missing husband 
09 MOVIE * * i Ambush 
Bay (19M) Hugh 0 6>>an Ma* 
sy Roonsy Me/mas at tha PhAp- 
pmsa asarch for a apy with knowl- 
edge    of     M acArthur t    plannad 
09 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Host. Don RrckkM Gusst Bray 
Idol   I   Whita   Wadding Rao* 
Yak   I   (R) 
09 GREEN BAY PACKERS: 
THt GRANDSTAND 
FRANCHISE Ths amaaaat city 
to hold a maror lasgus profsssron- 
al tportt tranchrss Of any kind 
Groan Bay. Wiaconam hss sua- 
tamsd an orgsnoatron which hsa 
sicsNsd and aurpssssd footbak 
Irani ol larger QMS 
CD LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
11:36 
09 STAR SEARCH 
11:46 
(TMCI MOVIE **•■> 8kra 
Coaar 118781 Rrchard Pryor 
Marvsy Ksilsl Thrss fcuatratsd 
Ostro-i auto tsctory worksra turn 
to arma bringing thsm mto mars 
confket and potanlurJ dangsr than 
thsy avar counisd on    R 
12:00 
(ESPNI COLLEQE FOOTBALL 
North Carokna at Boaton Cossgs 
(R) 
12:30 
© FAME 
12:36 
09 SOUL TRAIN 
1:O0 
O  MOVIE   * # *     Born Inno- 
cent'   (1974) Lmda 6la*   Joanna 
Mass 
09 NEW YORK HOT 
TRACKS 
SUNOAV 
SEPTEMBER 23. 18S4 
12:O0 
S FOOTBALL  TOO A V 
MEETING PLACE (Season 
Prsmraral Ths Rrghl Rsv   Edward 
Lscksy. tha Rsv   John Bsycrott 
and Fr   JastvMar* lilard. 0 P 
conrjuci asrwees fcom St Mattta- 
aa Anghcan Church m Ottawa 
EARLE BRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
FIRST EDITION 
NOVA    Laaaa Fsvar    Ths 
story of a mystsrtous. hrghry Isthal 
drasssa whrch ttruck a Isiganan 
velaga «   1969 » documsntsd 
(Rig 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTtR 
12:30 
09 TONY RANDALL 
J NFL TODAY 
ML'04 
09 ON LOCATION 
09 SNEAK   PREVIEWS Naal 
Gabtar and Jaffray Lyons look at 
Hoaywood t   nsw    ass   symbokt. 
mcludmg      Rob     Lowe.      Osbra 
Wmgsr      Kate   Capshaw    and 
Prmcs 
(ESPNI AUTO RACING CART 
Detroit Naws Grand Pni lavs from 
Brooklyn. Mich I 
1 00 
O MOV* * a) * V}    A Hofc» In 
Ths Mssd   11868) Frsr* Smstra. 
Edward G Robmson 
09    HYMN   SING   Sskactrona 
mchrda     O   Bs   Joyful   in   The 
Lord.        God   Who   Mada   The 
Earth." "Though Your Sma Bs Aa 
Scanet.        Tha Cty   n Abva. 0 
God   and   May God Blast You 
09 NFL FOOTBALL Mrnnssota 
VAmga at Detroit Lrona 
QTJ  NFL FOOTBALL Piliiburgh 
Steskara   ai   Cleveland   Browns 
Houston Oaara si AHanu Falcons 
or Nsw York Jail at BuflMo Bah) 
S) COMMUNITY CLOSEUP 
Gil     09     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
ffi MOVIE ***    The N^aSt 
Of Tha Genarala    119671 Peter 
O Took*. Omar Sharif 
1:30 
Q   CFL   FOOTBALL Calgary 
Siampedara   at   HamrHon   Tigsr- 
Csta 
09 HERE'S LUCY 
(E (S WALL STREET WEEK 
Mow J»n Rogsrt Ord It    Gusst 
Jrm Rogers RogreiHoMkng 
(TMC)   MOVIE   *»     Deal Of 
Ths     Century       119831     Chsvy 
Chsss. Srgournsy Wssvsr 
2:00 
STO BE ANNOUNCED 
MOVIE   #*#     Corns Ssp- 
lambsr      I196D   Rock   Hudson. 
Gms Losobrrgida 
(S MUSK OF THE JAPA- 
NESE KOTO 
(ESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBAU 
Colorado at Nova Dsms 
3:00 
09 BASEBALL At prsss tans, 
rsgronsf covarsgs of two of ths 
thrss foeowmg games - A'a at 
Royati Rsngsra St Angst* or Indt- 
snsst Twms 
(B BHUTAN: A STRANGE 
SURVIVAL A look at iha cuMur- 
m. political and rahgrous kfa of a 
nat ion kxatad m a rsmots area 0* 
ths ssstern Hatujatyas and barefy 
touched by tha 20th century 
MO 
09 NFL TODAY 
(TMC)   MOVIE   **Vi     Trcfcst 
ToMotywood    11960) Moated by 
Jack* Cooper 
4:00 
09 OS NFL  FOOTBALL Grssn 
Bay Packert at Dallas Cowboya 
~)FfSH 
CONGRESS:    WE   THE 
PEOPLE 
09 MOVIE ** V> Kiat Them 
For Me (1967) Csry Grant. Stray 
Psrksr. 
09 THE Oft. KINGDOMS 
Eiammss tha hnenciaf power 
vnebJsd by the amaftar Arab 
ttsasa of the Pararen Guff and 
mse hrturs (Rl CJ 
4:30 
STO BE ANNOUNCED 
THE MUPPCTS 
09   CONGRESS    WC    THE 
PEOPLE 
MO 
SCBC NEWS 
THE WALTONS 
VICTORY GARDEN 
r 
09 FIRING LINE The Repwba- 
can Party And Modorsiss'* 
Gussts Wakam Rusher, pubkshsr 
of Nabonsl Rswaw. and Rep Jan 
leach m Iowa) 
■SPN) PGA GOLF Pansaorac 
Laa Vegas Invitational hnsl round 
lavs from 1st Vsgss. Nsv I 
(TMC) MOV* *** South 
PscAc (1968) Miui Gaynor. 
Roaaano Brazn 
MO 
Q AMATEUR NATURALIST 
O TO BE ANNOUNCED 
ffl GREAT CHEFS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
EVENING 
6*00 
Q NATIONAL GCOGRAPH- 
IC Flight Of Tha Whooprng 
Crane" A took at tha sfforta of 
U S and Cansdkan sosntrata is 
asvs ths whooprng crana from 
atuncbon 
(D MINORITY REPORT 
09 FAME 
tB JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA   COOKIN'   Prspsration 
of huit salad fresh anapbeena or 
greanbeana Bu vm   and capon or 
hen m a cookmg beg Q 
ffl STAR TREK 
<B UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
6:30 
SNBC NEWS 
LIFE AROUND Ub 
7:O0 
O 09 60 MINUTES 
8FRAGGLE ROCK 
SILVER SPOONS Rick ■ 
tiatui undsrgoas Vdrsatic chsnga 
on rut l**i day m r«gh school 
09 RIPLE Y'S BELCVf IT OR 
NOT1 ISseson Ptamrare) Fss- 
tursd: tha Lot Angafaa Pofcce 
Dspanmant'a war on crane. 
■nchrdrng tophenceted faearma 
trammg and programa to das' 
with rob prsssurss: rmrscal odoV 
■raa auch sa a lO-foot-tal guriar 
and aounda from Earth ransmrl- 
tad to ouiar apace Jack Pakance 
and Hoby Pakmcs return aa war 
hoata Q 
09 DON'T EAT THE PIC- 
TURES SESAME STREET 
AT THE METROPOLITAN 
MUSEUM OF ART Brg Bed 
and hra msrvds vawt tha Mr/wopok 
tan Museum of Art m New York. 
(FAME 
EVENING AT POPS Gre- 
gory Hmsi Srngsr/dsncsr Grego- 
ry Mmea performs worka by trvmg 
Barsn. Harold Arkan and Eubaa 
Blake John Warns and tha Boa 
ton Papa Orchssvs round out ma 
program with Ths Thema From 
Arthur' and "Gonna Fry Now ' 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
730 
09 BEACHCOMBERS Ntdt. 
band and sdrrft on s host mg log. 
attempts to Oaplay hra couraga to 
Rskc by hndmg hra way bsck to 
tafaty IRiq 
09 PUNKY BREWSTER 
Social worker Renrj Mrtohal b*ea 
Pvnky from har nsw Inand Hanry 
and places Mr a i ahafbv for 
homsfctsa ehdrjrsn. (Part 2 of 3) 
S.-00 
O 09 AFTERMA8H ISssson 
Prsmraral Kkngar bias to gel out 
.of |sd to joai bra wrfs   SooM.ss. 
whoNsbout togrvabeth w thea 
faat cMd Stara Harry Morgan 
and JsmrsFsn*. 
STO BE ANNOUNCED 
KNIGHT   RIDER   Mtchast 
trraa to hnd out who ia burgkjrif- 
mg bwsmeissa m s smsl rssorl 
town  (R) 
09 HARDCASTLE AND 
MCCORMrCK ISssson Prsm- 
«rs) HardcaatM and McCormrck 
gear up to hstp a world chsmpton 
auto rscer whose kfa rs at dangsr 
Start Brian Ksrth and Dsnrsl 
Hugh -say Q 
09 09 I. LEONARDO: A 
JOURNEY OF THE MIND 
frank LangeDa portrays Lsonardo 
da V*KI -- RsruMSsnoa artiat. aet- 
sntm and pheOsophsr — from ths 
pssk of fes carssr st age 46 until 
hrt raivsmant at age 67 m 
Francs. Watfcar Cronkito hoati and 
Rrchard Burton narratea. Q 
09 PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Mmnssots Fatt va   bvmg Crana 
mi 
(TMC) MOVIE ** ■■> "Man. 
Woman And ChaO (1983) Mar 
tm Sheen Btyths Oannar A 
man t happy lamrfy Irfa m drarupt 
ad by ths daslh of a woman wrth 
whom ha had a brief sffsa yssra 
sarkar and the srmrsf of the son 
ha had never known 'PC 
8:30 
O 09 EMMY AWARDS Csr 
smomss honorrng rndrvtduski and 
programa for the 1963-84 prrme- 
nms ttlsveion asseon are broed- 
csat "va from tha Crwc Aucktonum 
m Pasadena. Cskf Tom Ssssok 
hoata 
« BANKS BIG BAND 
STAR SEARCH 
9:00 
8 THE LOYALISTS 
MOVIE *** The 
Enforcer (1976) CM Eaatwood. 
Tyns Defy. Defy Harry" Caftahan 
■a jomed by a lamala partnar ai his 
pursuit of a group of Cakforraa 
revofulronariea isrrorarng Ssn 
Francrsco  (R) 
09 PAPER DOLLS (Prsmrsrel 
Rich and powerful people bsttae lo 
gam control of the world t most 
gjamor oxia modafa at tns cajmpso- 
bus world of beauty and a*gs> 
lath ion A ahopping aprae 
launches ths iiiudsfcng car ear of 
tuburban teen-ager limit 
Ceewea Stara Lloyd Bndgae and 
Morgan FaaoMd. Q 
09 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Prtvete Schub" A ttraet 
wise German, ruat rakaased (torn 
N-i where hs asnred a ssntance 
for fraud, m drsfted mto the Army 
and aeargnad to SS courv 
ie.esp«nsgs (Part I of 6) (R) g 
09 MASTERPIECE THE 
ATRC Frrvsts Schub SchuU 
and hra bsnd of couniarfsrtsra 
bsgm ttvarr monumental Hah of 
forgmg E ngksh bsnknosas   (Pan 2 
of si (Rig 
(ESPNI SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '70S Matthew Seed 
Muhammed va   Marytn Johnson 
(Apra 1678 in Inorenapoks)   (R) 
MO 
09 WASHINGTON REPORT 
10:00 
I MUSIC CANADA 
GREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES     Bndeahsed   Rewaftad:    A 
Twitch Uoon The Thread" Juke 
KLOTZ     OTMefloia 
FLOWER 
FARM 
.ements /^ 
<?* 1// 
T*        BALLOON       O 
>    ARRANGEMENTS % 
§ NOW 
oT AVAILABLE 
Vi$o     Mastercard 
353-8381 
"Located for 65 
reputable years 
at the end of S. College 
J.T.'S CARRY OUT 
v^LJEIS 
405 Thurstin 
Directly behind Jeans N Things 
Open Daily 10:30-1 a.m. 
Sun. 11-midnight 
352-5475 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVI THE CURE!! 
I29S3 KRAMER RD. 
— B.O. — 
BG'» LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
\ 
and CMH mala plara to gat 
•ml IMI Lord Indaahaad 
■ abjffa Na aajaa • aaooaiaa 
rite. Iran 10 of lllg 
9 TMf RACE pan NUM- 
H< ONE: COLLEGE P0OT- 
BALL REPORT Ctdaga MU 
iriwi and ho/atghta hm around 
tho eowury and a kjok * nan 
9 vrmiAM: A miv- 
■ON HISTORY Tha «« anda 
-ah South Vainani aanadar 
atom North VVatnarnaaa tanka 
•MB Saajon on Ap* 30. H7B 
mg 
MM mm sours or 
THl -SOS Ann Pryor ya. 
AlaakrArguabolNoyomba IM2I. 
K 
(ma MOVIE ** caa or 
Tlw Camay' I1BS31 Chary 
OHM, S|l run Wrmr. Whan 
• rash arjayotagy ulba oaapca 
va out w bo ootacovo. m mm- 
<0<nr-MHTSTKOKIS 
AOAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD   Author   Adam   trrurh 
i all 
(TMO MOVSI *• Laa nana 
CM IIH3) Jai MKwaal Vrv 
cam Mar* Croaby. A foaiilil 
mouaM    IO   0.    .   CIA    agant 
during aha baa daya of tha Sorno- 
.■taamn   ro 
I 
S:*0 
INIWS 
NarC NCflrV 
ABCNEWSQ 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
ou. TO- 
10**0 
■ KINNf TH COPELANO 
11:00 
fTHS NAT»0NA1.gi 
■ NCWS 
MYSTERYI      Saoaant 
Cnbb. Mad Hana'a Headav" ™a 
ara dacoyurad on Bnghkon Saaoh. 
■SQ 
■ MONTY PYTHON'S PLY- 
lNO CIRCUS 
■SPN) SPORTSCfNTER 
IlilS 
OjNEWSflNAL 
11:20 
■ ABC NEWS CJ 
11 JO 
(•NSW* 
INTERTAINMENT THaS 
WEEK Faaaaoat lan.1 win 
acaaai camadatata   Lay   Temkn 
and acaaaa Karan Alan. 
• FOB MY PfOPU 
■SPNI     NPL S     OMATIBT 
MOMENTS FoonSnl loan. «> 
11:SS 
■ MICHIGAN REPLAY 
llaW 
• SPORTS THE PtNAL 
WORO 
IMp 
(TMCI MOVIE •* 'SaMr 
Oraam Raoa" (1SS0I Or~i 
faaaa. Saaw Built". A Brfaah 
moaorcyda iiiduailil adarna ha 
7*0 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIOHT   Faaawod   lagaaghla 
Ot ItUi tfTVTiy AiaWGal 
J SHELLEY 
WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
THE   OOKIS   OP   MAZ- 
ZAflO 
i BUSINESS REPORT 
M'A-S-H 
MACNEIL    /    LIHRER 
NEWSMOUP1 
aUPNI SaORTSCSNTEfl 
T:*0 
■ P.M. MAGAZINE A p.. 
Maa of lha Many*'a Daughta: a 
■an with rha ana of a aaota 
lonav aanaaj taorah St.6 ma- 
Ion: aalarooter arhat Jm Mar- 
• ROSIN'S NEST 
■ 1 AMB.Y FEUO 
■ PEOPLE t COURT 
■ WSJ), WILO WORLD OP 
ANIMALS 
• THREE S COMPANY 
■saw INSIOE SASESALL 
MO 
• ■ MISTRAL B DAUGH- 
TER In 1925 young Maoav Luna 
aruaa a Para io tMooma an art- 
at'a modal: ana fa* a ipoa wan 
Jukan Maaa. an aatuyaaaad 
panta ArHr aaaWri Kola 
Sioataraj aada Mia a. MasPl 
finoa ooaoa oat a maaad Aman- 
oan bank* and baora ha dOugh 
la. Taddy   Sura Stacy Modi. 
and daahjaj ■> uoa M In ha tad for 
tha SOO-ot tropn, T"G 
11*0 
I AT THE MOVIES 
MOV*   ••*    Tha JOB 
Sbvga" IISS3I Da 
Pasoy Loa 
MONOAV 
14. IS 
arvoaoM 
IPalloOl 
f HOUSE CALLS 
TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES FaatoraO 
•olchan Groaa and Suanna 
Sornao ara pracacd raka wctana. 
Robal Uan aaaanw a 'Saaota 
Of Haw York" nranad: Earl Hol- 
hman    ahowa    hkrajaa    from 
PoKo Woman.- 
• CALL TO GLORY Al aha 
raowat   of   ryaadam   fc^nmav. 
Cot. Sanaa aeaa to tagon on ■ 
(ha vowng ooatioM and rahoxwa 
unraat a Vatnam. 
■ ■ EVENINQ AT POPS 
Oamonaaanng    tm    waraatany. 
Ml 
(TMCI MOVSI **H -Oaffv 
Ouok'a Mova: Fantaaoc taand 
IIH3I Ammoaad. Volaaa ky Ma 
Sknc. Saja Satny. Fognom lao- 
nom. Porky raj and ofhora atan a 
akanav on Oaffy Owak'a anal 
•kM 0 
MO 
B HANOIN' IN KM ala a ok- 
•M mat aha hoa kaa tatant fhan 
VSa OvafpT (T>aa*fTaDsjT(   Of raW   OlTlfJsrkaj 
group, and faka LUanak a koy 
wfio a akuava to Na matar. Ml 
■3 _ ■IPW NFL S SUPERSTARS 
Tha Man Who Pkwad Tha Oama 
OsIO 
(ROCK N CARS 
MOVIE Sanaa. 01 A Mo- 
nad Man" (PVomaral VVakam 
Skotna. CyM Slwphard. A ma- 
rad man'a nuiiaioi' a aaaniuri 
to proatmnaa wnnarkaa ha mm- 
naga. ha ab and ha MB 
■ NPL POOTSALL San Owgo 
Chagaa a LOB Angaka ladara 
■ • GREAT PERPOR- 
MANCES la Ckamanaa » Tag 
Jamaa Lawna conducli aha Van 
na rrahamorac and Stato Opaa 
Chona a Mmal a opaa aat da- 
Fng tfa bma Of tha Roman ( mpa 
a Troa. faalaad ara Carol 
Mabatt. Calhanna Malaaa Tao- 
ana Troyanea and Era Tappv Ml 
CSPNI AUTO RACING SCCA 
BIIIIII IIIII Pro Sparta 2000 loom 
Laanpton. Oka)) Ml 
OM 
(TMCI MOVSI •• "fsto 
Mocon'a Run" I1SS3) John 
Schna«lo Kak Oouajlaa An 
aacapad oMBMI Dicomai ttia 
aaany of a ruaaaaa bar ofkoa 
ro- 
10:00 
0 THl NATIONAL / JOUR 
NALC3    ■ 
• NEWS 
•arm SUPER  BOUTS or 
THE '70S Malllaw Saad 
Mohammad va John Coraah 
lApra IB7S a Aakjrat Car. N.J I 
III 
1O:S0 
■ ODD COUPLE 
11*0 
(■■NEWS 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
aUPNI   lllSaOl   SAS1SALL 
M 
not 
■ NEWS 
I MO 
«TAW 
raovai  •    oava •>■ 
Oaoatna" lltdtl Roaamary 
UPkaiuka. MaSy Lamant. A 
tamaa aach-aka ba atraUa too 
a M haana of (Koaa wad «a 
maromma to ancojnar ha 
• SIMON *j SIMON A. J. and 
Pkok banal aa M in a ataili of 
a an aaportad to hava baan kid- 
nappad by ha laoar   III 
■ BEST OP CARSON Heat 
Johnny Caaon. Guaata: Joan Rnr- 
ITSPN) SPUPIISCENTER 
(TMCI MOVSI •* » "Skataba 
Parry Mamiri IIM3I MchMa 
Michaab). Roc-n Stab Hajh 
aohaol ay* haa a akanbor paly 
whoa a ka*r a on a rampaga a 
11*0 
•     STREETS     OP     SAN 
PrVUaatCO 
»N€WS 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
■SPW SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
11:10 
■    LATE     NIGHT     WITH 
DAVK)   LETTERMAN Schad- 
aaa     lharaplat     Or.      Ruth 
Waathama     comadojn    Jarry 
I 
9 A»C NEWS NrOHTlINf 
MPM) C0U.EQ* KXJTVALL 
Colors>oo *n No.ro Oom. (Hi 
12:40 
0 MCMILLAN 4 WVC Tht> 
McMdMn. anrvs) tr. Sco«st>nd for ■ 
.•rrv*, voc-fron and hnd Mac t 
ui-vdo cJsvod an m>flrant IK-OOO 
W 
I.M0 
(TMCI   MOVIf   *      -WcistM 
(1M3I low Forngno   SyM Oann 
tfljf 
1:O0 
SHJKWAM FIVl -0 
JIMMY 5WAOQA«T 
MOW    ***    '^wrsrang 
0963) LM rWnsr*. Alan 
mi 
1:M 
• NtWS 
2:00 
O cis 
NH3MTWATCH 
• NCWS 
2:30 
• C«S NEWS 
NIOHTWATCM 
2:M 
(TMCI MOVW **** VWx> • 
Aha-JCH Vs-o^n-. Woo*' (ItkM) 
EaUatMth TasAw. rlstfkvd ftuton 
tMQ 
«■>•*.. ■POWTaKtWTlW 
4t00 
■VNI    INSIOC    .V-JM.MU. 
m 
4:90 
IMPHJ AUTO RACtMO SCCA 
**>»*-> F.0 Spont 2000 (from 
la--nron. OtH.l. (*) 
TUMOAV 
NlWt 
ITMCI MOVK *** Nortt> 
OaUo Fony" (197*1 Nook Nor». 
MKDtWtB. Group-M D*i>OO0-^Q 
■Ml o*n-»-M portf«*fl aMajatt to 
ia«a (h*>» to* on iwo tun tattnQ 
kM om-**-W fooiba* pttytn 
W 
MO 
• •CoMlNfliWS 
■ NICNCWI 
■ AICNCWIQ 
• HAJTY OAY« AGAIN 
m lkJ»ratWWKlfn 
fU**A aVOHTaXOOK 
7 00 
O # ENTf«TA(NM€NT 
TON40KT Fa*tura<J LM Ramo. 
■fccisilM h«w mm n OW mmmm- 
•M    M«iraiaDoUoiva> 
ITME BOUNOCF. 
WHEEL C* FOHTUNE 
THE   DUKE*   OF   HAZ- 
ZAFtO 
m iUS-Frtt* REPORT 
• M'A'I'M 
■ MACNEIL / LEMFlEFt 
NEWSHOLm 
•fflPNI S4*OflT9CE NTER 
7:30 
m P.M. MAOA21NE Trio. 
Marlon and Joe*.* Jaufcaon pro- 
pan a mitajoc vtdaO a tnojcoi that 
not-ooV wrojntt ~ Aa ton Fianc-. 
co G-anii Oary Oat a pop" 
lar boya* gomo of tha 60a 
pGiC«C»E a. MILOflEO 
• FAME.Y FEUO 
■ PEOPLE  E COUFIT 
m WtLO. WfU) WOP4LD OF 
ANIMALS 
• THHCE 'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Gjano 
McComb va Okvor Malar lor tJat 
US UoM M*dOjVr«o>ohi Owmp. 
onafas. tttititdaa lor rano niijtndB 
(Irarn la*. OMTIM. La I (R) 
SUM 
O m AFTERMASM Tho hoa> 
0*M auH noPt^woiy pfataoroa w 
nateoma no fiow ttnwwmmta.. 
it«Ma K >notf ROOM a* • otocior to 
•-veto rr-a potkcsj 
• THE FIFTH ESTATE tSoa- 
•on Pfam-wal Enc Maawsa awotn 
tnoa tha TrudoBu strrM*M«ni 
"aWOsauTTi irKswitivaa riogiarn 
Kana Gaitnav rapotia on a Caita-*- 
paAa up a (0Mta#ng and a atunny 
aminriaan. 'PG' 
S:SO 
O • E / R O Stiajantotfa afh 
«• ara loatod whan a c»»*dhood 
haro paaoda n ba raiaaaad Ivorn 
iha pa— ol a torirwaa. o.aaaao 
S THREE'S A CROWD 
(Ptonvaarol A tyan-niddan Jaok 
Trappar makaa up a irory about 
No .wo-an o«*-»nd V«du Brad- 
ford. (Than hai oM-faohsonod Aoni 
Moo t^attpanaar. vono Sura 
John Rtftar and Mary CaoOfana 
Q 
9.-00 
99 aaf) MISTRALS DAUGH- 
TER   With   rha   hasp   of  oP*0M 
pvAaartar    JaBOn    Oorey.    Maggv 
IliM 
ONCWS 
11:90 
»TAaXI 
MOVIE **W Eur-Mon' 
(l»77l Oawd Ackroyd. JOM 'art 
or Pototynd by an atiac*ot o 
fjhyatca proaaaaoi oraaan a apo- 
ool aurt kwhsch orvaa han tha 
mobAty to ttadt  <k>wn h-» aoaasl 
» CSS NEWS SPECLAL 
TONIOHT    Hoot:    Johnn, 
Canon. Icna-Maa. Carl Pdanar. 
Vork and proapara aa hor O^kajpMr 
Taddy tf.o-.up 
« ota ■ tfu-ow 
caroar • augaaarut. a*art 2 of 3) 
O      IN      CONCERT:       MEL 
TOR ME ANO OELLA MSEC 
»PAPER DOLLSp 
SB VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY AHar tha 
Saaoon ooninmanf'a oafaai 
•Vnor-caa laoacy mciudaa moro 
than 600.000 Aatan rahajaaa. 
2 6 rn-tior Volriomaao y-aaarana 
IASC NEWS NIQHTLINE 
(fat LATENIOHT AMERI- 
CA Sr^taduNd Saava l*arman. 
pay-rhotrwap-t and auaho. of 
"Tha SO. Oornono of Lova Man'a 
Faora of triajrwocy.'' on aha aai 
rnaror obaiackva to a OMaa'a avr- 
SMI 
•fj 8ANFORD ANO SON 
ESPN) SPC#lT8CSNTtR 
11:40 
(TMO MOVIE **«   OanAi 
MS'tl '-ar* | 
OaMw. In a 1S1J Ertotah c 
lO¥*n. an agad at of aa or 
lha    pora 
tha    now    Pana   Opora;    SOB 
MoYaown sr>«ajoajOMoa a toroot- 
W   THE    A - TEAM   Tha   taom 
vavala to South Amanea to roa- 
arrtlHsBhod Py i i pttaaaa aPPfOJ 
S:00 
• MOVIE Tha l>owtwva 
Pool" (1S7BI Pawl rPawman. 
Joanna   VVoodsrard.   A   pnvaia 
Iiftvwtipato/ m caaad on by an oso 
■ •» 9 NEWS tnand<hhoiob«>inabss<*rna(>sM 
NEW S1OO.0OO NAM*     lfttn)     MONDAY    NIOHT 
2*ATTUN« MATCHUP    A    provtow    o» 
9    MACNEIL    /    LEHRCR     tan^ti , MFl ^ t*^ ^ 
N■Wn,M0L'•• San   0-ago   Oiorparo   and   Lot 
moaieian  tompooar       SargiO 
tfj m LATE NIOHT AMERI- 
CA SoSaoUad: Harry C. rVpgara. 
kJiapiwaii of Roojara and Cowan 
and author of "Rooara' FAAW lor 
Succor*. on ppa for tfothryg 
artood n tha t»-a.naaa -ohd 
• SAN FOR O AND SON 
• 00 
tOSBfiNEWS 
NEW S1O0.OOO NAME 
THAT TUNE 
•    MACNCL    /    LEHRSR 
NEWSMOUR 
tCHFF RE NT STrrOfCE 3 
OafATTVITY WITH SoLL 
MOYERS Tno Ofymprco 0» Tha 
Msnd" Moyara loolui at on an a- 
cutTtciAtr achool program for tat- 
anapd and oa?tod atudonta now 
oporawntj m IMTO Vlan 1,000 
aohooai TTroutfhouf tho otiunvy. 
wg 
BaPN) FLY FISHING JOUR- 
NAL (R) 
ytoatcrty. 
fj FOUL-UPS. SLEEPS a> 
BLUNDERS (Saaaon Framawot 
Ratayrrane aonoa rwoata Don Rac- 
Uaa and Saovo Uwraneo ara 
apnadby ootajbnrr p^aata aa thoy 
Tata • took at Mo op ail novar 
ntandad lor ptaMc ywwrvg Q 
92 • NOVA Eaarninaa what 
Now Gsonoo paepla who nova 
boon tha oO wet of anth,opo*ogrct. 
atwoy thspai of aha aoopj aotonoMa 
Who laBrP anaj^ateod rhar ouf- 
turoa to tha world (Rl Q 
fj MOVIE **• Wart IJrtaJ 
Dark I1SS7) Audroy Hapburn. 
Alan Arkari. A Hnd womon 
otAwaa a Pio of woufoHM horoan 
■aprSB. 
(TMO MOVIE ***   Popoya 
iltSM   Robot   VVPHrno.   Shotay 
91 
i. (Rtg 
ESPN) SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '70S John Toto va Garry 
CoofJOO lOriobar 1970 m PratO- 
rti.So   API   (R) 
lOrOO 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR - 
NALp 
99 REMINGTON STEELE 
(aooaon P-am-wal' Laura paana a 
rornonpc vacation wrrh Saaa-a on 
lha f«onch Fnaara. but ha a* pvr- 
U*d by a trio of rJaadry BfWOl 
thoavtta   Sura Staohonta aTalaSSat. 
battorod w»la who wovara 
botwoon atoopimfl hasp and daa> 
■-a with hor own tooarioa of oual 
9S9B THE CONSTITUTION: 
THAT OELICATE BALANCE 
Among thoaa daOatrvg tho Con 
■titution a rawvanto to tha rrpss- 
rtwnution of taasgn pofecy orraohi 
mg tha iTttliiarY pro •OrtTiOr 
Pr aw dart dwaM Ford, tmmm 
Saaotary of Stato EoVnwnd 
Mwoluo and Clwrrnon of tha Ptoar- 
dant'a Cornrrotaion on Spopjpjr; 
Fflroao Lt. Qan Bront Seowcroft 
#NEVVS 
ESPN)   POCKET   BaU.IARDS 
MarrvaaoU  *ati   va    Irv-ng  CrPM 
911 
(TMCI   MOV*   *#**.      Dood 
Entf' (1937) SyMa S»*wy   JOPl 
MCCroo. YosavjarPro in on EPM 
Rww asfcrn 9jbJ to ovwooma thor 
oM   vampra   who   mwoarod   rM 
OPuphtor    R 
12KXI 
m     STREETS     OF    CAN 
Sal MCOARAETT Stava and tw. 
OOJPII moot rMyndW aacuriry lor a 
parttOaafum corajarorxai tarpaaad py 
IBJ/LOSO 
LAUREL ANO MAROY 
ISPNI     NPl'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS   Hnaaghta   of «a 
IttlLoaA giliitaaara (R) 
11:10 
■    LATE     NIOHT    VVTTH 
DAVID   LETTERMAN Sohad- 
ukot aeaw Oary Suaay. iiinniSai 
EmortaSpa. 
■SPNI SPORTSLOOa: m 
IsM 
I HAWAII r IVC-O 
JIMMY SWAOOART 
MOVIE    **»»     "Som 
ar" (ItSO) Judy Moaaay 
I 
10: SO 
IB ODD COUPLE 
11O0 
• ■■■NEWS 
■    WORLD    WAR    II    Gl 
OtARY 
tWKRP IN CINONNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN Gra- 
ca makaa otana tor tha mailaga 
of ha banka'i dbuaMa. 
SaPW NPL-S SUPERSTARS 
Tha Man Who Pbtyad Tha Oama 
HI 
■SPNI SUPER BOUTS OP 
THE '70S kbba Raaaman ya 
Vtftor Gobndai tSaaambw 1t7t 
-NawOaanaltPI 
1:10 
■ COLUMSO Twat broakara 
lOf nudanng  lha. 
naga to a aiakj ya 
HI 
1:10 
■ NEWS 
1:40 
ITMCI      MOVIE     •••>, 
Radal. haena     Mttt) Joanna 
Wuodwad. JawaaOaan. 
arao ■ RHOOA 
■SPNI PLY FatHWO JOUR- 
NAL IRI 
1:10 
•       caa       NEWI 
NKaHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
I ■SPNI SPORTSCSNTER 
OOO ■ caa        NEWS 
, NKaHTWATCH 
t-SPt.1 COLLEGE POOTSAU. 
I CaaraonaOaorgatU 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
* SCHOOL .SUPPLIES 
* ART SUPPLIES • ♦PARTYGOODS 
• GREETING CARDS ♦ GIFTS 
ETC. 
We service and sell typewriters tod aakaJsPBI including tbe 
new SCM Electronics 
Smiths 
HMIJMARK ANO ;   ""•''"" 0"m ()h" "•" 
OFFKI SUPPLY        (419) 352-1508 
"Welcome Back 
From Your Campus Florist" 
■"-■-- a,,r¥l&rluu.8r 
PHONE 
353-1045 
428 E. Wooster 
Friendship Bouquets 
$4.00 r* 
Jhe ^rrrfniaemeni 
r, OiVfn ana flail JDniyntri 
ALL NEW 
JUST FOR YOU 
Woman and Mgn'l Hoirsryling 
Monlcurat - Padicurgi - FocioH 
Maaa Up Ogrrw. - Baord • Muilocho Dasignt 
Fociol Waxing - Eyobrow Arching 
Eyalath t Eyobrow Tinting 
Goomolric Hoircolorlng - Slraightoning 
Pormonanl Waving - Sculptured Nailk 
Noll Tip.. Noll Wropplng - Block Hair Sorvko. 
AcoHttHlo Assolntiainta. 351-4101 or ]}] 41*1 
NEW HOURS: 
Mon., Wad.. Fri. 8-6. Turn. ( Thurt. 8-8  Sal. 8■: 
1S1 (S) S. MAIN. B.O. 
- 
FrtMK 21. II 
It. 1M4 
s: 
l:O0 
I NIW $100,000 NAM£ 
TMATTUNf 
W    MACNEL    /    LEMfWR 
NEWSHOUR 
IDIFFMNT STROKES 
CONGRESS:    W€    THf 
wu 
OWC) MOVIE ** DNI Of 
Tha Cantun/ (1983) Chevy 
OMM. S-joumav WMVW   Whan 
• taofi tactmotogv iiK»*MOcn 
turns out to bo dafactiva. its men- 
utacturar hraa an arma huattar to 
(kaposaofn    PG 
6:30 
O (D CSS NEWS 
m NBC NEWS 
S) A1C NEWS p 
A HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
(S BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPH) SPORTSLOOH 
7:00 
O CD ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT faaturad: Shaaav 
long MCMMI har roll si "kra- 
conalabla t>ffarancaa " 
O BASEBALL Si Louw Cardi- 
nals II MontrMl Eftpoa 
8 WHEEL OF FOflTU NE 
THf   DUKES   OF   HAZ- 
IRHO 
8 BUSINESS REPORT 
M»A*8*H 
0     MACNEH.      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(E8PN1 SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O P.M. MAGAZINE A loot at 
tha soccer a urn. c«cus con tor- 
liorwsi      Rudolph     Dafmonta     m 
) FAMILY FEUD 
) PEOPLE E COURT 
0 WILD, WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
©THREES COMPANY 
(ESPN)    AEROBATICS    1983 
HHWI (from Mn.   Am I   |RI 
B:00 
O CD MISTRAL S DAUGH- 
TER Ah* World War II TadoY 
now a modal, maall Mi»t.al >n 
Franca and baart hm daughtar 
Fauve Tha pal is raised by Maggv 
m Naw Vork and ipanda aummara 
m Provanca with har latnar. amo 
cultivates har artiste lalants (Pan 
3 of 31 
(D HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Jonathan and Mark hafo a young 
runaway hnd tha mearwig of fami- 
ly Iowa, and Ihev conaola a mothar 
fat-ng tha daath of har only son 
from cancer 
CD THE FALL GUY ISaaaon 
Pramavat A writar sods up on a 
flight through tha Evargutdaa wrth 
Colt whan a raputad craYte boss 
discovers that har neat book wtf 
ba baaed on h* Ma Stars Laa 
Marors and Ooug Ban 
• • GREAT PERFOR- 
MANCES Livs From iincom 
Cantar Naw Vont City Opara - 
Carman" Frank Cesar o s naw 
version of Suet's dess*c ra sal 
during tha Spanish CivW War. with 
Carman aa a kwafeat rjpcossd to 
tha faaoat Franoo. Stan ■xsuda 
Victoria Vargara aa Carman, 
Mananna Chnatoa aa Mcaals. 
Jacqua Truaaal as Don Joaa and 
Robert Hats aa Eacamflo. 
0 MOVIE ***** "French 
Connachon ll" 11978) Gana 
Hsckman FamandO Raw. A hard 
bo-ad Naw York cop. Papaya 
Doyfs (rawjkt to ManiRii to 
continue h« ralandaaa pursuit of 
an mtarnat tonal drug dealer 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING CART 
Dstrot Naws Grand Pro (from 
Brooklyn. Mash.) (Rl 
(TMC) MOVit **vt Tha Par- 
tv 11BBSI Pasar tiliri. Oaudato 
Longat. A naethasvoue Indkan 
actor craataa uttar chaos whan ha 
crashes • aoaal party. 
BlOO 
9 THE FACTS OF LIFE (Ssa 
son Pramaaral Mrs. Garrsti and 
tha gaia tananssoa about the* 
summer vacabona. Stara Char- 
lotta Raa and LraaWhafehal Q 
8) DYNASTY ISiaion Pram- 
era) Blaka struggbja 10 ovarcoma 
tha loss of hra fortuna. Alans 
ehooaae a dafanaa lawyer, and 
Dommaqua Oevereu* contmuaa 
har plan to aaptort tha Camng- 
tona Stara John Foraytha and 
Jetan Cessna Q 
MO 
O INSIDE BASEBALL 
0 IT'S YOUR MOVE (Pram 
aval Taan-agar Man Burton's plan 
to hava hai mothar marry a noh 
man is thrsatanad by a naw 
neighbor who starts dating har 
Stars Jaaon Bafaman and Caran 
Kay* 
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Rob 
Saiaiar vs Dame AkuuO. World 
Light Haavywaight Championship 
schadutad ta 12 rounds Ifrom 
Sacramanio CaM ) 
10:O0 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL [J 
t£ ST. ELSEWHERE Tha hos 
pitsi staff ■ strained by tha 
nuraaa' armnent sinks and 
WMtphafl w»gha tha decision to 
and a larmrtaHy * patient 1 kfa 
(Part 2 of 21 
8) HOTEL ISaaaon Pramiaral A 
fagandary Hoaywood star (Etna 
bath Tayforl praparaa for har pro 
tessajnei comaback. an eaeculrve 
unespeciedry maats har astrangad 
husband, and Patar rs motharad 
by a lamporary hotsf Clark Stars 
Jamas Biokn and Conn* Saaacca. 
Q 
fTMCI MOVIE * * vj Prince 
Valiant (1tS4> Jamas Mason. 
Janat Leigh Tha Veung ara bungs 
two rrvakt SMO direct contact 
10:1B 
©NEWS 
10:30 
©COD COUPLE 
11:00 
O O HMD ffiNfws 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN)    RINGSIDE    REVIEW 
(Rl 
11:30 
8 TAXI 
MOVIE **Vt Jgaaw 
(1MB) Ham/ Guardno. Hopa 
Langa. Baaad on a novsl by How- 
ard Fast A aoannat druggad by ■ 
paloul co-wOfkar saas tha 
corpaa of a daad gsi wheh latar 
■) MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum m 
haad by • ptamoroua worfd-daas 
card play to ba har bodyguard 
dunrtg a pokar gama aboard a 
yacht (HI 
0     TONIGHT    Host     Johnny 
Carson     Schadutad     smgsr    Jufeo 
iplasias actraaa Kata Capahaw 
W ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
© CP LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Schadutad   Dawd Bargland. 
1984 LaMrtanan Parly praaidan 
hat nonanaa. on what kbananan- 
ism is. Stuart Fpaaaar. aconornsst 
and author of "How to End tha 
Nucsaar   NsgMmara."   oosas   a 
solution 10 ntarnatsanal tanasona 
that thraaian tha psmai 
O SANFORD AND SON 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11MBB 
(TMCJ MOVIE *** Trattrtg 
Flaoaa" I19B3) Edd* Murphy. 
Dan Aytuoyd. A woa-to-do aaacu- 
iivs a ghatto-brad con man and a 
proatituts dsvisa a pfoi of rauonos 
agawit two conruwng fmanoars 
s g 
12:00 
O     STREETS    OF     SAN 
FRANCtSCO 
8SJ/L0SO 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:30 
0 LATE NH1HT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad- 
utad rock saigar Robart Flam, 
comodtan Joy Lano. Naw York 
HaaRh Inapactor Donald Donahua 
ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Mmnasoia  Fats   vs    livmg  Dana 
M 
12:40 
0    MOVIE    **V|      K*m 
(I98D   Kan    Baaatgat.    Roban 
Cutp 
100 
8 HAWAII FIVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
© MOVIE * *    Ratum Of Tha 
Tasan     (1952)   0*.   Robartson 
Joanna Dru 
1:30 
CO NEWS 
IESPNI FLY FISHING JOUR- 
NAL <R) 
1:36 
(TMC) MOVIE   ***    Glona 
(19801   Gana    Rowlands     John 
Adamaa 
2:O0 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY 
USD 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
TmiRSDAY 
SEPTEMBER 27. 1984 
DAYTIME CHILDREN'S SHOW 
3:30 
0 VOYAGE OF THE MIMI 
Thraa laan-agara jo.n two aesan- 
t'sts 10 track and study humpback 
whalaa. a wan to tha Broru High 
School of Scsanoa. (R| Q 
OAYDME 9P0RT9 
S:S0 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
SBOO 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL Prakmmary FauJ 
Gama. 
10:30 
(ESPN)      RACQUETBALL 
Ektalon Champonahsja (Rl 
11:30 
IESPNI     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
12.-O0 
(ESPN)   PGA   GOLF PanMonK 
Las Vagaa Wwiatjonal hnat round 
(from Laa Vagaa. Nsv I (Rl 
2:00 
SSPNI   RINGSIDE    REVIEW 
n 
2:30 
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Rob 
Sakuar va Dannai Atasao. World 
L ight Hoavywaighl Chamc-onsh« 
schadutad for 12 rounds (from 
Sacramanio. CaM I IRI 
4:00 
(ESPN)    TENNIS    Dav-s    Cup 
Cbartarhnala   Ooublaa    MdErvoa 
and Fktnwig va   Ovc and Jarta 
(hom Atlanta) 
DAYTWE MOVIES 
6:16 
[TMC)**    Srfvar Draam Racar 
l H9B0I Dawd Etoaa. Baau 8r>dg- 
as 
7:00 
fJMC)   **      -kniadl      (1982) 
Bstta Mtrja.   Kan Wahl 
6:30 
(TMCI    **>*       Suparman    111 
(19831 Chraiiophsr Raawi. Rich- 
ard Pryot 
12:00 
O      *#     Tana For   Lovmg' 
11971)    Mai    Far rar      Joanna 
Shimkus 
(TMC) **** ThNWM L*t 
U* ■ (1974) Ka.tr. Carradma Shat- 
wyDuvaB 
1:00 
0        **      Tha    Hangman 
119591 Robart tayfor. Faas Par- 
kar 
2:30 
(TMC)   ***     South   PacAc 
(1988)   Mrui   Gaynor.   Roaaano 
8rar« 
■uM 
(TMO **\4 "Suparman III 
(1983) Chrratophar Raava. Rich 
ardPryor 
EVENING 
6:00 
8 O 00 NEWS 
NEW B100.000 NAME 
THAT TUNE 
0 MAC NEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
8 DIFFRE NT STROKES 
CONGRESS:   WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
6:30 
00 CSS NEWS 
0 NSC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Cp 
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
I 
7:00 
0     0     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaturod:  Stsva Ms 
t-> tafks about hat lataat ham "AH 
O Ma 
iKEEP ITIN THE FAMILY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
THf   DUKES   OF   HA2- 
ZARO 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
•B-H 
MACNEfL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O P.M. MAGAZINE Bob Goi- 
K    of    tha   Oavaland   Browns. 
Knots Lamkng" on location at a 
•mas   Oragon town:   a wan   to 
Momraal and Ottawa 
O ONLY WHEN ILAUGH 
0 FAMILY FEUD 
0 PEOPLE E COURT 
0 VVB.D. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
0 THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
feOO 
0 0 MAGNUM. P.I. (Saa- 
son Pramiaral A woman who haa 
alwaya fall avlarior 10 har •danncaf 
twm asitar haaa Magnum ful tana 
10 prosact har from a murdar pfot 
Stara Tom Saaaok and John HBar- 
man (Pan 1 of 2) 
O MOVIE *** Tha Gray 
FOB' (1983) Rchard Farnaworth. 
Jack* Burroughs Rstaaaad attar 
30 yaara m prison a notorious 
stagacoach bandit hndo popularity 
among tha paopta m tha Canadian 
vmtdarnass whan ha ambarts on a 
tiam lobbing spraa Q 
0 THE COSBY SHOW 
Vanassa has racunmg n^jhtmaras 
aftar mmg a horror mowa 
0 PEOPLE DO THE CRAZI- 
EST THINGS faaturad a hckar 
lapa parada tor basruj a good dnv- 
ar. hatp for a haadacha suffarar: a 
man who waars balan shorts to 
impr ass s *oman 
© 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS 
Naal Gablar and Jaffray Lyons 
tawaw "Rmsr Rst and Ams 
daua 
0 MOVIE ** H "For Pata s 
Saks 119741 Barfva Strassand. 
Mchaal Sanann A davotad wifa 
mvoivas haraaM a» aawjral wacky 
■chamaa 10 >aass somo asfra 
monay so thai har cab dnvar hos- 
band can hrash hn aducation 
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
JsnmyCarasvs Luthar Laaanat 
TMCI MOVIE ** Won Ton 
Ton. Tha Dog Who Savad Hoay- 
wood" (1975) Bruca Darn. Mada- 
kna Kahn A studio chwftam turns 
a runaway Garman shaphar d sito 
a kvmg lagsnd dunng tha hayday 
of Mofrywood 1 eaant acraan. 'PG' 
6:30 
0 FAMILY TIES ISaaaon 
Pranvara) Tha thraa Kaaton oW- 
dran ara IVnoua whan Elyaa 
announoaa (hat aho'a pragnant 
Stara Maradhh Baatar Banay and 
MKhaalGroaa. 
0 WHO'S THE BOSS? Tony 
mistakanty waks at on Angala 
whaa aha at at tha bathtub. Q 
0 DINNER AT JULIA'S 
Fiaharman's Wharf ■ tha psaca 
whara Juka aacuraa tha a^grod- 
«nts for a Santa Barbara bouBa- 
bawsa and guaat chat SaBy Dan 
makaa La Tukpa Maria Loutaa. Q 
0 FAWLTY TOWERS 
B:00 
0 0 SIMON B SIMON 
ISaaaon Pnunawa) A J and Rick 
nar eh Pans for thaa mothar and 
har hanoa (Jaan-Pajrra Aumont). 
an anarnauonal arma daatar. who 
haw> baan kidnappad by Atncan 
isvcNutionarias Stars Jamaaon 
Parkar and Garatd McRarwy 
0 CHEERS ISaaaon Fiam-ara) 
Sam haa raaurnad Na aacaaahaj 
dnnkaig habrta and Diana haa a 
naw lowar Stara Tad D an son and 
Shaaay Long (Part 1 of 2) 
0 GLITTER Sam and Kaaa 
proba atto tha kta of a lampara- 
mantal lannts ptayw. Patar and 
Jenratar go bahatd tha aoanaa of a 
popular soap opara. Q 
0 0 MYSTERY1 Sargaani 
Cnbb: Murdar Old Boy lnapac%or 
Jowatt 1 school raunagn waakand 
turna to horror whan tha school 
captast at dsscowarad hanging 
from a ropa mada of old school 
twa (Rig 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Dannra Moma va Lisa Santana ai 
a wattarwwght bout schadutad (or 
10 rounds thva from Laa Vagaa. 
Nay.) 
6:30 
0 NIGHT COURT ISaaaon 
Piarw—al An ambruoua pubkc 
datandar hnds tha praaauroa of 
trying har frat caaa mora tfujn aha 
can handat Stara Harry Andaraon 
and Rchard Mcd. 
CTMa MOVIE ** JauaoT 
< 19B2I Batta MaSar. Kan WaN A 
aingar taba an unlucky caaoto 
daatar .mo hatpmg har do aaray 
wtth har obnoasoua boyfnand. R' 
10:O0 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL p 
0 HfLL STREET BLUES 
ISaaaon Pranaarol Dawanport maa 
10 gat a stay of aatcutwn lor a 
conwetad kAar. a woman datac- 
trw* mafeaa a pass at Funao. and a 
naw roll call sargaani tafcaa ovar 
tha pocsum. Stara Oaraal J Tra- 
vann and Varonsea Hamal. 
820/20Q 
JUNIOR   HIGH A bahatd- 
tha-acanas look a) a Hoaywood 
school whoaa   studant   body is 
atrwucaHy and raoaPy dnraraa. 
©NEWS 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Pnvata SchuU SchuU 
and h>s band of countarfanars 
bagm tha* monumantal task of 
forgjng Engkah banknotaa (Part 2 
of 6) (R) g 
10:30 
©ODD COUPLE 
11:00 
g000NBJWS 
WORLD    WAR    II    Gl 
DIARY 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0    BURNS    AND    ALLEN 
Gaorga grvaa Gracat a laad on 
buyaig a naw toaasar at dweount 
and aha at Han dawaopa a unwjua . 
plan to pay for it. 
11:06 
ONCWS 
11:26 
O OOOO ROCKIN- TONITE 
Host Tarry Dawd Mufhoan atfro- 
duoaa wdaoa by CuNuro Club. Tha 
F.w. Sh*a E . BB Ooaan, Frank 
Ssnasra. Edrfla Schwartr 
11:30 
0TAXI 
0 NEWHART Whan Ostfe 
apaaka up about tha naad for a 
■top aajn. ha ■ ancouragad   to 
bacoma a oty councaman (R) 
0    TONIGHT   Hoot:   Johnny 
Carson     Schadutad:    Bob    Hop- 
Ryan O'Naaf. Farrah Fawoan. 
0 ABC NEWS NrOHTLINC 
0 0  LATE NIGHT   AMERI- 
CA   Schadutad    Martm   Gafvai. 
pubacsty   dVactor   of   tha   Matt 
Northarn Aid Comm-ttaa. on why 
Amancana   should   support   tha 
IRA 
O SANFORD AND SON 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
ITMC)      MOVII     **** 
Thawaa Lata Us (19741 Karth 
Canaovw Shaaay Ouval Thraa 
aacapad conweta sat off on a 
enma spraa dunng tha Oapraation 
yaara at tha South   R 
laUOO 
O STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCtSCO 
(BJ/LOSO 
LAUREL ANO HAROY 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:06 
0     MOVIE     **»        Tha 
Chcaco      119611   Suaan    Clark. 
MitchalRvan 
12:26 
0    MOVIE    ***)      "Daath 
Scraam'' (1976) Raul Juka. Lucas 
Amai 
12:30 
0 LATE NK3HT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad 
ulad: ac nsss Shaaay Duvai 
Ostroit Tigora owna* Tom 
Monaghan 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Danma Homa va. Lias Santana ai 
a waWarwaaaht bout sdiadutad tor 
10 rounds (from Las Vagaa 
Nav.1. IR) 
1:00 
I HA WAN FIVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   ****   "Carna 
119521 Lauranoa Okwar. Janrafar 
Jonaa. 
1:30 
• NEWS 
140 
nMC)   MOVIE   **v»      Ta*« 
To Hoaywood   (19B0)Hoatadby 
JackiaCoopar 
2 0O 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
2:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
3.-00 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC,   MOVIE   ***     South 
Paafcc"   (1868)   Mai   Gaynor. 
Roaaano Brant 
3:30 
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Rob 
Salauar vs Dannst Aauuo. World 
light tfcaavywsajht Champsonatap. 
schadutad for 12 rounds (from 
o. CaM.). m 
ALL WASHED UP? 
Let UNIVERSITY CLEANERS 
Do Your Wash For 
s100 1 
Must be brought in * All you pay for is 
between 8:00-1:00 but washers & dryers & just 
can be picked up any-   $1  to have it all done! 
time we are open 
' Use your own soap or 
let us provide it for a 
small fee 
(up to 3 loads) 
* Good M F only 
524 E. Wooilw (Nam lo Myltl) 
8-5.30 352-7212 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and. 
football cards, album's, sheels, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
OPEN 12-8 Monday-Saturday 
Gary 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
only $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. WoosterSt. 
352-4171 
